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Editor’s Note

AS THIS ISSUE of the Princeton Seminary Bulletin was being prepared for

publication, the anniversary of September n, came and went. While

much about our world has changed, much remains the same. Faculty teach,

preachers preach, and scholars continue to add to the pool of knowledge.

This issue of the Bulletin includes several lectures and sermons, the papers of

a colloquium in Switzerland, and two brief sermons celebrating the life of

Professor G. Robert Jacks. The Princeton Seminaiy Bulletin has a new Edito-

rial Associate, Lawrence M. Stratton, a first year student in the Seminary’s

doctoral program in ethics. He replaces Steven R. Matthies, who was called

to serve as a Teaching Pastor at Southport Presbyterian Church in India-

napolis, Indiana.

Stephen D. Crocco
Editor
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On Pressing On
by Thomas W. Gillespie

President Thomas W. Gillespie ofPrim e-

ton Theological Seminary delivered this

Commencement Address in the Princeton

University Chapel on May 18, 2002.

C ANADIAN THEOLOGIAN Douglas John Hall contends that “Faith clings to

the hope of the happy ending that it remembers.” By that he means that

believers live before God in the world between memory and hope, between

the past and the future, between the old and the new.

This is true of both Israel and the Church. The people of God in every age

live and believe somewhere between what God has done and what God will

do. In this story, this history, this tradition, things are never quite the way

they once were, but neither are they the way they will yet become in God’s

redemptive purpose.

Such is the message of the prophet of God to the people of God in their

Babylonian captivity (Isaiah 48:1-11). So-called Second Isaiah calls these

exiles to remember their story, the story grounded in God’s former deeds-

the calling of Abraham and Sarah,

the exodus of Israel from Egyptian bondage,

the providential wandering in the wilderness,

the inheritance of the land,

the guidance of the judges,

the provision of the priesthood and the temple,

the leadership of the kings, and

the oracles of the prophets.

His message is that their story is God’s story.

The former things I declared long ago,

they went out from my mouth and I made them known;

then suddenly I did them and they came to pass (48:3).

Moreover-and this is crucial-God’s story is not yet finished.

You have heard; now see all this;

And will you not declare it?

From this time forward I make you hear new things,

hidden things that you have not known.

They are created now, not long ago;

before today you have never heard of them,

so that you could not say, ‘I already knew them’ (48:6-7).
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Among those future events still up God’s sleeve was their deliverance from

exile. Eventually they got to go home. The story continued to unfold. And

“in the fullness of time” it included the good news ofJesus the Christ. Even

then, however, the story did not conclude. Those who believed in this Jesus

then and those who believe in him today continue to live between memory
and hope, between the past and the future, between the old and the new.

The Acts of the Apostles makes that clear by the significant way it begins

and the odd way it ends. How often have you read or heard read these

familiar words from the opening verse?

In the first book, O Theophilus, I have dealt with all that Jesus began to

do and teach until the day he was taken up . . .

And how often have you missed the point of that introductory statement

regarding the ensuing story of the apostolic church?

The point hinges on the word “began.” In the first book, the Gospel

according to Luke, the author told the story not of all that Jesus “did” and

“taught” but the story of all that Jesus “began” to do and teach. Which to my
mind clearly implies that the story now to be told is not primarily about the

acts of the apostles but about the continuing acts of the now risen Christ

through the presence and by the power of his Spirit through the apostolic

church.

New Testament scholars have often noted that Luke’s second volume does

not actually conclude. It simply stops abruptly in mid-story with Paul under

house arrest in Rome. The reason for this odd ending is simple. The story of

the church-God’s continuing story-is a story that continues up to this

present day.

And that brings us to you who graduate this day from Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary. Not you alone, of course, but you nonetheless. Shortly you

will process out of this great chapel to begin or continue your life in ministry

on the leading edge of that biblical tension between memory and hope,

between the past and the future, between the old and the new.

In your degree programs at the Seminary-already a part of your past-your

memory has been attuned to the things God has done in biblical times for us

all and our salvation, to the story of the church- both glorious and inglorious-

across the ages and the world. The faculty has introduced you to and

encouraged you in thinking theologically about this story, discerning how it

may be told today in such a way that people will be open to that which God

seeks to do in their lives and world.

But remember, you who would be tellers of this story, that it remains an

open story, an unfinished story, a story that will only conclude when God’s
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desire to give life to the world is ultimately realized, not in death but in

resurrection!

It is necessary to say that to the Class of ‘02 because you are in a sense also

the Class of 9/1 1. Whatever else the tragic events of September 1 1 achieved,

they convinced all of us who engage in Christian ministry that we do so

amidst an apocalyptic struggle against what the New Testament calls the

“principalities and powers” of this world.

The world will take little if any note ofyour graduation from Seminary this

day because in its eyes you represent no threatening power. In our own eyes,

however, we recognize the power of God at work in those who answer the

call of God to ministry-the power of forgiveness and reconciliation and

redemption. We even recognize and confess the power of God over death

itself, revealed decisively and eschatologically in the resurrection of Jesus

Christ. Here, like Israel in Babylonian captivity, we too live between what

God has done in the past and what we believe God will do in the future.

Put simply, we minister in the conviction that God will yet have his way

with the world, and God’s way is the way of life.

Which brings us at last to the New Testament lesson read earlier from

Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (3:10-16). The theme is the resurrection of

Christ and the apostle’s deep desire to share in it. That is the goal of life as

Paul understands it, the goal towards which he presses in the work of

ministry. He is not there yet, and he knows it. But he is on the way. His

ministry is work “on the way.”

Resurrection hope, mind you, is not an escape from the work of ministry,

but rather the goal that guarantees the value of that work. As Paul assured the

Corinthians at the conclusion of his great sermon on the resurrection,

Therefore, my beloved, be steadfast, immovable, always excelling in the

work of the Lord, because you know that in the Lord your labor is not

in vain (1 Cor. 15:58).

Given what has been said about the importance of memory to faith, indeed,

given what the scriptures of both testaments say about our need to remember

what God has done in the past in order that we may hope in what God will

yet do in the future, given all of that it is surprising to hear the apostle confess

his forgetfulness. As he puts it, “this one thing I do: forgetting what lies

behind and straining forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal

for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus” (3 :
1
3T).

Surely Paul is not intimating that he is forgetting God’s covenant promise

to Abraham and Sarah or God’s deliverance of Israel from Egyptian bondage.

Clearly, he is not implying forgetfulness of the life and death ofJesus or his
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own encounter with the risen One on the road to Damascus. So what is it that

he is so willing to forget in his pursuit of “the goal of the upward call of God
in Christ Jesus”?

The text suggests that he is referring to all of those things and matters in

his life that once he thought gave him his identity and dignity, those things

and matters that he now counts as “rubbish” and “loss” because of “the

surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus” his Lord, the Christ Jesus who
made Paul and makes us “his own” (3:12).

How then does this translate for you who graduate this day? Well, on a

humorous note, it might sound something like this. Forget the agony of

learning Hebrew and Greek, but remember Hebrew and Greek. More

seriously, forget the exams taken and papers written, the comprehensives and

orals, and even the dissertations, but remember what you learned from each.

Forget your GPA, and remember that your life is justified by grace through

faith and not by the works of the academy. Forget the pain of having your

mind stretched and your naivete exposed, and remember what God has

taught you in this place about “the unsearchable riches of Christ.” But also,

forget the irks and piques caused you these years by faculty, administrators,

and class mates, and remember that God loves each of them in Christ even

as you. In a word, forget anything and everything that will weigh you down

in the race that is now set before you.

Ministry, in whatever form it may take, is tough enough in its own right

without having to carry excess baggage. Whatever it is that may hold you

back in your pursuit of God’s high call in Christ Jesus, forget it! And

remember that there is every reason for doing so because of what God has

done and will do in Jesus Christ. For faith does cling to “the hope of the

happy ending it remembers.”



The Influence of the

Protestant Reformation

on India

by P. Daniel Jeyaraj
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1 . Influence of the Protestant Reformation on India

WITH THE DISCOVERY OF THE American Continent in 1492 the

Roman Catholic Church entertained mission movements. Two
years later, Pope Alexander VI divided the world into two ecclesiastical

jurisdictions: he entrusted the Western hemisphere to Spain and the Eastern

hemisphere, including Brazil, to Portugal, to begin, maintain, and develop

the mission enterprise in the new lands, 'thus, the Portuguese Padroado

Mission began to function in India. Eminent Jesuit missionaries such as

Francis Xavier and Roberto de Nobili belonged to this Padroado Mission. In

1599 they attempted to bring all the Syrian Orthodox Christians in South

India under the control of the Roman Catholic Church; this encounter

produced tensions and splits.

The Protestant churches in Western Europe—with their geographical

territories fixed after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, with occasional

emphasis on mission work among the Jews and Turks in Europe and without

overseas colonial territories for their expansion— did not give much impor-

tance to cross-cultural international mission activity. Their theological un-

derstanding did not support inter-cultural mission enterprise. On the one

hand, they identified the preaching of the Word of God in local European

parishes with mission. On the other hand, they believed that the twelve

Apostles ofJesus Christ had already preached the Word of God to the entire

world. Besides, some theologians such as Johann Gerhard (1582-1637) ex-

pected the political rulers to initiate mission work. However, the long-lasting

conflicts between the Roman Catholic Church, the emerging Protestant

churches, and the rejection of monasticism in Protestantism hindered the

Protestant from cross-cultural missionary engagements.

With the formation of East India companies, Protestant Christians —
mostly sailors, businessmen, soldiers, and administrators— began to move

from Europe to their trading centers in different countries.
1

Generally, they

'The English East India Company (1600-1874), which was not missionary-minded or
friendly, built St. Mary’s, the first Anglican Church on the Eastern side of Suez Canal, in
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were not effective representatives of Christian faith. Their efforts to gain

economic profit and to move from trade to colonization did not earn them

recognition in the lands of their new occupation. However, the spices (e.g.,

pepper, cinnamon, cloves) and consumer goods (e.g., tea, cotton, silk) that

the businesspeople of East India companies were transporting from India

changed the food and dress habits of Europeans once and for all. Indian

dishes such as “Bombay Duck,” a fish dish prepared in Goa, the first Portu-

guese capital in India, were known throughout Europe. Slowly, but steadily,

Indian culinary items became an inseparable part of the Western cultural

fabric.

At the same time, the records of the travelers and business people por-

trayed India as a country where one could become rich quickly and easily, but

these reports were limited to information about life in the royal palaces and

in coastal cities. Since most of the authors did not know local Indian

languages, they had to depend on interpreters. The “otherness” of India

puzzled them so much that they thought Europeans would never be able to

know the “heart” of Indian religions, thought, and behavior patterns. How-
ever, with the advent of the Protestant Mission to India, European notions

about India, Indians, and Indian society were to change.

1.1 First Lutheran Mission to India

Due to the growing influence of pietism in Germany, the beginning of the

eighteenth century witnessed an emergence of Protestant cross-cultural ac-

tivity. Pietism was known for its practical religion of the heart as opposed to

the stagnant orthodoxy of the Lutheran state churches. It underlined regular

personal and corporate study of the Bible, the priesthood of all believers,

edifying sermons on Sundays, and practical demonstrations of Christian

values and lifestyle in both private and public spheres. Pietists were con-

sciously involved in the social betterment of underprivileged people through

education, trade, interest-free loans, and so forth. Pietism was promoted

vigorously by persons such as Philip Jacob Spener (1635-1705) and August

1680. Later, in 1688 it had a rule that if a ship was loaded with more than 500 tons of

goods, then a member of the clergy could travel aboard; however, much care was taken that

the ship-load did not exceed 499 tons! The Dutch East India Company (1602-1798)

erected a “Seminarium Indicum” at Leiden in 1622. The French East India Company
(1664-1769) facilitated the mission enterprise of the Roman Catholic Missions in India.

Philippus Baldaeus (1632-1671), the chaplain of the Dutch East India Company, was

responsible for the publication of the comprehensive book entitled Naanwkeurige Be-

schryvinge van Malabar en Choromandel (Trustworthy description of the Costs of Malabar

and Coromandel) in Dutch and German in 1672.
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Hermann Francke (1663-1727). Within the scope of his Plan for Real Bet-

terment of the Entire World
,
Francke founded in 1702 a Collegium orientale

theologicum (Theological College for Oriental Studies), that was considered to

be the first center for scientific study of oriental languages in Germany and

invited students from many oriental countries to study in Halle, Germany.

Based upon his own experience of “new birth” and his understanding of

active love for neighbor, which shaped his life and ministry for the develop-

ment of socially downtrodden people, he promoted his pietistic mission.
2 He

wanted all people to experience their spiritual regeneration and to be actively

involved in holistic ministries. Religious devotion was to be sustained by holy

living and charitable activity. He envisioned tangible forms of mission as a

complement to the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ that would

enhance the quality of human life. He argued that this change should begin

with theological education in universities. Theological students were to be

trained not only to become academic theologians, but also practical-minded

pastors who would know the art of preaching edifying sermons. This system

of practical Christianity appealed to several young students of theology.

Two of Francke’s students—Bartholomaeus Ziegenbalg (1682-1719) and

Henry Pluetschau (1677-1746)— became the first Lutheran missionaries to

India. At their ordination in Copenhagen in November 1705, they had to

promise that they would not preach anything other than the message that was

fixed in the symbolic books of the Lutherans. Ragunatha Nayak, the king of

Tanjore Kingdom in South India, to which Tranquebar, a small Danish

Colony (1619-1845), belonged, allowed the Danes to practice their “Augs-

burg Religion” freely. 3 With the authorization of the Danish King Friedrich

IV, Ziegenbalg and Pluetschau landed in Tranquebar on July 9, 1706. As a

consequence of their youthful and cultural naivete, they believed that most of

the non-European peoples, especially the Indians, were “heathens living in

utter (spiritual) darkness,” that they did not possess any “civil code of

conduct,” and lived a barbarous life. However, soon after their arrival in

Tranquebar, and once they had learned to speak the Tamil language, they

reformed their preconceptions and acknowledged that the South Indians

2The German phrase “tatige Nachstenliebe” (active neighbor’s love, action to demon-
strate love for neighbor) is based on the saying of Jesus Christ: “Love your neighbor as

yourself.” One way of demonstrating this love is to render a practical help to a needy
person.

3A treaty record is kept in Copenhagen: National Archives in Copenhagen, Treaty

Collections: Supplement: The East Indies Inventory: Registratur 14, pages 504-507, No. 5. Ove
Gedde, the representative of the Danish King Christian IV and Ragunatha, the King of
Tanjore Kingdom, signed the treaty on Nov. 19, 1619. The third paragraph refers to the

practice of “Augsburg Religion.” Gedde became the first governor ofTranquebar (October

11, 1620 - February 13, 1620).
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possessed a highly developed civilized society with moral and civil codes of

conduct, religious works, and innumerable temples and holy places. This was

the first positive impact of South India on European missionaries.

1.2 Missionary Methods of the Tranquebar Missionaries

Like their teachers, the missionaries did not emphasize the cardinal Lu-

theran teaching of “Justification by Faith.” Instead they emphasized the need

for personal conversion experiences. Hence, they spoke with the South

Indians in the church through sermons, on the streets through open-air

preaching, and in interreligious dialogues. They met South Indians at their

homes, festivals, markets, and the work place. They corresponded with them

and introduced them to Christian teaching and lifestyle. Then they exhorted

them to consider the option of becoming followers of Jesus Christ.

Some South Indians were slaves kept in the households of Europeans in

Tranquebar, others were converts from Roman Catholicism, and yet others

were converts from their indigenous ancestral religious traditions. After a few

South Indians became Protestant Christians, a new alternative community

emerged: the church. Theologically, the church provided a place for regular

gatherings of Christians, so that they could hear the Word of God preached,

receive the sacraments, and engage in fellowship with other Christians. The

church was also an instrument to create social change and an alternative

lifestyle. This social and ecclesiastical community began to penetrate the

social, religious, and political structures, inevitably causing conflicts that were

solved only partially. At the same time, indispensable social identities of the

South Indians such as caste, music, personal names, ceremonies related to

marriage and death, and patterns of eating and greeting made their way into

the church. The church was growing as an indigenous institution. Hence, it

was not identical with the church in Europe. The life of the Indian church

simultaneously exhibited continuity and discontinuity with elements of Eu-

ropean and Indian spirituality and culture.

They made conscious efforts to acquaint the Tamils with Christian liter-

ature. Probably the missionaries knew the importance of the Tamil language

in spreading religious knowledge. Buddhists and Jains wrote the teachings of

their religions in Tamil, and thus could shape Tamil culture significantly.

Between the seventh and tenth centuries, the Bhakti movement employed

Tamil to disseminate the teachings of Saivism and Vaishnavism. For example,

Tirumular, the author of the scripture Tirumantiram, expressed the purpose

of his life in the eighty-first stanza: “The lord created me perfectly so that I

should sing of him flawlessly in chaste Tamil.” The Protestant missionaries,
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as followers of Martin Luther, knew of the importance of vernacular lan-

guages in their preaching and writing. For the Tamils who were used to

hearing religious tenets in their mother tongue, translation of the Bible was

important. After the Bible was translated into Tamil, the Tamils were

astonished to hear the Hebrew prophets speaking their language. Pietistic

hymns were translated and adapted, to some extent, to Bhakti genres. More-

over, in Tranquebar several catechetical, theological, historical, and educa-

tional works were translated and printed. With the help of Indians who were

fluent in several European languages, the missionaries succeeded in their

translations. For example, Indian Christians Peter Malaiappan and Timothy

Kudiyan were proficient in Tamil and German. They assisted Ziegenbalg and

Walther in their translation work. T he missionaries and Tamil Christian

leaders did not choose the poetical composition to convey the Christian

message. On the contrary, they chose the ordinary colloquial form of the

Tamil language as a medium to translate the Bible and other Protestant

writings. They aimed above all to help not only the elite, but also ordinary

people to understand the meaning and relevance of the Scriptures in their

context.

Translation work and meaningful communication demanded a thorough

knowledge of the different religious traditions of South Indians. As a result,

the missionaries wanted to acquire relevant literature. They wanted to discuss

with well-informed partners, representatives, and practicing adherents of

Indian religious faiths. In this adventure, the Indians disclosed their religious

identities and introduced the missionaries to the “heart” of their faith and life

systems. The letters, diaries, reports, and monographs of the missionaries, by

recording their observation, analysis, and experience of the South Indian way

of life, are now a unique source of information for understanding the South

Indian society of that time.

The message of the Gospel of Jesus Christ that God loved people irre-

spective of their birth, occupation, and family status motivated the converts

to move toward self-determination and self-sufficiency. Ziegenbalg defined

his understanding of mission as a “service to the soul as well as to the body.”

Without minimizing the need for the spiritual conversion of individuals, he

sought to transform the socio-economic life of the South Indians. He was

convinced that Christian preaching and works of compassion should go hand

in hand. This holistic mission was important in an Indian context that was

characterized predominantly by the religious and social institution of caste.

Such a context did not tolerate conversions. Even if the converts made their

choices on their own accord, their family members and friends excluded them
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from their midst. They lost their property and relationship rights.4 In 1713,

Ziegenbalg affirmed that if whole families would become Christians, they

could carry on their occupations and sustain themselves. However, when

individuals, especially widows, became Christians, they needed help and

friendship. 5 This particular circumstance called for the active social involve-

ment of the church. Hence, both missionaries and Indian Christians agreed

to build schools, hostels, and orphanages. The first public girl’s school that

was established in Tranquebar played a significant role in influencing gender

roles. When young women were introduced to modern education, their

lifestyle was transformed. Missionaries also arranged interest-free loans and

relief funds. They rendered financial help to pay the debt caused by unex-

pected sickness, death, and other natural catastrophes. Furthermore, the

Christians helped them achieve economic self-sufficiency. They taught that

each Christian should work, save money, and avoid unnecessary expenditures

related to marriages, funerals, and other events. One of the practical mea-

sures adopted by the Tranquebar missionaries had to do with health care. In

December 1729, Caspar Gottlieb Schlegelmilch, left Halle to become the

first medical missionary to India. He was asked to serve all Indians irrespec-

tive of their religious affiliation. He was to inform the professors of medicine

in Halle about various medical herbs and healing methods of the Indians. He
died eight months after his arrival in Tranquebar. Seven years later, Samuel

Benjamin Cnoll, the second medical missionary, reached Tranquebar. He
served there until February 1767.

6 Thus, Christianity in Tranquebar was a

religion of faith and practice. It was a way of life that helped people to

develop all aspects of private and public life.

Both Indian Christians and the missionaries desired to have an indigenous

church with an ordained Indian pastor. They realized that the role of

missionaries as facilitators would eventually end and they needed to make

provision for Indians to take up leadership in the church. After much

deliberation with Indian Christians and the authorities of the Mission Board

4Der Konigl. Ddnischen Missionarium unter den Ost-Indischen Heiden abgenotigte Apologia

(Apology required from the Royal Danish Missionaries among the people of East India).

This unpublished manuscript written in 1713 is kept in the Mission Archives of the

Francke Foundations in Halle with the call no. II C 5. The following information is found

on page 2 1 : “The physical situation of adult members of Church is bad because they are

not respected by others, or are not rich. They are poor and hated. This misery increases

greatly when they become Christians and come to our Church. They are hated and

forsaken by their non-Christians friends and others. Moreover, European Christians do

not accept or love them.”
5Cf. Apology, ibid., 63.
6
Cf. Arno Lehmann: Es begann in Tranquebar [It began in Tranquebar] Berlin: Evange-

lische Verlagsanstalt, 1955, 176 f.
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in Copenhagen, Aaron, the first Indian Protestant Christian, was ordained on

December 28, 1733. In the history of World Christianity, this occasion

marked a significant development: within twenty-six years of founding a

mission, a convert was trained and ordained as a pastor. Thus the Protestant

church in Tranquebar was launched on a foundation that was to last for a

long time.

During the time of the Tranquebar Mission, fifty-four European mission-

aries, fourteen Indian pastors, and numerous catechists were responsible for

the welfare of Christians in South India. Throughout the eighteenth century

it was the only mission agency that was allowed to receive Protestant mis-

sionaries. During the second half of that century, eminent missionary Chris-

tian Frederick Schwartz (d. 1798) contributed so much to the welfare of

South Indians that the presence of Christians was not viewed as a threat

either to the local Tamil rulers or to European colonial authorities. Under

the leadership of Schwartz, Indian Christians such as catechist Satyanathan

and poet Vedanayakam spread the Christian faith in many South Indian cities

and initiated the conversion of a few groups in Tirunelveli. Schwartz’s

friendship with highly placed officials of the British East India Company such

as Charles Grant, the Director of Board of Governors, enabled him to gain

their support for the mission.

Charles Grant and his friends in the British Parliament, William Wilber-

force and Henry Thornton, were aware of the changing attitude of several

British citizens towards Christian mission in India. For example, they were

aware of the Baptist Missionary Society (1792), the London Missionary

Society (1795), and the Church Missionary Society (1799). When the East

India Company Charter was renewed in 1813, Charles Grant played a key

role in the decision to insert a “Pious Clause.” This paved the way to establish

an Anglican Bishopric in Calcutta and free entry for British missionaries.

Twenty years later the provision was expanded to include all Protestant

mission agencies from Europe and America; all the major Reformation

churches in Europe began sending missionary representatives to India. They

brought with them their theological conviction, church polities, and cultural

and national identities. Lutherans, Anglicans, Baptists, Methodists, and Pres-

byterians came from Germany, Great Britain, America, Canada, Sweden,

Norway, Australia, New Zealand, and other countries. They established their

centers with each of their distinctive characteristics. Many of them were

involved in evangelism, education, health care, orphanages, the education of

women, agriculture, cattle breeding, vocational training such as brick mak-

ing, carpentry, and tailoring, and the professional training of teachers, med-

ical nurses, and engineers. The Protestant Reformation took a long time to
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reach India; after its arrival, it made its impact in several spheres. Three

aspects of this impact may be mentioned briefly.

1.5 The Presence of Protestant Churches and Church Institutions

The presence of Protestant Christians, in their diverse communities, dem-

onstrates an important influence of the Protestant Reformation on India.

The missionaries of various church bodies brought with them the theology,

history, and traditions of their parent organizations either in Western Europe

or North America. For a long time they were careful to maintain their

distinctive elements, and taught them to their adherents in India. Their

contradictory views on theology and church polity created confusion. More-

over, there were many “sheep stealing” events, which created rivalries among

various denominations. Some Indian church leaders quickly realized that

these characteristics had their origin in the historical, social, and religious

context of Europe and they did not help the public witness of the church in

an Indian context. Hence, they sought to establish coordination in mission

work. In 1806, William Carey proposed a World Missionary Conference to

be held at the Cape ofGood Hope. It took more than a hundred years to fulfil

this vision. In 1910 the first International Missionary Conference was held in

Edinburgh. However, there were also several national conferences of differ-

ent mission agencies held in India. In 1825, missionaries of the American

Board for Foreign Mission, the London Missionary Society, the Church

Missionary Society, and the Scottish Missionary Society met in Bombay to

promote Christian fellowship and to exchange ideas. Five years later, repre-

sentatives of several missionary agencies met in William Carey’s home for

discussion. Throughout the nineteenth century many such meetings brought

people together, and helped them to overcome their cultural, theological, and

national barriers. From 1855 onward, several interdenominational confer-

ences met in Calcutta, Allahabad, Bombay, and Madras. 7 The participants of

the 1902 Madras Conference decided to adopt a comity agreement in their

mission work and to petition William Carey’s college in Serampore to confer

academic degrees for theological training, sensing the need for united orga-

nizations in the fields of education and health. They established the Madras

Christian College, the United Theological College in Bangalore, the All

India Mission Tuberculosis Sanatorium at Arogyavaram, and the Christian

7In 1855, the General Conference of Bengal Protestant Missionaries on Vernacular

Preaching was held in Madras, followed two years later by the “Benares Conference

Resolution on the Native Agency.”
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Medical College in Vellore. These institutions played an important role in

bringing together Christians from different denominations and countries.

Some denominational bodies wanted their own unions. For example,

J.C.F. Heyer organized the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of India in 1858 at

Guntur. In 1927, nine Lutheran churches in India joined together to estab-

lish a Federation of Evangelical Lutheran Churches in India. In 1975, the

name of this organization was changed to United Evangelical Lutheran

Churches in India (UELCI). The UELCI, with close to one million com-

municant members, promotes village communities, raises the consciousness

of Dalit, and advocates for the ordination of women to ecclesiastical leader-

ship. Since 1990, it has been organizing the Lutheran Mission Coordination.

Efforts for interdenominational church unions were successful. To give

just one example, the Presbyterian and Congregational Churches in South

India formed a South India United Church in 1908, and were joined later by

Anglicans and Methodists in the negotiations for a united church. The end

result was that churches from Anglican, Congregational, and Presbyterian

traditions agreed to form a united church. After forty years of negotiations,

the Church of South India was established on September 27, 1947. Some
church historians consider this church union to be the greatest miracle since

Pentecost. Today, the Church of South India has twenty-one dioceses,

14,000 congregations with 3.8 million communicant members, 2,000 schools,

over 100 colleges, hospitals, and training centers. Protestant Christians in

India are still a very small minority (about 1% of the total Indian population).

However, their contribution to education, health care, and vocational train-

ing is noteworthy for promoting Christian values among Christians and

non-Christians alike.

Indians of non-Christian faiths have reacted to Christian values in different

ways. Some have adopted Christian ideals, but have chosen not to become

Christians; others have rejected them outright. Still others have attempted to

redefine Hindu religious beliefs using Christian categories. Their endeavor

demonstrates the fact that all the Christian values are available within their

own religious systems. Thus, the followers of the Protestant Reformation in

India have helped Indians to reflect on their traditional belief systems and

behavior patterns. Yet one must note that the large properties and power

structures of various church bodies in India are objects of perennial conten-

tions and that the desire for power and wealth has resulted in unhealthy

disputes, violence, and abuse. In addition, the church in India tends to

depend on their parent bodies in Western Europe or in North America for

financial support. Despite these and other hurdles, the church in India exists

and continues to grow.
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Today, the National Council of Churches in India at Nagpur (NCCI)

represents India’s largest Protestant church body.
8

It includes eleven Luth-

eran Churches, five large Baptist Conventions, two Mennonite Churches, a

Methodist Church of India, the Church of South India, the Church of North

India, the Hindustani Covenant Church, the Presbyterian Church of India,

the Salvation Army, and others. The NCCI stimulates missionary thinking

and investigation, and makes the knowledge and experience of the worldwide

church available to local congregations. It represents the non-Roman Cath-

olic Churches for the Government of India. 9 The NCCI stands for the

development of minorities of all religions in India. The NCCI is associated

with the World Council of Churches in Geneva and other world Christian

organizations.

1.4 Literature of the Protestants in Indian Vernaculars

The Protestant Reformation in India has also influenced literature written

in Indian vernacular languages. Ziegenbalg published the first printed version

of the four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles in the Tamil language in

1714. His successors, Benjamin Schultze and Philip Fabricius, completed the

entire Tamil Bible translation in the 1750s. Though missionaries came and

went and conditions changed, the Bible was available in the mother tongue of

the Tamils. Religious Tamil vocabulary was thus used to communicate the

Christian message. The Tamil Bible became the largest prose text in Tamil

and has contributed to the present form of the Tamil language. It is worth

noting that in their Bible translations, the early Protestant missionaries did

not hesitate to use the Tamil works of Roman Catholic missionaries such as

Henrique Henriques and Roberto de Nobili. What was unthinkable in the

Europe of that day, was possible in far away India. Of course, the Bible

remains an important tool in evangelistic work in India. Today, the Bible

Society of India is one of the largest agencies promoting the distribution of

the Bible, the New Testament, and selected biblical passages in almost two

hundred Indian languages. The message of the Bible inspires confidence and

hope. It promotes human dignity and encourages responsible living. The

dynamic message that God loves people as they are and desires to help them

in their holistic development changes both hearers and readers alike. Simi-

larly, everyone is expected to learn to love people as they are and to help them

develop in a holistic way.

8
In 1912, the National Missionary Council was established. Its name was changed in

1923 to the National Christian Council of India.

^he Catholic Bishops’ Conference of India at New Delhi coordinates the activities of

the Roman Catholic Churches in India.
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The missionaries from the lands of the Reformation brought their cate-

chisms, theological books, church histories, and literature from the Renais-

sance, the Reformation, and the Enlightenment. They conveyed their teach-

ings to Indians and translated many of those teachings into Indian languages.

This exchange of literature enriched the Indian literary tradition and tradi-

tional Indian understandings of cosmology, human nature, the material

world, and human destiny began to change. The tension between inherited

tradition and acquired knowledge became evident because Christian litera-

ture tends to introduce changes in mind, attitude, thought, speech, and

lifestyle.

r.y Protestant Missions and Colonialism

Often one hears the accusation that Christian missions were the hand-

maidens of colonial governments. In India the British East India Company

adopted different policies for Christian missionary work. It recognized the

Tranquebar Mission largely because it was a Danish-German affair that did

not threaten the trade policies of the British. In the British colonies in

Madras, Cuddalore, Trichrappalli, and Calcutta, Lutheran missionaries were

tolerated because they fulfilled the one requirement of the British East India

Company, namely to run their charity schools. When the Danish colony of

Tranquebar began to help the French army by the end of eighteenth century,

the British East India Company prepared the way to overtake the entire

colony. Finally, the Danish colonies in Tranquebar in southeastern India and

Serampore in northwestern India were sold to the British East India Com-
pany in 1845.

It is interesting to note that the British East India Company did not allow

any Anglo-Saxon missionaries to settle in their territories. The Company had

a legal provision that any Anglo-Saxon missionary who desired to travel to

India and take up residence in a British colony should obtain permission

either from the Archbishop of Canterbury or from the Bishop of London.

This was the major reason that the famous Baptist missionary William Carey

was not allowed to settle in Calcutta, the headquarters of the British East

India Company in India. The trading company did not want to interfere in

the religious and cultural affairs of their trading subordinates. Hence they

were harsh toward missionaries who had the tendency to learn Indian lan-

guages, approach the people without the intermediary role of the company

officials, and acquaint themselves with the state of affairs.

Moreover, the missionaries entertained a large network of correspondence

both inside and outside India. The Company, which had no control over the
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content of this correspondence, had to be cautious because the missionaries

could block the lines of communication and the flow of revenues. As a result,

the Company avoided helping the missionaries. Whenever a missionary

raised an objection against the policy of the Company (e.g., imposing exces-

sive tax, failing to enforce fair trade, and neglecting the welfare of the

common people in general and underprivileged minorities in particular), the

Company severely threatened that missionary, and made it very clear that

missionaries should not interfere in the business of the Company. In order to

please the Indian elite, the Company did not appoint Indian Christians for

senior positions. Instead, such positions were reserved for Brahmin admin-

istrators who were considered to be the custodians of religious and cultural

knowledge in India. These Indian elites also generally favored the policies of

the Company. Consequently, the Company suspected any Christian mission-

ary enterprise. Sometimes Christian soldiers were forced to guard Hindu

temples and participate in Hindu festivals. Consequently, the resultant em-

pire was not a mere British Empire, as it was accepted earlier, but rather an

unofficial “Hindu Raj.” Frykenberg observes this tendency:

The entire structure undergirding the imperial system depended upon

support from Hindu elites. Armed forces of some three hundred

thousand men came from military castes who ruled over agrarian

villages across the country; and administrative cadres of roughly another

three hundred thousand provided bureaucratic skills which controlled

the flow of information and revenue. It was these Hindus, especially

Brahmans in the secretariats, who quiedy helped to construct and shape

what became modern Hinduism. Company Raj under the British

became, at least unofficially, a ‘Hindu Raj.’ Hostility toward India’s

Christians and towards foreign missionaries was palpable, despite local,

occasional and specific contradictions and exceptions .

10

This experience was a painful one for the missionaries. In the lands of the

Reformation, they could have utilized the power of the State to support

Christian missionary work because, in Europe, the religion of the ruler was

considered to be the religion of his subjects. This political and ecclesiastical

principle of the Protestant Reformation did not work in India. From die time

of Ziegenbalg, the missionaries and Christians had to learn that the Christian

community would remain small— often despised and unwanted, yet moti-

vated to claim their birthright, and to be loyal, responsible citizens in India.

IO
Cf. Frykenberg, Robert E.: “India,” A World History of Christianity, ed. Adrian Hast-

ings, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999, 180.
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They also realized that the Christian community lives as Christians and as

Indians. This dual identity provided a creative tension, thus challenging

Indian Christians to develop their self-understanding in a relevant way. The

various contributions of the missionaries influenced not only Indian Chris-

tians, but also Christians in the lands of the Reformation.

2. Impact of Indian Christianity on the lands of the Reformation

2.1 Introducing Indians to Europeans

The influence was reciprocal and manifested in manifold ways. Ziegenbalg

tried to introduce Indians to Europeans; he was aware of the newness of his

endeavor and wanted to be a bridge-builder. When Ziegenbalg first ad-

dressed the Tamils as “blind heathens living in utter spiritual darkness,” they

responded that the European Christians were ten times worse than the

Tamils. Their Christian life did not reflect their supposedly superior civili-

zation or religiosity. Ziegenbalg was of the conviction that the teaching of the

Reformation was revolutionary. Following the Reformation teaching, the

Tamils wanted a good life that promoted the welfare of individuals and

communities. Ziegenbalg was astonished by the response of the Tamils and

was resolved to communicate their response to his contemporaries in Europe

so that they could learn what others think about European Christians and

their religious life.

In the popular opinion of the Tamils, the European Christians of the East

India Companies did not care about religion, but they were prone to alco-

holism, extra-marital relationships, cheating, and brutality .

11 The Tamils

considered the European Christians to be the most dangerous, foolish, and

ignorant people in the world, who thought nothing ofGod or life after death.

If the European Christians claimed that they would reach heaven—in spite of

their alcoholism, gluttony, sexual immorality, dancing, gambling, habits of

cursing, swearing and the like—then the Tamils did not want to go to the

heaven of the Christians .

12
Consequently, they did not want to become

Christians either, and chose rather to be in hell with their ancestors than with

the Christians in heaven. Ziegenbalg was startled by this response and wanted

to find out the reasons for these polemics. He poured himself into the

learning of Tamil language and literature and discussed with well-informed

Tamil scholars their conceptions of god, man, the world, sin, education, art,

agriculture, and their moral code of conduct. Transformed by his encounter

“Cf. Halle Reports, Vol. I, I
st
Continuation, 143 (Ziegenbalg’s letter of August 27, 1709).

,2
Cf. Halle Reports, Vol. I, I

st Continuation, 49 (Ziegenbalg wrote it in 1708).
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with the Tamils and their society, he encouraged his European contempo-

raries to give up their erroneous ideas about the South Indians. In the preface

to his translation of an ancient Tamil book of morals in 1708, Ziegenbalg

observed:

Most Christians in Europe are of such opinions that the South Indians

are an extremely barbarous people without knowing anything about the

one true God, and that among them there are no academic disciplines,

good customs, virtues or moral code of conduct. This opinion comes

from the fact that some Europeans came to the South Indians not

knowing [their] language or reading their books. They derived their

conclusions from their external observations. I myself have to confess

that, at the time of my first arrival among them, I thought that their

language did not have reasonable grammatical rules and that they were

living an unorganized life without any civil code of conduct. Basing my
judgement on what they do and what they fail to do I had all kinds of

wrong conceptions about them thinking that the South Indians

possessed neither civil nor moral codes of conduct. For this reason I

excuse those who have never known the South Indians, yet have such

wrong preconceptions about them. Before I lived among the South

Indians, I too had the same kind of prejudice. After I have learned to

speak their language to some extent and discuss with them about all

kinds of things, I was freed gradually from such vain imaginations. I

began to have much better opinion about them. Finally, when I have

acquired the ability to read the literature, I realized the following: in

their own orderly way they teach well-organized philosophical disci-

plines that are similar to the disciplines discussed only by experts in

Europe. Moreover, they have religious scriptures that are written

systematically. All theological subject matters should be derived from

and based on these scriptures.
13

Two years later, Ziegenbalg sent another much larger manuscript entitled

“Genealogy of the South Indian Deities” (1713) to his teacher August

Hermann Francke in Halle. When Francke received it, he is said to have

remarked: “the missionaries were sent to destroy heathenism in India, but not

to spread the heathen nonsense in Europe,” thus illustrating how European

Christians perceived South Indians. Francke did not publish any of Ziegen-

balg’s major treatises. Thus, the desire of Ziegenbalg and his successors to

I3
Cf. Halle Reports, Vol. I, I

st
Continuation, 44 f.
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educate their European contemporaries about India remained unfulfilled for

a long time.

European Christians were slow to learn from other cultures. It is well-

known that the reports of the missionaries contain first-hand information on

ethnography, anthropology, religion, social customs, politics, people groups,

and folk tales that is of great interest today. Yet European Christians did not

study these documents from an intercultural perspective. Tamil, which was

taught at the University in Halle by the missionary H. Pluetschau and his

assistant Timothy in 1711, was the first Asian language to be taught in a

European university. Ziegenbalg and his colleagues laid the foundation for a

Tamil dictionary and grammar based on European models. Some mission-

aries such as Christopher T. Walther (d. 1741), who wrote extensively about

the need for comparative study of South Indian and Hebrew cultures, are

believed to have found a number of similarities between the socio-religious

customs of the Tamils and the Hebrews. European scholarship has not given

adequate attention to this fact.

In addition to reports, the missionaries also sent artifacts such as coconut

shells, conch shells, palm-leaf manuscripts, various kinds of dry fish, shoes

made of thorns, instruments used for sacrifices and ritual offerings, and small

boxes containing images of various deities to Halle, to be displayed in

cabinets of curiosities intended to educate school children in the Francke

Foundations, establish relationships with Indians and their culture, and to

begin an ongoing inquiry. This purpose was partially realized. Walther and

his colleagues indicated that European scholars were needed to study the rich

literature in Tamil and Sanskrit, to decipher the inscriptions in the temples,

and to interpret similar documents. Christian scholars in Europe failed to

appreciate this enterprise. With the British discovery of ancient Indian

literature, the contribution by Christian missionaries to academic studies on

India lost its importance. 14 This was a huge loss because their writings

contain firsthand information on religion, philosophy, literature, language,

ethics, social structure and customs, politics, agriculture, handicraft, mathe-

matics, music, medicine, astronomy, travel routes, and the like. The mission-

aries were the pioneers in translating some fundamental Indian literature into

English. Ziegenbalg translated three Tamil books on ethics into German in

' 4The Asiatic Society of Bengal was established in Calcutta in 1784. Charles Wilkin
translated the Bhagavad Gita into English in 1785. Sir W. Jones and H.T. Colebrook
translated the drama Sakuntala and the Laws of Manu in 1794. These translations elicited

interest in India. Jones’ famous remark that Sanskrit was more wonderful and copious than

Greek and Latin excited the curiosity of the Western scholars so much that Indoiogy
became equated with study of Sanskrit literature.
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1708. William Carey and his colleague Joshua Marshman translated the

Sanskrit texts of the famous epic poem Ramayana into English and published

it (1806 -1 8 10). They were convinced that their translation would offer their

European readers a comprehensive understanding of Hindu mythology.

Carey encouraged his Mission Press to publish the second great Hindu epic,

Mahabharata, into the Bengali language. These works excited the interest of

several secular scholars in Europe. However, the preoccupation of Western

theologians with their own theologies and cultures prevented them from

studying the growth of Christian movements outside of Europe. Neverthe-

less, the European public gradually became aware of the existence of Chris-

tians in other parts of the world. This awareness was important for later

international relationships among Christians. The missionary encounter with

new peoples, lands, and cultures appears to have attracted more scholarly

attention only recently.’ 5

2.2 Promoting International and Interdenominational Cooperation in Mission

The Tranquebar Mission began international cooperation between differ-

ent denominational bodies. In 1709 the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge (SPCK), founded in London in 1698, arranged for the translation

and publication of Ziegenbalg’s letters in a volume entitled Propagation of the

Gospel in the East.

16
In 1710 the SPCK became a mission partner of the

Tranquebar Mission in India and sent a printing press and paper to Tran-

quebar two years later. The cooperation between the SPCK and the Tran-

quebar Mission made it possible to print the entire New Testament in Tamil

in Tranquebar in 1715. The Lutheran-Anglican cooperation must be under-

stood in the political and ecclesiastical tolerance that existed between Great

Britain and Germany at the time. The Tranquebar Mission played an im-

portant role in increasing the missionary fervor of William Carey and John

Wesley in England, Cotton Mather in New England, and Count Nikolaus

‘ 5For example, the University of Leipzig has undertaken an important project entitled

“Africa in German Mission Archives.” This project covers the personal files, letters, diaries

and other writings of German missionaries who lived and worked in Africa. The periodicals

of different mission agencies played an important role.
16
Propagation of the Gospel in the EAST: Being an Account of the Success of Two Danish

Missionaries
,
Lately sent to the East - Indies for the conversion of the Heathens in Malabar— In

several LETTERS to their Correspondents in Europe. Containing a Narrative of their VOYAGE
to the Coast of Coromandel,

their Settlement at Tranquebar
, the Divinity and Philosophy of the

Malabarians, their language and Manners
,

the Impediments obstructing the Conversion
,

the

several Methods taken by these Missionaries, the wonderful Providence attending than [and] the

progress they have already made. Rendered into Englishfrom the High Dutch and dedicated to the

most Honorable CORPORATIONfor the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts,
Parts 1 -

III, London: J. Downing, 1709-1718.
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von Zinzendorf in Germany, even as it influenced the emergence of inter-

national mission organizations in the West. The Baptist Missionary Society,

the Leipzig Evangelical Lutheran Mission, the Moravian Mission, the Basle

Evangelical Missionary Society, the Danish Mission to Greenland, the Dan-

ish Missionary Society and the Mission School founded by Janike in Berlin

were all influenced to some extent by the Tranquebar Mission. Arno Leh-

mann recognized the role of Tranquebar: “A priority of special nature [of the

Tranquebar Mission] is the ecumenical Four Corners—Halle, Copenhagen,

England and Tranquebar, which is unfortunately not clearly emphasized in

the ‘History of the Ecumenical Movement.’ National boundaries were

crossed over there; ecumenical cooperation was done despite the Church

barriers. Christians in Netherlands, Sweden, Italy and Petersburg partici-

pated in the mission actively. Not even America failed in this.”
17

This international cooperation involved a transnational and interdenomi-

national network with social, political, and economic implications. When
Ziegenbalg discovered that the local political and administrative authority at

Tranquebar did not support him or his missionary work, he traveled to

Copenhagen to meet King Frederick IV. Only at the intervention of the King

was the conflict between church and state in Tranquebar minimized, but it

was never removed. While the Christians were working for social change, the

political administration sought to maintain the status quo in order to protect

their business interests. Frederick IV soon realized that the zeal exhibited by

a few members of his own house and the Church in Copenhagen was not

enough to carry on the mission work consistently. Hence he organized the

first Protestant Mission Board in Copenhagen in 1714.^ After British King

George I expressed interest in the Danish mission work in South India, the

colonial government of the East India Company in Madras allowed the

Tranquebar missionaries to establish schools in their colonies. When the

Danish ships were not available to send letters and diaries from Tranquebar

to Europe, the missionaries were forced to rely on the ships of the British

East India Company.

The Tranquebar Mission was a Danish mission that employed Germans.

Of the fifty-four missionaries, only six were Danes. This provision seems to

have been a blessing because Germans in a Danish colony did not entertain

colonial aspirations. The church in Tranquebar never became a colonial

church, but rather a church of the people of Tranquebar. Nicholas Dal, a

I7
Cf. Lehmann, Arno: It Began in Tranquebar, Madras: Christian Literature Society,

056 , 39 -

1

It was officially known as “Collegio de cursu evangellii promovendo.”
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Danish missionary in Tranquebar, believed that in a Danish colony no Dane

should work as a missionary; similarly in a British colony no British citizen

should be a missionary. The missionaries understood themselves as repre-

sentatives of Protestant Christianity in Europe enabling close cooperation of

church representatives in Germany, Denmark, and Great Britain.
19

It was the

missionary work that united the people of various denominations living in

different countries.

Similarly, the money that was collected in Germany, Denmark, and Great

Britain needed to be channeled efficiendy. A reliable accounting system was

developed in Halle. Endowments were periodically established to meet the

monthly financial requirements of pastors and catechists in South India.

School children in and around Halle began to adopt other school children in

mission schools. Their prayers for those friends, whom they never met, and

their involvement for their welfare, created a new generation of people who
were open to mission enterprise. Some officials worked full-time to coordi-

nate financial transactions, keep records, answer the questions raised by

friends and foes of the mission, and represent the cause of mission in their

own locations, which provided new job opportunities for many people in

Europe. The ongoing relationships between organized mission institutions in

Europe and in the North American Continent, and their representatives or

partners in other parts of the world, underscore the fact that Christianity was

even then truly a worldwide phenomenon.

Some Indian Christian leaders showed their Western partners how mission

work could be carried out more successfully, both in India and elsewhere.

After V.S. Azariah established two indigenous mission movements, the In-

dian Missionary Society (IMS, 1903) and the National Missionary Society

(1905), he became an IMS missionary and worked in Dornakal. He knew

Western missionaries treated Indian Christians badly. In the International

Missionary Conference in Edinburgh (1910), Azariah spoke of the impor-

tance of changing the attitudes of Western missionaries. He requested that

Western missionaries consider their Indian coworkers as friends in order to

end the master-slave relationship. He further argued that Western mission-

aries should learn to appreciate Indian spirituality so Christian activities and

organizations could flourish. He concluded his lecture with this challenge:

“Through all the ages to come the Indian Church will rise up in gratitude to

attest the heroism and self-denying labours of the missionary body. You have

I9
Cf. Hilko-Wiardo Schomeras: “Die Bedeutung der danisch-halleschen Mission” [The

importance of Danish-Halle Mission], in: Luthertum
, ed. D. Johannes Bergdolt. Heft 11,

Leipzig 1936, 321-328, here quoted page 325: Since the mission was related to the church,

it could get support from German, Danish, and English friends.
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given your goods to feed the poor. You have given bodies to be burned. We
also ask for Love. Give us FRIENDS.”20

His appeal for friendship had far-reaching consequences. Western mission

agencies began to take non-Western Christian leaders seriously. The exem-

plary life and work of Azariah encouraged Indian Christians to establish

indigenous mission endeavors. Today, the Friends Missionary Prayer Band,

with its headquarters in Madras, and the Indian Evangelical Mission, with its

administrative center in Bangalore, are two leading missionary movements

that witness in word and deed to the power of the risen Lord Jesus Christ.

These and other indigenous Christian mission movements have recently

attracted the attention of Western missiologists.
21

Another twentieth Century Indian Christian who influenced Western and

Indian Christianity was Madathiparampil Mammen Thomas, usually known

as M.M. Thomas. From his youth, he was interested in worldwide Chris-

tianity. As a lay leader, he held important positions in the World Council of

Churches. In 1973, he emphasized that salvation was not a mere spiritual

reality, but also had a human dimension. Christians were expected to work

for peace, justice, and the preservation of creation. Thomas was a catalyst in

helping the Protestant churches to realize that the church, as the body of

Christ, is sent by God to serve needy people in their social context and to

remain in touch with them. In an ever-changing world, Thomas believed, the

church is called to witness the fullness of life. Between 1980 and 1987,

Thomas taught courses on ethics, missions, and ecumenics for a semester

every year at Princeton Theological Seminary. Charles West spoke of him as

the embodiment of worldwide Christianity. He affirmed that Thomas was

“the ecumenical movement in our midst. He embodied the world church

mission and, through his teaching presence, made us a part of it.”
22

Besides

these two great leaders of worldwide Christianity, there were other Indian

Christians who made significant contributions to Christianity in the lands of

the Reformation. Their research, theologies, and other writings continue to

attract the attention of Western scholars. They have shown that Indian

Christians can develop their theologies using various Indian philosophies and

social contexts (e.g., Sadhu Sundar Singh’s theology based on Indian mysti-

cism, A.J. Appasamy’s work on Christianity and Bhakti-marga, A. P. Nirmal’s

2
°Cf. Kuriakose, M.K.: History of Christianity in India— Source Materials, Madras: The

Christian Literature Society, 1982, 308.
2
'(if. Hedlund, Roger E. (Ed.): Christianity is Indian— The Emergence of an Indigenous

Community
,
Delhi: ISPCK published for MIIS in Mylapore, 2000.

22
Cf. the full text of the memorial lecture cf. Charles C. West: “M.M. Thomas (May 15,

1916-December 3, 1996)—A Tribute”, The Princeton Seminary Bulletin, Vol. XVIII, No. 2

(New Series), 1997, 208-210.
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studies of Dalit theology). When Western scholars began to be interested in

Indian Christian mission and theology, they played a significant role in

establishing a new literary genre.

2.5 Creating a New Literary Genre in the Lands of Reformation

As far as the Protestants in Germany were concerned, the “Halle Reports”

became their first mission literature.
23 Whenever letters and diaries from

Tranquebar reached Halle, the authorities published edited versions of these

documents. Their aim was to inform the friends of the mission in Europe of

the success of the missionaries in India, to request them for their prayer and

financial help, and to pass on information on the socio-economic, religious,

and cultural context of their work. These reports begin with an introduction

and a preface by the editor. If there were some opponents who criticized the

mission enterprise, the editor would print his defense, just in case. Then the

edited version of letters and diaries of the missionaries were printed. These

letters contain the name of the author, date, and place of their origin.

However, the names of individuals dealt with by the missionaries were usually

omitted for the sake of safety of the people in India or due to the policy of the

Pietists to avoid personal references. These letters generally dealt with

wide-ranging subject matters such as conversion, climate, agricultural pro-

duce, and religion and politics. They raised the curiosity of the reader to

know more about the people among whom the missionaries were working

and the Christians were living.

The “Halle Reports” were the first Protestant mission magazine in Ger-

man. They were published from 1710 to 1767.
24 In nine volumes there are

23The Jesuits had their mission reports entitled Lettres edifiantes et curieuses ecrites des

missions e'trange'res par quelques missionnaires de la Compagnie de Jesus (1702-1776). The
French Jesuit Charles Le Gobien introduced this report, creating a new iiterary genre in

eighteenth century Europe, that detailed the activity of the Jesuits in different parts of the

world.
24The title Halle Reports is the usual English rendering for nine volumes of mission

reports. The first volume has the following title: Dev Konigl. Missionarien aits Ost-Indien

eingesandter Ausfiihrlichen Berichten Erster Theil (First Volume of the detailed reports sent

from East India by the Royal Missionaries). This volume has twelve continuations and was

published in 1735. It contains information on missionary work among the South Indians,

mission congregations and schools, the hardships endured by the Christians, the nature of

South Indian religions, the letter correspondence of the missionaries with Tamil scholars,

their dialogues with Tamils, travel accounts of Ziegenbalg to and from Europe, and other

events. More people wanted to read these reports and they were not readily available. In

1740 the lawyer Johann Lucas Niekamp published the Kurzgefafte Mifions-Geschichte

(Summary of mission history) until 1736. In 1772 Michael Meier prepared the Kurzgefafte

Missions-Geschichte oder Historischer Auszug der Evangelischen Missions-Berichte aus Ostindien

von demjahr 2757 bis zu Ende des Jahres i'/6'j (Summary of mission history or historical

abstract of the Lutheran Mission Reports from East India for the period 1737-1767).
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120 continuations. Most of the reports deal with conversion experiences, the

establishment of congregations, and efforts to manage the pastoral affairs,

schools, school teachers, catechists, and pastors. During the years between

1770 and 1848 another mission journal was published in Halle, Neuere

Geschichte der evangelischen Missionsanstalten zu Bekehrung der Heiden in Ost-

Indien: Aus den eigenhdndigen Aufsdtzen und Briefen der Missionarien (New

History of Evangelical Mission Institutions for the Conversion of Heathen in

East-India) that demonstrated the change of the cultural and spiritual atmo-

sphere in Halle, the center of German Enlightenment. It gave attention to

the study of Indian astronomy, weather, storms, botany, insects, festivals,

agriculture, politics, social life, and so forth. Biblical teaching was not em-

phasized in mission schools in Tranquebar. By that time most of the churches

were consolidated. Day-to-day concerns and the changing spirit of the age

dampened the enthusiasm of the pioneers. Under the leadership of Karl

Graul, the first director of the Leipzig Evangelical Lutheran Mission, the

Halle tradition of publishing mission journals continued. From 1849 until

1880 another mission journal entitled Missionsnachrichten der ostindischen Mis-

sionsanstalten zu Halle (Mission News of the East-Indian Mission Institutes in

Halle) was published. After Graul’s death in 1864, Gustav Warneck, who is

considered to be the father of Protestant Mission Studies, brought out his

famous magazine series entitled Allgemeine Missionszeitschrift (General Mis-

sions Magazine) (1874-1923). The mission journal Neue allgemeine Missions-

zeitschrift was published from 1924 until 1939. These leading missiological

journals sought to cater to the needs of common people and also to academic

scholars. The numerous articles with interesting missiological discourse at-

tracted the attention of several scholars. They journals contain valuable

information on different lands, people groups, their cultures, and customs.

2.4 Mission Literature

This mission literature found its way to a large number of readers in almost

all major German-speaking cities in Europe. It mobilized them for the causes

of intercultural mission and world Christianity. It motivated them to partic-

ipate in the life of their fellow believers in far away places through prayer and

financial support. Sometimes mission literature was used to encourage orga-

nized fund-raising campaigns. In 1715, Ziegenbalg visited Germany; at that

time Eberhard Ludwig, the Duke of Wuettemberg in South Germany,

authorized his court chaplain Samuel Urlsperger (d. 1772) to write accounts

of the works of mission and conversion on the Coast of Coromandel of the

South Indians in East-India. Urlsperger distributed this booklet to all
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churches in his territory and collected offerings for the mission work. 25 This

organized effort helped the people to be informed about Christians in other

parts of the world. The theological rationale for sharing financial resources

was not promoted by reasons of pity or poverty, but by the realization that

the church is the body of Christ wherever it is found. As members of the same

family of God they were encouraged to share their resources with one

another.

2.5 Correcting False Notions of Western Christianity

Some Germans thought of the Indian people as little more than potential

converts who were mere spiritual entities, devoid of social and cultural

identities. They expected that when people from non-Christian environ-

ments heard the Gospel of Jesus Christ, they all would embrace it easily.

They were mistaken in their assumption. For example, the German scholars

Justinan Ernst von Welz, Gottfried Wilhelm von Leipniz, and Conrad Mel

prepared theories of evangelism to be used in non-Christian lands. Ziegen-

balg knew of their work and communicated the following after two years of

his work in Tranquebar:

I remember that some scholars in Europe have written about the ways

and means of converting non-Christians (literally: heathens). They have

indeed written well by having an argument with themselves. Should they

come and live among the non-Christians and familiarize themselves with

the context of these non-Christians, then they will experience that these

non-Christians have [for] each argument ten counter-arguments. Great

wisdom is needed to convince the non-Christians that their belief

system (literally: heathenism) is wrong and Christian faith is true.
26

Soon leaders such as A.H. Francke realized that each specific context

required a special mission method. What was useful in one culture would not

necessarily be helpful in another because the context in Germany and India

differed greatly. Experience in mission fields in India helped the leaders in

Europe to recognize the importance of cultural and social sensitivity of each

group of people. Consequently, the nature of churches in India would reflect

25Urlsperger, Samuel: Kurze Historische Nachricht von deni Missions- und Bekehmngs-Werk

aufder Ciiste von Coromandel bey den Malabarischen Heyden in Ost-Indien, samt der Erinnerung

zu einer Cbristlichen Beysteuer (Brief historical news on the mission work among the Tamils

in East India on the Coast of Coromandel along with a request for financial help),

Stuttgart, Christian Gottlieb Rollings, 1715. An original copy is kept in the Landeskirch-

liches Archiv Stuttgart, Call no. A29/4386.
26
Cf. Schomerus, op.cit., 1936, 328.
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at least some aspects of “Indianness” and would not be a replica of Lutheran

churches in Germany.

Tranquebar missionary C.T. Walther was one of the early scholars to

compare cultural specialties of the Bible with that of the Tamils. He was of

the opinion that the cultures of the Hebrews and Tamils were similar to each

other in many ways. 27 By the middle of the nineteenth century, non-Chris-

tian intellectuals such as Keshub Chunder Sen pointed out that neither Jesus

Christ nor Christianity should be identified with any Western culture or

civilization. In his famous lecture entitled “Jesus Christ: Europe and Asia”

(May 5, 1866) Sen stressed the following:

If, however, our Christian friends [i.e., Anglo-Saxon missionaries

working in and around Calcutta] persist in traducing our nationality and

national character, and in distrusting and hating Orientalism, let me
assure them that I do not in the least feel dishonoured by such

imputations. On the contrary, I rejoice, yea, I am proud, that I am an

Asiatic. And was not Jesus Christ an Asiatic? In fact, Christianity was

founded and developed by Asiatics, and in Asia. When I recollect on

this, my love for Jesus becomes [a] hundredfold intensified; I feel him

nearer to my heart and deeper in my national sympathies. They [i.e.,

the missionaries] forget that Christ, their master, was an Asiatic, and

that it is not necessary in following him to make themselves alien to

their country or race. I sincerely beseech them not to confound the

spirit of Christianity7 with the fashions of Western civilization. [Jesus

Christ] was not ashamed to live and die a simple and poor Asiatic.
28

These and other similar aspects have informed the leaders of Western

Christendom that their Christianity has a relative validity; Western mission-

aries as messengers of the Good News ofJesus Christ needed to be sensitive

to cultural identities.

2.6 Recognizing Indian Christians as Equals

In 1733 the first Indian Protestant Christian, Aaron, was ordained as a

Lutheran pastor, with full rights and privileges. It appears that some pastors

in Germany were not ready and willing to accept him as one of their equals.

Although he belonged to the same Lutheran denomination and embraced

2 'One of Walther’s unpublished manuscripts on Synonyma Ebrao-Tamulica [Hebrew-
Tamil synonyms] is kept in the Royal Library at Copenhagen and bears the call no.

Ny.Kgl.Saml. 154 4.
’ H
Cf. Keshub Chunder Sen: A Selection— Edited with Introduction by David Scott, Madras:

Christian Literature Service, 1979, 64 f.
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Lutheran theology, he came from a different race and country. Sixteen years

after Aaron’s ordination and four years after his death, Konrad Daniel

Kleinknecht, a Lutheran pastor near Ulm in South Germany, wrote a large

book which described the life and work of Aaron. 29 He portrayed him as an

equal to Lutheran pastors in Germany. Kleinknecht’s aim was to help his

German readers understand that they needed to accept those “new Chris-

tians” who were in different countries. Beginning with the Christians of the

Tranquebar Mission, he expanded his presentation to include Christians who
belonged to the Lutheran mission in Georgia (USA), Lutheran Mission

among the Muslims, Turks, Jews, and other peoples in Europe and Middle

East. Theologically he argued that because all these Christians were “bought

by the blood of Jesus Christ,” they should have the sense of belonging and

identity. Kleinknecht hoped that his readers would get away from their

provincial thinking and learn to appreciate the presence of Christians in

different countries and learn from them.

The Danish court chaplain and a member of the Danish Mission Board,

Erik Pontoppidan (1698-1764), published a novel in 1742. It was translated

into German and was published in several editions. 30 Prince Menoza, a

fictitious character from North India, went to Tranquebar and became a

Christian. He wanted to find out how European Christians lived their faith

in Europe and traveled there. He visited Halle in 1730 and was disappointed

by the hypocrisy of the pietists in Halle. He concluded that humanism, as

taught by the Enlightenment, can lead people to fulfillment. They need not

become pietistic to get satisfaction in life. Thus, the Protestant mission

enterprise gave rise to many kinds of literature that enriched the lands of

Reformation. On the one hand, they showed how Christians in non-Western

world were becoming Christians and trying to take Christian faith seriously.

On the other hand, the new literature was a critique of native Christianity in

Europe itself. While it took Christian faith to the outside world, it was unable

to live by it adequately in its own homeland. Christians in the lands of

Reformation needed to learn important lessons from Christians living in

non-Christian countries.

29Kleinknecht, Conrad Daniel: Zuverldfiige Nachricbt von dev durch das Blut des erwiirgten

Lammes theur-erkauften Schwarzen -Herde oder von den Neu-Bekehrten Malabarischen Christen

in Ost-lndien [Trustworthy information on the black-herd bought by the blood of the

Strangled Lamb or the newly converted Tamil Christians in East India], Augsburg: Johann

Jacob Lotters Erben, 1749.
3°Pontoppidan, E.: Menoza— Menoza, Ein Asiatischer Printz, welcher die Welt timber

gezogen Christen zn suchen (An Asian Prince who went around the world to see Christians),

Hollstein, 1746. It may have been the second edition of Menoza printed in Copenhagen in

1750.
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Conclusion

The Protestant Reformation influenced India in a remarkable way through

churches, church-related institutions, and literature. Indian Christians have

influenced the lands of Reformation to some extent. Western Christians

became aware of fellow Christians living in other parts of the world. They

also realized that mutual support and growth would be a reality if mission

work was a two-way street. The missionary reports from non-Western

countries created a new literary genre in Europe. The encounter between

missionaries from the lands of Reformation and Indian Christians led to

mutual transformation and enrichment. This result demonstrates that an

essential aspect of Christianity' lies not only in its manifold local manifesta-

tions, but also in its transnational and intercultural relationship. Christians in

Western countries and in India continue to influence each other because they

remain interdependent partners and fellow heirs in the Kingdom of God.
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S
omeone has said that we are what we remember. Memory gives us our

identity. That being the case, it follows that we are who we are because

of those whom we remember. So we who have gathered here today in this

place to celebrate the life and mourn the death of Bob Jacks do so because we

remember him as one who has shaped our lives in ways both great and small.

Rosanne remembers him as a beloved husband of almost forty-five years.

Daniel, Elisabeth, and Stephen have their personal memories of him as their

father. Andrew, Matthew, Elisa, and Marta will always remember him as their

granddad. John Jacks has his memories of his brother. And that is just the

immediate family.

The rest of us knew him as friend, neighbor, colleague, teacher, and we

have brought with us today our own special memories of G. Robert Jacks-

a.k.a. Dr. Jacks, Bob, and “RJ”. For me, Bob will always live in my memory

as a faculty colleague and dedicated teacher.

Now I recognize that it is wholly inadequate to think of ourselves or

anyone else solely in terms of vocation. I remain haunted by that tombstone

in a Scottish graveyard that reads:

Here Lies John Smith

Born a Human Being

Died a Wholesale Grocer

Nonetheless, what we do in our lives is certainly descriptive, if not defin-

itive, of who we are. And Bob Jacks was a teacher of speech communication

in ministry par excellence. He loved to teach-to teach people how to speak-

how to speak in interesting and lively ways. But above all, he loved to teach

people how to speak the Word, the Word of God as scripture and sermon, the

scripture as witness to the gospel, the gospel as encounter with Jesus Christ.

For thirty-five years he did precisely that on this campus.

Can you even imagine how many student sermons he had to listen to over

those three-and-a-half decades? Whatever the number, it was a labor of love.

He wrote about this experience in his book, Just Say the Word :
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Over the years, I’ve heard some wonderful sermons. I’ve also heard

some duds. Some have been so extemporaneous they sounded as if the

preacher hadn’t prepared anything. Some have been such wondrously

crafted literary pieces they sounded as if the preacher wanted to sound

wondrously crafted and literary. Some have sounded as though the

preacher were giving a lecture or reading a term paper. That’s because

the preacher had written a lecture or a term paper. And some have

captured the attention and the imagination and set the spark to ignite

faith in the hearer .

1

It was the last type of preaching that Professor Jacks advocated and encour-

aged, and he was clearly successful with many, if not all, of his students.

Upon learning of his death, one former student e-mailed this message to

the Seminary:

Just as the last eight years of my life and ministry have been indelibly

marked by the wise and gentle teaching of Robert Jacks, I am convinced

that the impact of his life’s passion will continue to ripple through every

sermon I will ever preach. Every class I will teach. Every talk I deliver.

The word born on these imperfect lips will be taken up in fresh ways

into the hearts and imaginations of the people God loves because of

Robert Jacks, faithful servant of Jesus Christ. I am one. Fellow students

who have been impacted by the ministry of Dr. Jacks are many. The
precious lives of those who will hear and believe the gospel as a result

are innumerable. Thanks be to God !

2

Other former students have communicated similar personal testimony to

the influence of Dr. Jacks upon their lives.

Yet, Bob’s life passion was not simply his academic discipline, but the One
whom his skills in speech communication and drama were intended to serve.

The quotation by the unknown African pastor that is printed on the back of

your worship folder was found tacked on the wall of Bob Jack’s office .
3 Those

who knew him well will certainly recognize that this statement of unabashed

faith in Jesus Christ was Bob’s own motto. In an academic ethos which values

so highly alleged “scientific” objectivity, Bob Jacks was openly passionate

about his faith in Jesus Christ. He had stepped across that line of which the

African pastor speaks and he cared not who knew it or approved of it. It was

1

(i. Robert Jacks, Just Say the Word: Writing for the Ear (Grand Rapids, Michigan,
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1996), p. 1

2 The Rev. Margot Starbuck 1 lausmann, M.Div. ‘95.
3 This quotation is found at the conclusion of Dr. Gillespie’s remarks.
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that commitment which gave him such a love of students. He not only taught

them how to speak about God, but also how to speak to God. His prayer

ministry has been legendary on this campus.

A very recent graduate of the Seminary wrote this past week to say:

Prof. Jacks and I have been prayer partners and friends during my past

three years at Princeton. He has been the mentor I have needed during

my stay at the seminary. His holy presence, warm spirit, comforting

smile, and bear hugs always made my spirit leap for joy .
4

Other communications received in these past days echo that same apprecia-

tion of a professor who prayed with his students. And all of this without

damage to his scholarly credentials.

He earned his Ph.D. from Columbia University in speech and theater arts

with a dissertation on the renowned Swedish priest and playwright, Olov

Hartman. This entailed mastering the Swedish language and working with

Hartman himself, upon whom he made a lasting impression.

Writing in the foreword to Just Say the Word
,
Professor James F. Kay calls

attention to this passage in Hartman’s autobiography in which he mentions

the international students who studied with him:

Perhaps the most significant among these was a young American Robert

(Bob) Jacks. . . . Ingenuous, happy, devout. He found himself often-and

as I saw him-on that borderline between playfulness and seriousness. As

in a little missions-play, where [as the cook] he mimed frying pork

chops for the apostle Peter and Cornelius .
5

Dr. Kay then offers this astute observation on his colleague’s professional

work:

Like his Swedish mentor, RJ/Bob has also worked creatively on the

borders between chancel and stage, performing and directing, parish

pulpit and seminary classroom. And he has done it all with serious

playfulness and playful seriousness, because he is doing it for God’s

glory-and not his own .

6

Bob’s interest in the theater carried over into his work here at the Semi-

nary. Over the years he produced and directed a goodly number of plays and

musicals, including his own “verily, verily, verily/MERRILY.” Not surpris-

ingly, he enjoyed translating and directing plays written by Hartman. With

4 Christopher Chandler, M.Div. 2002.
5 Jacks, Just Say the Word, Foreword, xi.
6
Ibid., xi.
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regard to one of those productions some twenty or more years ago, one of our

trustees told me this story:

During his senior year, Professor Jacks had “conned” him into accepting

a bit part in a Hartman play. After weeks of rehearsal, indeed at the

dress rehearsal, Bob announced to six of the cast, including our current

trustee, that they would have to wear purple tights as their costume. All

six protested, but none louder than our trustee-to-be who explained to

Dr. Jacks that his future mother-in-law would be in the audience and

that this would no doubt ruin the rest of his life. To which Bob

responded, “She’ll love it.” Reflecting on that performance just two

weeks ago, our anonymous Seminary trustee commented, “Actually, she

hated it.” But it did not ruin either his marriage or his life, and it did

nothing to dim his appreciation of the persuasive powers of one G.

Robert Jacks.

Then there is also Bob’s tremendous courage and determination. For the

last several years he was not able to teach without great pain from a variety

of physical problems involving his back and legs. Yet his devotion to the task

and his love of his students kept him going.

So what then can you say about someone who has influenced the lives and

ministries of thirty-five classes of Princeton Seminary graduates, someone

who has won their hearts and devotion by loving them and praying with

them, someone who has had a ministry of playful seriousness and serious

playfulness, indeed, someone who could talk a future trustee into wearing

purple tights in front of his future mother-in-law?

Professor Charles Bartow put it well in the foreward to Bob’s first book,

Getting the WORD Across, when he described the author as “a servant of the

servants of the Word .”7

Thanks be to God for the life and work of G. Robert Jacks.

7 G. Robert Jacks, Getting the WORD Across: Speech Communication for Pastors and Lay
Leaders {Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1995), p. 9.
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My Comrnitment As a Christian

I’m part of the fellowship of the unashamed.

I have stepped over the line. The decision has been made.

I’m a disciple of Jesus Christ.

I won’t look back, let up, slow down, back away, or be still.

My past is redeemed, my present makes sense,

my future is secure.

I’m finished and done with low living, sight walking,

small planning, smooth knees,

colorless dreams, tamed visions,

mundane talking, cheap living, and dwarfed goals.

I no longer need preeminence, prosperity,

position, promotions, plaudits, or popularity.

I don’t have to be right, first, tops,

recognized, praised, regarded, or rewarded.

I now live by faith, lean on His presence,

walk by patience,

lift by prayer, and labor by power.

My face is set, my gait is fast, my goal is heaven,

my road is narrow, my way rough,

my companions few, my Guide reliable, my mission clear.

I cannot be bought, deluded, or delayed.

I will not flinch in the face of sacrifice,

hesitate in the presence of the adversary,

negotiate at the table of the enemy,

or meander in the maze of mediocrity.

I won’t give up, shut up, let up, until I have stayed up,

stored up, prayed up, paid up,

and preached up for the cause of Christ.

I am a disciple of Jesus.

I must go till He comes, give till I drop, preach till all know,

and work till He stops me.

And when He comes for His own,

He will have no problem recognizing me—my banner will be clear!

—written by a young African pastor who died as a martyr for the gospel.
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AS WE PREPARE TO experience God’s Word this morning, as we gather in

the shadows cast by the harsh reality of such sudden death, as we yearn

to give thanks and celebrate the life of Bob Jacks and to surround Roseanne

and their children and grandchildren and family with our love and prayers, as

we come into this place and claim ourselves to be the Church ofJesus Christ,

the Risen Savior, as we prepare to hear the Gospel, I would like to begin with

a prayer. It is prayer found at the beginning of a chapter of one of Bob’s

books. When you hear it, you will know he wrote it. In his words then, let us

pray,

O blessed Lord, to think that you can fill mortal beings with your

grace and power! To think of your great wonders and miraculous signs

in our very midst! As I lead others in worshipping you, inspirit me with

your wisdom that flies in the very face of human wisdom. Give me
courage to believe and speak the Gospel that tears down the temple and

fulfills the law and the prophets. And even though no one will say of

me, “That one has the face of an angel,” let me be so filled with your

grace that those who see my face may see right through me to your

holy Presence. Let me be to others the presence of the Risen Christ. In

the name of the Word made flesh who dwells among us to save us, even

Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

“Let me be to others the presence of the Risen Christ
,
through your Word"

John 1:1-18

You can feel the shock of grief and the abundance of memories in Miller

Chapel today. And think of the number of times in the last two weeks that

you have found yourselves shaking your head in disbelief and then thought of

Bob’s life and offered a sigh that can best be described as a prayer of

thanksgiving. If we added that depth of thought together here in this room,

we could not give it a number. I found myself thinking about the gathering

of the church tomorrow on the Lord’s Day. I was trying to imagine how
many people will hear the Word of God read and proclaimed, how many
people will experience God’s Word tomorrow morning as pastors and lay
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leaders utilize instruments trained and tuned by Bob Jacks. I could not

comprehend it, really. So we sort of lean back, and with a shake of the head,

offer a sigh, and know that by God’s grace and in the power of the Spirit, we

give thanks.

I have also thought this week about some of the texts I learned to interpret,

texts that RJ loved to teach. “Belshazzar the king made a great feast to a

thousand of his lords, and drank wine before the thousand.” “Naaman was a

mighty man of valor— but, he was a leper.” “So they went with haste and

found Mary and Joseph, and the child lying in the manger.” Such texts may
indeed offer a tribute to Bob Jacks the teacher. However, our task this

morning is to give thanks to God for his life as husband, father, grandfather,

friend, child of God, and brother in Christ.

We come to give thanks for God’s gift of Bob Jacks, to testify to the gifts

of the Holy Spirit that illumined his life. We find ourselves called here by his

death, but we shall witness to our faith, for it was his faith in Jesus Christ that

carried Bob through life, that rooted his love for his family, that filled him

with such joy, that inspired his service to the Church, that surely motivated

his teaching in this place. It was his faith in Jesus Christ that no doubt carried

him through his death. For it is the grace of the Savior and the presence of

the Holy Spirit that anointed him in life, met him in death, and shall reward

him in eternity. It is the darkness of death that tosses us in here, but it shall

be the light of Christ that sends us out, “for the light shines in the darkness,

and the darkness did not over come it.”

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the

Word was God.” These verses from the prologue to John’s Gospel tell of the

pre-existence of the Incarnate Word, Jesus the Christ, one with God before

the act of creation itself. But the history of God’s promise, the history

communicated through that Word, drips with life and future. “What has

come into being in him was life, and the life was the light of all people . . . the

true light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world . . .To all

who received him, who believed in his name, he gave power to become

children of God. . . . And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we

have seen his glory . . . full of grace and truth . . . from his fullness, we have

all received, grace upon grace. . . . No one has ever seen God. It is God the

only Son, who is close to the Father’s heart.” It is the Son who has made God

known. In Christ God is present. In Christ that history has life. The history

has a future. In Christ, that light becomes life. In Christ, the Word becomes

promise. In Christ, who is resurrection and who is life. The Word made

flesh, who is and who was and who is to come, even Jesus Christ the Lord.
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“Let me be to others the presence of the Risen Christ,” was the petition

from that prayer Bob wrote. After worship on Sunday mornings, out on the

steps of the church, Dr. Jacks would offer me this huge embrace, one of those

big bony hugs of his, the kind where I hesitated to squeeze too hard in return.

Of course, I was a lot heavier and wider, but he made me feel smaller, like he

was offering an embrace that went beyond himself, and there was always a

kind, joyful word whispered in my ear. “I’m proud of you.” Or “thank you for

preaching the Holy Spirit.” Or “I love you.” In word and in embrace, Bob

communicated something bigger, something beyond himself. Those words,

that petition in the prayer, it testifies to his life, to his faith, to his witness,

“Let me be to others the presence of the Risen Christ.”

Just the other day I invited Roseanne to tell me about Bob’s faith. “Con-

stant” was the word she used. And yet I learned a long time ago in choral

singing, that if you are holding one long note, if the musical score demands

that you be constant, the conductor will really be asking you to get louder, to

give more breath, to support from within. A constant vocal sound demands

more and more work from the body. I suspect the same is true for faith. To
offer a constant witness to the Risen Christ as a child of God, as a child of the

church, as you fall in love and as you court your life’s companion with the

resonance and range of your voice, as you find your place in a community of

faith, as you serve as pastor, as you love your children, watch them grow and

send them off into adulthood proud as you can be, as you rock your

grandchildren and show their pictures to the world, as you travel the country

to see family and travel the world to see exotic places, as you teach the spoken

word, as you sing and offer praise to God, as you write and direct and

encourage and mentor, as you grow into the role of a professor/evangelist, as

you open yourself to relationships with students, as you pray at noon with

them, or sing in chapel with them, or gather on Friday night with them, as

God enables your spirit to rejoice while your body struggles and you choose

to talk about joy while so few people realize how much your body hurts, and

as you empower generation after generation to know that they too can be for

others the presence of the Risen Christ, through the Word. . . . well, that

takes one long crescendo of faith.

“There is a God—and you’re not it.” That’s the title of the first chapter of

Bob’s book, Getting the Word Across. He begins the book by telling the reader

“You’re not perfect. You’re only human. You’re even—if I may say it—a bit

inadequate. . . . And the main reason God made you inadequate is so that

you’d have to realize you’re not up to snuff and you’ve got to depend on God.

I thank God all the time when I’m given tasks too big for me to handle
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because then I have to fall back on God’s grace. And there’s nothing God
likes better than to bestow grace on you.”

To paraphrase this teacher of mine, we are not perfect. We are only

human. And if we may say it, we are all a bit inadequate, a bit mortal, or in

the words of the psalmist, “the years of our life are threescore and ten, or even

by reason of strength fourscore, yet their span is but toil and trouble, they are

soon gone, and we fly away.” They are soon gone. They are too soon gone.

And so even in his death, Bob is teaching us. Reminding us that there is a God
and we’re not it. And today we are left with nothing else but to fall back on

God’s grace, and to allow the Spirit to intercede, to allow the Holy Spirit to

bring comfort and assurance. From the fullness of God, Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, we have and we shall receive grace upon grace.

And we witness not to ourselves, not simply to the death of one of God’s

beloved, we witness to the presence of the Risen Christ. The One whose

victory over death gives hope. The Savior of the world who died that we

might live, and who rose again to offer life to those in the grave. The
incarnate Word of God, that living promise who so fills us with the Spirit,

that we shall go forth from this place witnessing to that same resurrection.

We shall offer the world a witness, our witness in the power of God, and our

full confidence that Bob Jacks has received his reward and now rests from his

labor. That his body shall be restored, that death shall be no more, that the

light of Christ’s presence will shine on his face forever and ever. And that his

voice . . . well, now his voice was pretty heavenly.

And with his voice Bob offered an embrace that went beyond himself.

With his voice he communicated something bigger, something beyond him-

self . . . the presence of the Risen Christ, through the Word.

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the

Word was God.”

Through that Word, may we be for others, the presence of the Risen

Christ.
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Fifty years AGO Toyohiko Kagawa was the most well-known Japanese in

America.

I came to this country exactly fifty years ago. Whenever Americans found

that I was Japanese, they asked me if I knew Kagawa. I went to Europe

forty-five years ago and they asked me the same question. Since I attended

Kagawa’s church kindergarten in Tokyo with his daughter, Umeko, I knew

him from my childhood. But I did not know then that he was so famous in

America and Europe.

Before I came to Princeton, I studied at San Francisco Theological Sem-

inary for a year. I was surprised to find the following sentence in a textbook

for a class on the philosophy of religion: “A railroad train carrying a saint like

Kagawa from San Francisco to New York is an instrumental good, for

Kagawa may be able to achieve worthy ends in New York which would never

be achieved if he did not go there.”
1

This was an illustration given by E. S.

Brightman, philosophy professor at Boston University. In those days, it was

rather common to call three men like Albert Schweitzer, Mahatma Gandhi

and Toyohiko Kagawa saints, just as Mother Teresa is today.

When Emil Brunner, who taught at the newly founded International

Christian University in Tokyo from 1952 to 1955, returned from his first trip

to Japan in 1949, he was asked by many people whether he had met Emperor

Hirohito and Toyohiko Kagawa. 2 Thus, Toyohiko Kagawa was the most

well-known Japanese abroad, more so than in Japan. Indeed he was almost

like a prophet, as Jesus said: “A prophet is not without honor, except in his

own country, and among his own kin, and in his own house” (Mark 6:4).

Almost thirty years after the first arrival of American missionaries, includ-

ing James C. Hepburn, a Presbyterian and a graduate of Princeton Univer-

sity, Toyohiko Kagawa was born in Kobe in 1888. (By the way, both Karl

Barth and Paul Tillich were born in 1886, two years earlier, and John A.

Mackay was born in 1889, one year later.) His father was a merchant, but his

1

E. S. Brightman, A Philosophy of Religion, Prentice-Hall, i960, p. 242.
2 Emil Brunner, “Kagawa” in Zwinglikalender, 33, 1951.

Who Was Toyohiko

Kagawa?

by Yasuo C. Furuya
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mother was a concubine, so Toyohiko was an illegal child. When he was four

years old, his father died, and his mother died the following year, so he was

cared for by his stepmother.

He spent ten unhappy and lonely years of orphanhood, until he met two

American missionaries from the Southern Presbyterian Church, Charles A.

Logan from Kentucky and Harry W. Myers from Virginia, who was Logan’s

brother-in-law. The American missionaries’ examples of Christian love in

action had a lasting impact on the young man, as Kagawa later wrote: “Two

homes which have taught me what love means, are the homes of Dr. Logan

and Dr. Myers. It is not the Bible alone which has taught me what Chris-

tianity means, but the love in these two homes. When tired of the battle and

with no place to go, these two homes were open to me and a welcome always

awaited me. These people brought me up as one of their own children.” 3

Kagawa was indeed fortunate to encounter these Presbyterian missionar-

ies. They were not only dedicated and evangelistic but intellectual mission-

aries, who had stimulated the young man’s eager mind. At their libraries, he

read books by Tolstoy, Ruskin, and Kant. Sensitive to Japanese culture, they

encouraged him to read Japanese writings, especially the Christian socialists.

Though their background was strictly fundamentalist, they were broad-

minded, well-read, and unafraid of different ideas. While they recognized the

young man’s brilliance, they could not have predicted how famous he would

become in the future. Once Mrs. Logan made a remark: “If we’d known he

was going to become so famous, we’d have taught him better pronuncia-

tion.”4 On February 4, 1904, when Toyohiko was fifteen years old, he was

baptized by Myers at the Tokushima Japanese Christian Church, the Pres-

byterian Church in Japan. As it is written under the portrait of Kagawa in the

Speer Library, the first prayer he ever made was: “Oh God, make me like

Christ!”

In 1905, instead of going to the prestigious Imperial University, he went to

Meiji Gakuin, the Presbyterian college in Tokyo, in order to study for the

Christian ministry. During his two-years stay at Meiji Gakuin, he read almost

all the important books in the library, including Darwin’s Origin ofthe Species,

Schopenhauer’s The World as Will, and Marx’s Capital, which influenced his

later actions and thoughts.

In 1907, after completing the pre-theological term at Meiji Gakuin, he

3 Robert Schildgen, Toyohiko Kagawa: Apostle ofLove and Social Justice, Centenary Books,

1988, p. 19.
3 Ibid.
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decided to move to Kobe Theological Seminary, which had been opened by

Southern Presbyterian missionaries instead of Meiji Gakuin Seminary, which

was Northern Presbyterian. Although theologically, Kagawa was more suited

to the latter, he decided to transfer to the conservative seminary because his

mentor, Meyers, was going to teach there.

That summer, prior to his enrollment in Kobe Seminary, he became an

assistant to the pastor of the Okazaki Church, located midway between Kobe

and Tokyo. While preaching every day in the slums, Kagawa became sick

with tubercular pneumonia, which was regarded as fatal at that time. After

partial recovery from his illness, he began to study at the Kobe Seminary,

which was not so theologically free as Meiji Gakuin. Along with his studies

in theology, he embarked upon another street preaching ministry in the

Shinkawa slums, a mile away from the Seminary.

Kagawa had near-death crises at least twice. At one of them, he made a pact

with God: “I told God that if he would let me live, I would serve his children

in the slums.” 5 On Christmas Eve in 1909, Toyohiko Kagawa walked away

from a dormitory of the Kobe seminary, carrying his few belongings, to

move to the Shinkawa slums, while the churches were busy celebrating

Christmas.

The Shinkawa slum was one of the worst slums in Japan at that time. Most

came to escape the desperate poverty of rural life, and many young women

were sold into prostitution by their families in order to raise money for sheer

survival. Can you imagine 10,000 people jammed into one-story shacks and

apartments in an area ten blocks square? The area was not only dirty and

unsanitary, which caused many diseases and epidemics, but also full of the

noise of quarrels and fights, which often ended in crimes.

No matter how terrible and hopeless these people were, Kagawa resolved

to help and treat them as the least of God’s children. He tried to follow the

examples of Saint Francis, British and American social reformers, and the

command of Christ to lay down one’s life for others. Many times the young

idealist came close to despair, but he was quickly learning that it was one

thing to read about serving the poor and quite another to actually live with

them every day.

When Kagawa was not attending classes at the Seminary, he was helping

the sick, settling disputes, and bringing food to the hungry. He wrote a poem

at that time that really showed his spirit in the slums:

5 Ibid., p. 42.
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The very last kimono on me
Even my last possession

Cheerfully I cast aside

For the service of our Lord. (Songs from the Slums)

Of course, Kagawa’s teacher and Presbyterian missionary, Myers, was very

concerned about his works in the slums. Through Myers he could obtain

funds from American donors to carry on and expand his slum activities, even

to the point of opening a restaurant.

However, his greatest helper in the slums was Haru, whom he married in

1913 at the Kobe Presbyterian Church. The first work she had done imme-

diately after the wedding, without changing her wedding clothes, was to clean

up a sick man. From this time on, Haru became the person who did more

than anyone else to carry on Kagawa’s works among the poor people, until

and even after his death.

Kagawa studied at Princeton Theological Seminary for two years, 1914-

1916. That was why he was chosen as one of twelve, who were called Sons of

the Prophets: Leaders in Protestantismfrom Princeton Seminary
,
in the 1963 book

edited by Hugh T. Kerr.
6 He was here two years after J. Ross Stevenson

assumed the presidency and about ten years before the Seminary was split

asunder. He lived in Brown Hall and belonged to the Calvin eating club. But

he was not interested in theological strife. For he had experienced similar

conflicts in Japan. Besides, he had already translated Albert Schweitzer’s The

Quest of the Historical Jesus in abridged form into Japanese. “There was,” he

said, “nothing in particular to learn at Seminary.” But while attending classes,

the quiet and serious student from Japan found interesting scribbling on

desks. He counted forty-two faces of women on one desk. There was not a

single woman student at the Seminary in those days.

Though he made this finding public later in his study of the psychology of

American students, Kagawa was already a self-taught psychologist before

coming to Princeton. A few months after he arrived in his room at Brown

Hall, he wrote a preface for his forthcoming book, A Study ofthe Psychology of

the Poor
,
which was published in 1915. This book of 654 pages was unique and

the first study of this kind ever made in Japan. Needless to say, it was based

upon his experiences in the slums, where he had lived nearly five years.

Probably no faculty member or fellow-student at Princeton at that time

could think of him as a “saint.” He spent most of his time reading non-

theological books, taking courses in psychology, mathematics, and biology at

6 Hugh T. Kerr, ed., Sons ofthe Prophets: Leaders in Protestantismfrom Princeton Seminary
,

Princeton University Press, 1963, p. 199.
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Princeton University. He was, however, already a “saint” in the full sense of

the title given to him in later years by the people of America.

After two years of study at Princeton so quiet that a student from Scotland,

named John A. Mackay, could not remember him at all, he received the

degree of Bachelor of Divinity. But he had to work another year to make

money to return. During this year, however, he had two unforgettable

experiences, which were decisive for his later work in Japan. For Kagawa was

staying during some of the most turbulent times for the American labor

movement. While he investigated the slums in New York and discovered that

the lot of the poor was the same whether in the East or West, he witnessed

the demonstration of the garment workers. The sight of a mass of 60,000

workers marching through the streets made him feel the power of workers

and strengthened in him a resolve to form a labor union when he returned to

Japan.

When Kagawa worked as a secretary for the Japanese Association in

Ogden, Utah, he organized Japanese tenant farmers on sugar beet farms in

the area. The result was an increase in the income of the Japanese farmers,

who gave him a bonus, sufficient to pay his fare to Japan.

In 1917 Kagawa returned to the same slums. In 1918 he was ordained as a

minister of the Japanese Presbyterian Church. In the following year, he

became famous! His autobiographical novel Crossing the Death Line was

published and became a best-seller of one million copies. Although he never

intended to abandon the Shinkawa slums, he was now more interested in

labor unions than in charity to eliminate poverty. Unions, cooperatives, and

universal suffrage were the three major causes to which Kagawa ’s energy and

time were devoted over the next five years. But one should not miss his

motivation for social and political action, which was his deep religious faith.

He believed that economic and social reform would be barren without the

spiritual and religious dimension.

In the summer of 1921, when workers of a shipbuilding company in Kobe

were having a big strike, Kagawa was asked to represent the workers. He was

already a nationally known author, popular lecturer, social worker, and a

union officer. After making a speech, he led the demonstration of an esti-

mated 30,000 workers, marching more than five miles singing labor songs.

He was arrested by the police with other union leaders, charged with creating

civil disturbance, and sent to prison for two weeks. He was a symbolic figure

of the labor movement in Japan at that time. But because the labor movement

became more violent and Marxist-oriented, Kagawa gradually withdrew from

it. For his socialism was always “Christian” socialism, believing in non-

violent resistance.
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After the strike in Kobe, Kagawa became interested in the farmers’ union.

With other Christians, he organized the first Farmers’ Union in 192 1. At that

time the majority of Japanese people were poor tenant farmers and their

living standards were very low. The Union rapidly gained in membership and

reached almost 70,000 by 1926. Alongside of the Union, he established

“Gospel Schools” to offer practical and religious training to thousands of

farmers. But here again, more radical groups penetrated the Union, and

Kagawa gradually withdrew from it.

The last union which Kagawa organized and in which his spirit is still

living is the Consumers Cooperative Union. The first Co-op, which he was

instrumental in founding in 1921, was the Nada-Kobe Co-op. Today the

Japanese Consumers Co-operative Union has a membership of over ten

million across the nation. He is called the father of the Co-op in Japan.

Though Kagawa was a staunch socialist, unlike other Christian socialists in

Japan, he never left the church and continued to devote himself to the

evangelization of Japan. After the Tokyo earthquake in 1923, he moved to

Tokyo, the center ofJapan, and became the minister of a local congregation

of the Japanese Presbyterian Church. But he was not always appreciated by

his own denomination. Other denominations, however, especially the ecu-

menical organizations like the Federation of Christian Churches, used his

talents as an evangelist. From 1930 to 1933 he was the main evangelist of “the

Kingdom of God Campaign” sponsored by the Federation of Christian

Churches with the slogan “Save one million souls.” At that time there were

only 160,000 Christians in Japan. It was one of the most successful evange-

listic campaigns in Japan. Wherever Kagawa went, five hundred or a thou-

sand people gathered. He could attract crowds by his name and captivated

them with his vast knowledge of the natural sciences, his acute social con-

cerns, and his deep religious spirit. He was the first nation-wide evangelist in

Japan.

Kagawa was not only an evangelist in Japan but also abroad. As the

American missionaries wrote his biography and introduced him, his name

became well-known, especially in America. Since he accepted an invitation

for a lecture tour by the Pan-Pacific Student Convention in 1924, he was

often invited to speak in America, Canada, Europe, and Asia by the World

Student Christian Federation, the World YMCA, the Federations of Chris-

tian Churches, and the World Sunday School Union, the International

Missionary Council, and so forth.

In 1936, Kagawa was invited to deliver the Walter Rauschenbush lectures

at Rochester Theological Seminary. They were published under the title of

Brotherhood Economics
,
which was his most popular and inspiring book on
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cooperatives. Wherever Kagawa spoke, thousands of people came to see one

of the great saints of those days. Reinhold Niebuhr heard Kagawa’s speech at

Union Theological Seminary in New York in 1936, and wrote to his wife:

“His address was romantic but interesting. He is a resourceful little fellow.

He filled a blackboard up with cryptic figures as he spoke, which no one could

understand.”

7

A professor said this to a student who could not understand

Kagawa’s lecture at an American university7
: “Yes, it was hard to understand.

But the greatness of that man is not in his words. There are many who can

explain the word of God with words. There are, however, very few who can

speak living words with the living body.”*

Kagawa was not a professional theologian. That is the reason why he was

almost completely neglected by theological circles in his lifetime. He was

treated with disdain by Japanese theologians and by the Christian intelligent-

sia. Yes, he was rather anti-theological. He was not, however, against theol-

ogy as such, but against a certain kind of theology, which he thought had

captivated the Japanese church and which he believed the Japanese church

must be liberated from. He bitterly criticized theologians and preachers who

thought that the essential thing about Christianity was to clothe Christ with

theological formulas. For they looked with disdain upon those people who

actually followed Christ in daily life by brotherly love and passion to serve

neighbors in need.

As I wrote in Sons of the Prophets about forty years ago: “Kagawa simply

could not get along with those theologians who were more interested in the

doctrine of God than in God himself, more in Christology than in Christ,

and more in the teaching of love than in the practicing in life.”9 It is true that

Kagawa did not contribute to theology by writing systematic theology. But

his life itself was a great challenge and that challenge was a contribution, an

important contribution to theology. Though not in theological form, he

wrote so much in meditations and devotions about love, which he called

“redemptive love,” the central and decisive theme of his thought and life. For

him, even the divinity of Christ cannot be understood apart from redemptive

love. Kagawa said: “In the last analysis, theology must be the theology of the

gracious redemptive love of Christ. But Japanese theology7 is so argumenta-

tive that it is too difficult.” This explains the centrality of love to his theology.

“Is there any other way to explain theology except by redemptive love? I tell

myself that when you give theology to people, you have to translate it with

7 Ursula M. Niebuhr, ed., Remembering Reinhold Niebuhr
,
Harper San Francisco, 1991,

P-88.
Kerr, Sons of the Prophets, p. 199.

9 Ibid.
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love.”
10 Though a Japanese systematic theologian called Kagawa’s redemp-

tive love a “poetic idea,” Kagawa always practiced redemptive love in ac-

tion.
11

When Kagawa became a Christian, he also became a pacifist. When he

refused to join the military drills at the middle school, he was kicked and

beaten. After the Sino-Japanese war (1894-95), the Russo-Japanese war

(1904-05), and World War I (1914-18), Japan had been caught up in a

military and nationalistic frenzy. The more Japan became imperialistic, the

more America became anti-Japanese, as in the immigration bill in 1924.

Kagawa was opposed to imperialism in both Japan and America and to racism

in America. But his approach to the problems was as a pacifist, which was to

create understanding and reconciliation without violence.

In 1928 he organized the All-Japan Anti-War League, which was soon

suppressed by the government. Then he joined both the War Resisters’

International and the Fellowship of Reconciliation, which was an interna-

tional organization of the Christian pacifists. In 1934, on his way back from

the Philippines, he stopped in Shanghai, which was occupied by Japanese

soldiers. He preached at a Chinese church, regretting what Japan had done

and asking forgiveness.

He was arrested by the military police right after a Sunday service in 1940.

The reason for the arrest was Kagawa’s writing in the Kagawa Calendar
,

which was published for distribution abroad. His writing was excerpts from

his apology to the Chinese: “Though I should ask pardon a million times, it

would not be enough to cover the sins ofJapan, which cause me intolerable

shame . .
.” 12 He was released without charges after eighteen days of inter-

rogation, by the intercession of the Foreign minister, Yosuke Matsuoka. His

activities as a pacifist were isolated even within the church. For the leaders of

the organized churches were abandoning these pacifists, in order to avoid any

troubles with the government.

But Kagawa still hoped for peace between Japan and the United States. In

1941, when the National Christian Council in Japan had meetings with the

Federal Council of Churches in the U.S.A., Kagawa was one of the Japanese

delegates to pray for peace. Even after these meetings were over, Kagawa

stayed for two months and pleaded for peace, speaking over 300 times.

Though his last efforts for political leaders on both sides to avoid the war are

IO Toyohiko Kagawa, “Inspiration to God and Redemptive Love,” (1938), in Complete

Works, Vol. 3, p. 406.
" Yoshitaka Kumano, “History ofJapanese Christian Theological Thought” in Complete

Works, Vol. 12, p. 477.
12

Schildgen, op. cit., p. 218.
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yet to be studied, the international vigil which was begun by Kagawa and E.

Stanley Jones and lasted for a week is known. Kagawa returned home

exhausted from the last prayer vigil, only to hear on the radio the news of the

attack on Pearl Harbor.

After the outbreak of the war, Kagawa’s Christian activities became very

difficult to carry on. Being criticized by the ultranationalists as a traitor, he

was interrogated two times in 1943. In May he was confined one night by the

Kobe police for suspected anti-militarism and socialism in a lecture. In

November he was again interrogated for nine days by the Tokyo Military

Police. Because a young man said that he had become a conscientious

objector, under the influence of Kagawa. After that he was forbidden to speak

at all.

At the same time, however, Kagawa ceased to be a pacifist. This is the

reason why the editors of Pacifism in Japan (1978) put a question mark to

Kagawa as in “Toyohiko Kagawa: A Pacifist?” 13 After the interrogation by

the Military Police, he resigned from two pacifist organizations, the War
Resisters’ International and the Fellowship of Reconciliation. To the former

he wrote: “The United States first strengthened discrimination against Jap-

anese: it forbade Japanese immigration completely, deprived Japanese chil-

dren of primary schools . . . and finally it threatened Japan by the ABCD
encirclement and dared to attempt the murder of the Japanese economy by

freezing Japanese assets in the United States. At that moment I had to throw

into the Pacific Ocean the pacifism which I had been embracing for many

years.’”4 After that moment Kagawa gave anti-American propaganda

speeches several times on radio broadcasts to Americans, especially when he

saw the suffering of the Japanese civilians by the massive bombing by the U.S.

Air Force.

He did not deny his anti-U.S. propaganda speeches. After the war when he

was asked why he did it, he said: “I did. I did it intentionally. The Americans

said that when America won I would become Premier of Japan. That made

me and all Japanese Christians traitors. Therefore, intentionally, I said

Americans must return to the spirit of Abraham Fincoln. I was sorry I had to

come down from international Christianity to national Christianity. I had no

choice.’” 5 After the war, when a Japanese asked Kagawa the real reason of his

change in wartime, he pointed out a passage in the Bible, saying only, “This

is it.” It was in the words of Paul written in Romans 9:3, which says: “For I

13
Pacifism in Japan, The Christian and Socialist Tradition, ed. by Nobuya Bamba and John

F. Howes, Minerva Press, Kyoto, 1978.
14 Schildgen, op. cit., p. 232.
15

Ibid., p. 239.
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could wish that I myself were accursed and cut off from Christ for the sake

of my brethren, my kinsmen by race.” Although he was nominated several

times, Kagawa was never given the Nobel Peace prize.

He did not become a martyr, as Gandhi had advised Kagawa to be, but he

survived to help Japan to be reconstructed from the devastation of the war.

Since Japan was occupied by Americans, he was soon asked to be an advisor

of the postwar government. At his initiative, the government made a cam-

paign for total national repentance for militarism. Two weeks after the

surrender, just before the arrival of General Douglas MacArthur, Kagawa

wrote in a nation-wide newspaper a public letter to the commander in chief,

to be generous to the former enemy, especially to the Emperor, so thatJapan

would be a new nation for world peace.

The American occupation was, in general, to use Kagawa’s oft-repeated

phrase, “heavenly America” rather than “hellish America.” Thus, the Occu-

pation of Japan became one of the most successful occupations in world

history. Kagawa devoted himself wholeheartedly to the reconstruction of

postwar Japan. He served in the re-organization of many labor unions and

helped create the Socialist Party.

Since he was very much concerned for world peace, especially under the

cold war, he participated actively in many movements and organizations such

as the World Federal Government, the Asian Congress of the World Fed-

eration, the World Conference Against Nuclear Weapons, and the Christian

International Conference for World Peace. In 1955, he wrote an open letter

to President Syngman Rhee of Korea seeking reconciliation, asking for

forgiveness for Japanese colonialism. But Kagawa’s deep passions were always

for the evangelism of Japan. In 1946, he started the Campaign for the

Construction of New Japan, for which he travelled all over Japan for three

and a half years, preaching the Gospel, especially the redemptive love of

Christ. Many people were saved by the campaign. Even after the war, from

1949 on, he was often invited abroad to speak in America, Europe, South

America, and Asia. Though not as welcome in America as before, many still

gathered to hear and see him.

In 1959, Kagawa planned to return to Tokushima, where he had spent his

boyhood to do mission work. On his way, he collapsed. He had worked so

hard with a strong sense of mission, in spite of his sick body which was called

a museum of many diseases. He died on April 23, i960, at the age of 71. His

last prayer was: “Strengthen the Church, save Japan, and bring peace to the

world.” So much for the life of Toyohiko Kagawa, for whom the endowed

lectureship was established to honor and perpetuate the memory of his

ministry. Although he is almost forgotten now in America, where he was
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most known before, he is being remembered, studied, and appreciated more

than before in Japan, not only by his faithful followers like the Friends of

Jesus, but by others, both Christian and non-Christian.

After his death, the Complete Works ofToyohiko Kagawa were published in

Japanese in 24 volumes from 1962 to 1964. Since then, many studies about

him have been published. During 1988, the centennial of the birth of

Kagawa, many memorial programs were carried on. Even a movie of his life

story was made. A collection of photographs, which showed his multidimen-

sional life and works was published. The preface said: “For 20th century

Japan, Kagawa is a name that cannot be and must not be forgotten. There are

few other persons who so profoundly influenced Japan and the world in so

many widely diversified fields. It was the Christian faith which both under-

girded Kagawa and gave birth to his ideas. He was in all things, first and

foremost, a Christian pastor and evangelist.”

To be sure, there have been some criticism on his views of race in his early

book on the poor and on his attitudes towards the war. But the Kagawa

Toyohiko Memorial Lectureship in Japan was established right after his

death, and more than twenty lectures were given by outstanding people,

including two Nobel Prize winners in physics and literature.

Eight lectures were published in 1999 under the title: The Modem Age

viewed by Toyohiko Kagawa. Many issues today such as world peace, disarma-

ment, the gaps between North and South, poverty7

,
human rights, especially

the rights ofwomen and children, medical care, social welfare, and ecological

ethics are problems with which Kagawa had tirelessly coped. Though the

number of Christians in Japan had reached one million as Kagawa had hoped,

it must increase more in order to have a significant impact on the nation’s

values.

Kagawa was a voluminous writer. According to the Kagawa Library, he

wrote over 200 books in Japanese: about sixty on religion, forty on social

thought and fifty on literature, including thirty novels. His writings have

been translated into thirty-eight languages, totaling more than six hundred

books.

The last book he published was The Purpose of the Universe in 1959. In this

book he combined scientific thought and religious intuition to see the

universe as a purposeful evolution toward greater beauty and complexity with

God at the center.

He left us so many questions, negatively or positively, to answer and so

many books to read and study. Although they are all related to theology, the

church, and the mission of the world today and tomorrow, they are in

particular challenges to those who are studying theology at Princeton Theo-
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logical Seminary. It is my sincere hope that this Toyohiko Kagawa Lecture-

ship will open the eyes of faculty and students at Princeton Theological

Seminary to the life, thought, faith, and works of Kagawa and his importance

for the ecumenical tasks of the Christian Church in the 21st century.

Let me conclude with a prayer by Kagawa.

“O God, keep our whole country under your protection. Wipe out sin

from this land; lift it up from the depth of sorrow, O Lord, our shining light.

Save us from deep grief and misfortune, Lord of all nations. Bless us with

your wisdom, so that the poor may not be oppressed and the rich may not be

oppressors. Make this a nation having no ruler except God, a nation having

no authority but that of Love. Amen.”
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THE YEAR was 1953. It was summertime when I, with my wife and two

children, aged seven and eight, arrived in Basel, Switzerland. Fresh

from graduation at The Theological School of Drew University, I was on the

verge of fulfilling a dream: to study with Karl Barth at the University of Basel!

That spring Paul Lehmann, as a visiting professor from Princeton, had

taught a course at Drew on “The Theology of Crisis,” which enhanced my
growing interest in Barth, and my mentor at Drew, Carl Michalson, had

urged me on with these words: “If you want to pursue a doctorate in

theology, why not do it with the world’s most outstanding theologian!” I

wrote to Barth of my intentions, and he wrote back that, if I came, he would

be willing to consider my becoming one of his doctoral candidates.

So here I was in Basel, the city familiar to both Erasmus and Calvin, the

city where Oecolampadius led the Reformation in the sixteenth century, the

city where Karl Barth was born in 1886, and though he had grown up in Bern,

the city where Barth had lived since his ouster from Germany by the Nazis

in 1935. Basel, the beautiful ancient city in the heart of Europe where three

countries meet. Basel, an awe-inspiring combination of medieval charm and

modern commerce and industry, divided by the Rhine River into Greater

Basel and Lesser Basel, two parts connected by lovely bridges and, at strategic

points, by small flat-bottomed boats that ferried passengers from one side to

the other and are attached to overhead cables and propelled by the strong

current of the river. Basel, with its impressive red-sandstone cathedral, the

Munster, built on a high bank overlooking the Rhine, and many other fine

churches scattered around the city; its Museum of Fine Arts with its Holbein

paintings; its Market Place, with the daily colorful display of flowers and

produce; its City Hall with its 16th century clock facing the square and its

17th century murals in its courtyard; its opera and theaters and hotels and

train stations, its buses and street-cars and bicycles. Basel, with its peculiar

dialect, which only the natives could understand. And, finally, on the hill

above the Market Place, the University, built around Peter’s Square (Peter-

splatz), with its gleaming new main building where Barth lectured—as did his

well-known colleagues on the theological faculty: Cullmann, Staehelin, Eich-

rodt, Baumgartner, van Oyen, Thurneysen, Reicke, Schmidt, Buess, among

Reminiscences of

Karl Barth

by John D. Godsey
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others, and, on the philosophy faculty, Karl Jaspers and Barth’s younger

brother Heinrich.

Upon arrival, I joined a wonderful community of Americans, often with

spouses, who were either already pursuing or beginning to pursue doctoral

studies at the University. Also working with Barth were John Deschner,

Shirley Guthrie, Charles Hall, and Paul van Buren. James Wharton was in

Old Testament and Gilbert Thiel in Church History. Coming later but

overlapping with me were Jack Bailey, James Cox, Neill Hamilton, and John

Yoder. Others who studied in Basel but were not doctoral candidates were

Paul (Bud) and Betty Achtemeier, Harold Nebelsick, and Calvin Seerveld,

and English speakers from other countries included David Torrance from

Scotland, Emilio Castro from Uruguay, and David Bosch and Johannes

Lombard from South Africa. Many others on sabbatical leave or studying

in other European universities came for short periods of time to hear

Barth. And a German student whom you at Princeton know very well was

in Basel taking his doctorate under Cullmann while I was there: Karlfried

Froehlich!

The big attraction in Basel for all of us, of course, was Karl Barth himself.

In 1953 he was sixty-seven years old, but in good health and quite vigorous

and productive. Behind him were his tumultuous years in Germany: his

teaching at Gottingen, Munster, and Bonn, and his leadership in the Church

Struggle during the Nazi period. Behind him was the Second World War,

when he did military patrol along the Rhine; it had been over for eight years.

Behind him was his address at the founding of the World Council of

Churches at Amsterdam five years previously, and the subsequent debate with

Reinhold Niebuhr. We were now in a new era. On the theological scene,

Barth was dealing with Bultmann’s proposal to demythologize die New
Testament; politically, he was criticizing the West’s attitude toward Russia

and its conduct of the Cold War. Barth may have mellowed some with age,

but he had lost none of his critical powers. Nor had he lost any of the vital

interest in his family or in his parishoners at the Basel jail. And, of course, his

lecturing and writing continued apace, as did the smoking of his pipe.

Regarding the latter, you may recall Martin Niemoller’s saying about theo-

logians: if you were a liberal, you smoked cigarettes; ifyou were conservative,

you smoked cigars; but if you were a Barthian, you smoked a pipe!

That fall I began attending Barth’s lectures on dogmatics. What was he like

as a lecturer? I don’t think I can improve on a description given by Marie

Fuerth Sulzbach in a 1954 article in The Christian Century entitled “Karl

Barth—A Portrait.” Here is what she wrote:
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Four times a week, at four o’clock in the afternoon, some 160

students gather in Dr. Barth’s big, ultramodern classroom at the

university. About a quarter past four they begin to stamp their feet on

the floor—their traditional method of applause. Walking slowly up to

the lecture desk is a big rumpled bear of a man with tousled gray hair

and glittering spectacles. Carefully he puts down his worn briefcase,

extracts a sheaf of paper and arranges it before him. Carefully he takes

off his spectacles and exchanges them for a blacker and heavier pair.

Then he begins: “Meine Damen und Herrn ...”

For the next hour and a half the students listen to a new section of the

great Dogmatics. They are the first in the world to hear it, for Dr. Barth’s

lectures are the “growing end” of his work. Each has been dictated to his

secretary only that day or the day before. He makes corrections on his

manuscript as he lectures, and later, after further corrections, the lecture

and its companions are sent to the printer. It takes about three semesters

of lectures to make up one volume of the Dogmatics.

This account of Barth’s lectures accords with my memory, except at two

points: first, I remember applause being the banging ofyour knuckles on your

desk, the scraping of feet on the floor being a sign of disapproval of some-

thing that had been said; and, second, I recall the lectures as lasting one hour

rather than an hour and a half. But otherwise, Sulzbach’s description is right

on target. During my three years at Basel, from the winter semester of 1953

through the summer semester of 1956, Barth was lecturing on what became

Volume IV, Part 2, of the Church Dogmatics
,
that is, that part of the Doctrine

of Reconciliation entitled “Jesus Christ, the Servant as Lord,” and it was

obvious that he enjoyed working on this section dealing with sanctification,

a doctrine dear to the hearts of theologians in the Reformed tradition. At

times Barth spoke with such passion that you thought you were hearing a

sermon, and he used facial expressions and gestures to emphasize important

points. On a hot day he would take a handkerchief from his pocket and

frequently mop his brow. He was in no sense an unapproachable, aloof

professor, but one who was outgoing and open to students. He possessed a

powerful mind, enormous energy, a sharp wit, and a fine sense of humor. But

he seemed not to think too highly of himself. After all, how could he—and

still be a disciple of a crucified Lord?

Barth’s weekly teaching schedule was very demanding. In addition to the

four lectures on Dogmatics, he held a so-called “Sozietat” for German-

speaking students only, a Systematics Seminar, which was limited to about

thirty regular participants but open to many more students who sat behind
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the others and could simply listen and observe, and, finally, a colloquium,

held on alternate weeks for English-speaking and French-speaking students.

Barth was at his best in these smaller settings: probing, challenging, correct-

ing, and inspiring. He loved the give and take, the argument and debate. But

he would abide no nonsense. A German student in a seminar on Schleier-

macher tried to curry favor by using Barth’s own arguments against Schleier-

macher’s theological position, and Barth cut him off, declaring: “Your first

obligation is to read Schleiermacher himself and come to understand him

from the inside; only then do you have a right to criticize him.”

Barth’s systematic seminars were held not on the main university campus

but in the theological seminar building overlooking the Rhine River. The
room he used was adorned with a marble bust of Schleiermacher, so that one

could hardly fail to connect the two theologians. Barth conducted his sem-

inars by having one student present a so-called Protokoll, a running account

of what had taken place at the previous session, and then another student

would present a precis of the reading assignment for the day. After that, the

discussion would begin. During my six semesters the subject-matter of the

seminars was as follows: (i) Luther’s Writings of 1520; (2) The Christian

Hope (the theme of the Evanston Assembly of the World Council of

Churches held in the summer of 1954); (3) Luther and the “Schwarmer”

(“Enthusiasts” or “Fanatics”); (4) Schleiermacher’s Speeches on Religion (“Re-

den”); (5) Schleiermacher’s Shorter Theological Writings (“Monologen,”

“Weihnachtsfeier,” and “Kurze Darstellung des Theologische Studium”);

and (6) The Roman Catholic Doctrine of the Church.

The English-speaking Colloquium held every other Tuesday evening was

a special delight because of the intimacy and the language spoken. What
began with a few students sitting around the dining room table at Barth’s

home on Pilgerstrasse, a few blocks from the University, soon had to be

relocated because of the growing number of students, first to the Theological

Seminar Building, and then, when Barth had to move from Pilgerstrasse and

bought a house a few miles from the University on Bruderholzallee, to a

private room in the nearby Bruderholz Restaurant. The new location, high

on a hill overlooking the city, was easily accessible by street-car, and the

proprietor of the restaurant allowed Barth to hold the Colloquium there so

long as everyone bought something to drink: coffee, tea, soft drinks—and on

a cold night Barth might have Gliihwein.

The subject-matter of the Colloquium was Barth’s own writings. During

my years of participation we covered Volume I, Part One, of the Church

Dogmatics
,

as well as four significant monographs: Church and State, The

Christian Community and the Civil Community
,
The Teaching of the Church
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Regarding Baptism
,
and The Christian Understanding ofRevelation. One student

would prepare a precis of the assigned reading for the session, ending with a

few questions to stimulate dialogue. Barth would deal with these questions

and then entertain questions from others. If you are interested in the ques-

tions and answers, I invite you to read the book Karl Barth's Table Talk
,
which

was published by John Knox Press in 1963. I will give you one example. A
student asked about human freedom. Does freedom mean you can say “yes”

and “no” to God? Barth answered:

The decisive point is whether freedom in the Christian sense is identical

with the freedom of Hercules: choice between two ways at a crossroad.

This is a heathen notion of freedom. Is it freedom to decide for the

devil? The only freedom that means something is freedom to be myself

as I was created by God. God did not create a neutral creature, but His

creature. He placed him in a garden that he might build it up; his

freedom is to do that. When man began to discern good and evil, this

knowledge was the beginning of sin. Man should not have asked this

question about good and evil, but should have remained in true created

freedom. We are confused by the political idea of freedom. What is the

light in the Statue of Liberty? Freedom to choose good and evil? What
light that would be! Light is light and not darkness. If it shines, darkness

is done away with
,
not proposed for choice. Being a slave of Christ means

being free. (37)

Barth’s English was not the best, but he managed to communicate well. He
had never studied the language in school but had learned it when middle-

aged with the help of President John Mackay of Princeton, who on a visit had

instructed him in the basics and urged him to practice by reading British

mystery novels. His favorite mystery writer was Dorothy Sayers, and when he

had to move from Pilgerstrasse he took from his attic a large box of mysteries

and offered them to those of us who spoke English as “a gift from above”!

Barth’s new house on Bruderholzallee was more spacious and inviting.

When you knocked on the door, you would usually be met by Frau Nelly

Barth, a small, soft-spoken woman who would usher you up the stairway, at

the top of which on the left was the doorway leading to Barth’s office. On the

wall as you ascended were hung sizable pictures of many of the theologians

one finds in Barth’s Protestant Theology in the Nineteenth Century
,
and just

inside on the wall of his office were pictures of Calvin and Mozart hung side

by side at the same height. Over his desk was Matthias Griinewald’s painting

of the crucifixion, with John the Baptist standing below the cross on one side,

pointing his bony finger toward the tortured body of Jesus and saying, “He
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must increase, I must decrease.” Alongside his desk was a record player and

many records, mostly of Mozart’s music, which he played morning and

evening. It reminded him of the joy of God’s creation.

Barth’s office was lined with books from top to bottom, and in an adjacent

office, likewise lined with books, sat Fraulein Charlotte von Kirschbaum,

Barth’s research assistant, secretary, and theological companion—the woman
who typed almost all of the Church Dogmatics! She had lived in the Barth

household since 1929. A warm and friendly and competent woman, she was,

in a sense, Barth’s alter-ego, an indispensable confidant, advisor, and friend.

She accompanied him to every lecture, seminar, and colloquium, but sat

quietly and never entered into any discussion. She was particularly helpful to

students by making appointments, providing bibliographical information,

and sometimes sitting in on discussions about dissertations. Since Barth did

not own a car, she and he rode the street-car to his classes and used the garage

in the basement of the house for storage of more books and files. Some of

those books, by the way, were about the American Civil War, about which

Barth had an intense interest, not only because since a boy he liked to study

military strategy and maneuvers, but because he believed the Civil War was

the decisive event for understanding America, especially its problem of

racism. As he once put it, “The South was never pacified.”

As a doctoral candidate I had several meetings with Barth. Mainly we

would discuss matters of my dissertation topic, namely, the theology of

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, but sometimes we would talk about incidents in his own

life or his views about this or that. I will give you two examples. The first

concerns a meeting with Bonhoeffer. Barth had had no contact with Bon-

hoeffer for several years when in 1941 Bonhoeffer appeared at the Swiss

border at Basel and was stopped by the border guards. Bearing a Nazi-

endorsed pass, he was headed for Geneva to use his church contacts on behalf

of the conspirators against Hitler who were trying to eliminate him and bring

the war to an end. Bonhoeffer had become a civilian employee of the Abwehr,

the German Military Intelligence Agency in which the conspiracy was cen-

tered. Because of their suspicions, the Swiss police would not let Bonhoeffer

enter without someone to vouch for him. So Bonhoeffer called Barth and

asked him to do so. Barth agreed to vouch for him, but only on the condition

that Bonhoeffer visit him on his way back to Germany and explain what he

was up to. On his return Bonhoeffer stopped at Barth’s house and told him

all about the resistance movement and the plans to overthrow Hitler and

make peace with the Allies. Barth told Bonhoeffer that he was not at all happy

with the leadership of the military officers in the resistance plan, because he

was afraid that, if the coup succeeded, the military might not be willing to
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relinquish power and set up a democratic government. In that case, the

situation might be no better than before. But Bonhoeffer felt that the chance

was worth taking. Their frank discussion meant that any doubts that Barth

had about his friend Bonhoeffer were totally allayed.

On another occasion, I asked Barth how much of the Barmen Declaration

he wrote, and he said that he wrote all of it with the exception of nineteen

words added by Hans Asmussen. And then he told me this story. When
members of the Lutheran, Reformed, and United churches who were op-

posed to the Nazification of the church in Germany decided to come

together in Barmen on May 29-31, 1934, they appointed three persons to

work on a common theological declaration for the meeting. These were

Thomas Breit, a Lutheran from Bavaria, Hans Asmussen, a Lutheran from

the Old Prussian Union, and Karl Barth, a representative of the Reformed.

Breit wrote the other two to meet him at a hotel in Frankfort, where they

could work out the declaration together. This they did, and during the

morning they outlined the six points they wanted to make and decided on

their plan of action. They would eat lunch at the hotel, then each go to his

room and work out his own statement concerning the six areas, beginning at

2 and ending at 5 o’clock. Then they would come together at 5 p.m., compare

what each had written, and then work out a common statement based on their

three contributions.

Lunch arrived, and it was a fairly heavy one, served with wine, and

afterwards there was coffee and liqueur and big black cigars. Then they went

to their separate rooms. Barth ordered more coffee to be sent to his room and

set to work, writing the whole declaration as it now stands, Bible quotations

and all, between 2 and 5 (all, that is, except for the nineteen words noted

above). At 5 o’clock there was a knock at the door. Asmussen entered and

sheepishly explained that he had fallen asleep and slept the whole time. A bit

later Breit came and exclaimed, “Oh! Ich habe geschlaffen!” (Oh, I went to

sleep!) Both the Germans had lain down for their afternoon nap, a custom in

Germany, had overslept, probably because of the wine and liqueur, and came

with blank sheets of paper, whereas Barth, not accustomed to the nap, had

written the Barmen Declaration! The other two men readily accepted his

work, and thus it was that this Swiss Reformed theologian ended up writing

the declaration or confession for the most important synod during the church

struggle. Sometime later Asmussen made a special trip to Bonn to ask Barth

if he could make a small addition to point two, and Barth said, “Sure!” The
words, as translated into English, are these: “Through him (Christ) befalls us

a joyful deliverance from the godless fetters of this world for a free, grateful
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service to his creatures.” Barth’s comment on the whole affair was the

following: “Church history is probably full of queer incidents like this!”

Three events in 1956 linger in my memory. The first was Barth’s memorial

address celebrating the 200th anniversary of the birth of Wolfgang Amadeus

Mozart on January 27, 1756. Tickets went on sale on January 18th, and the

event took place at 10:45 a -m -, January 29th, in the Great Auditorium in the

Stadtcasino in downtown Basel. A string quartet playing Mozart’s music

entertained an overflowing crowd, and Barth gave a spirited address. His

enthusiasm for his subject was evident, and also his delight at being asked to

speak on this auspicious occasion. He, a mere theologian, was paying tribute

to this world-renowned composer before hundreds of music lovers! Barth

submitted the text of his address for inclusion in the Paul Tillich Festschrift,

Religion and Culture : Essays in Honor of Paid Tillich. As he commented later,

“.
. . the golden sounds and melodies of Mozart’s music have from early times

spoken to me not as gospel but as parables of the realm of God’s free grace

as revealed in the gospel—and they do so again and again with great spon-

taneity and directness. Without such music I could not think of that which

concerns me personally in both theology and politics.” (How I Changed My
Mind. 72).

The second event occurred not long after the birth of my daughter

Gretchen on the first of February. Barth and Frl. von Kirschbaum paid a visit

to our apartment to see this latest addition to our family. Gretchen was lying

peacefully in her crib. Barth leaned over and looked at her, then turned to me

with a twinkle in his eye and asked: “Do you think she has original sin?!”

The third event was the great 70th birthday celebration for Barth, which

was held in the University’s student affairs house at 7:30 p.m. on May nth,

one day after the actual date of his birthday. In attendance were not only

Basel faculty and students, but prominent theological colleagues, former

students, and friends from all over Europe. The music of Mozart was played,

and a large portrait of Barth was ceremoneously unveiled near the entrance

on the first floor of the building. After Barth spoke words of appreciation, the

crowd proceeded to the bottom floor which had been turned into a huge

banquet hall. Following dinner, several tributes were paid to Barth and a

large Festschrift entitled Antwort (Response) was presented. It contained sev-

enty responses to Barth’s theological work. Believe it or not, Barth suspended

his lectures on Dogmatics during the upcoming summer semester, so that he

could write each contributor a personal letter of thanks! We American

students wanted to do something typically “American” to mark the occasion,

so my wife baked a large cake, which we decorated with seventy candles. At

the right moment, we lit the candles and one of us proceeded cautiously up
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to the head table where Barth was sitting. I have a picture of him blowing out

the candles as we sang “Happy Birthday” to an amused Karl Barth! All in all,

it was an unforgettable evening!

I have already spoken of Barth’s keen wit and humor, but now let me give

you a few examples, some of which were supplied to me by friends.

(1) A graduate student asked Barth: “What is the role of reason in your

theology?” Barth answered: “I use it.”

(2) A man on the street who was introduced to Barth asked him if he knew

the great theologian. “Know him?” Barth replied, “I shave him every

morning!
”

(3) After the service in a parish church where Barth had been preaching one

Sunday, he was met at the door by a man who greeted him with these

words: “Professor Barth, thank you for your sermon. I’m an astronomer,

you know, and as far as I am concerned, the whole of Christianity can be

summed up by saying ‘Do unto others as you would have others do unto

you’.” Barth replied: “Well, I am just a humble theologian, and as far as

I am concerned the whole of astronomy can be summed up by saying

‘Twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder what you are’.”

(4) Asked about his view on temperance, Barth quipped: “One may be a

non-smoker, abstainer, and vegetarian, yet be called Adolf Hider!”

(5) A theological professor from Scandinavia who visited Barth spoke a great

deal about sin and the devil. Had Barth sufficiendy taken these powers

into consideration? After a long discussion, Barth asserted that the matter

could be summarized thusly: “We are united in Christ, but not united in

the devil.”

(6) When an American doctoral candidate in Old Testament told Barth that

Professor Baumgartner had proposed that he write a dissertation on “The

Place of Animals in the Old Testament,” Barth said, “I hope you find

something nice to say about pigs.” When asked “Why?” Barth replied:

“Because I love pork chops!” When the student had finished his research,

he told Barth that he was sorry, but he really couldn’t find anything nice

to say about pigs. Barth replied: “Shade, aber nicht zu schlim. (It’s a pity,

but not too bad.) My doctor has forbidden me to eat pork any more.”

(7) Sometime before Barth’s 70th birthday celebration, Frl. von Kirschbaum

showed me the picture of Barth that was to be used in the Festschrift

Antivort. I asked her if I could have a copy, and she said “yes.” On hearing

this, Barth turned to me and said, “I just want to remind you of one thing,

Herr Godsey: remember the Second Commandment!”

(8) Paul Tillich had been to Bethlehem and stopped off in Basel on the way
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home to visit his old friend Karl Barth. With great excitement he told

Barth of his visit to the Church of the Nativity. He recounted going down

into the crypt where there was a silver star, marking the birthplace of

Christ. “Karl,” he said, “on that star there is an inscription ‘Hie verbum

Dei caro factum est,’ ‘Here the Word of God was made flesh.’ You know,

Karl, that sums up the whole of my theology—all except for that ‘hie’!”

“Ah, Paul,” Barth replied, “that ‘hie’ sums up the whole difference

between your theology and mine.”

(9) Finally, Barth could joke about his own work, while at the same time

making an important point. “The angels laugh at old Karl,” he wrote.

“They laugh at him because he tries to grasp the truth about God in a

book of Dogmatics. They laugh at the fact that volume follows volume,

and each is thicker than the previous one. As they laugh, they say to one

another, ‘Look! Here he comes now with his little pushcart full of

volumes of the Dogmatics!’—and they laugh about the persons who write

so much about Karl Barth instead of writing about the things he is trying

to write about. Truly, the angels laugh.”

Karl Barth— he was truly a remarkable human being! As Bonhoeffer

observed after visiting him in Bonn in 1931, “Barth in person is even better

than his books.” After my departure from Basel in 1956, I saw him on four

more occasions. In June of 1958, with dissertation complete and accepted, I

returned to Basel for my oral examinations with Cullmann, Staehelin, and

Barth. After these were over, Barth invited me to lunch at his home. We had

a delightful luncheon and celebrated the fact that I had passed the exams.

Moreover, we were joined by Frau Barth, Frl. von Kirschbaum, and Barth’s

theological assistant Hinrich Stoevesant, which made the time even more

special. The second time I saw Barth was in Princeton in 1962, when he was

on his American tour. I heard his lectures in the Princeton University

Chapel, and some of us who had been his students in Basel had an oppor-

tunity to visit with him and Frl. von Kirschbaum. Finally, when I was on

sabbatical leave in Gottingen during the schoolyear of 1964-65, I visited

Barth twice: first, in September of 1964, when I found him ill and in the

hospital, and then on June 9, 1965, when I spent over two hours with him

alone in his study. He had recovered his health, and we had a wonderful

conversation about many things.

In speaking of his illness the previous fall, he reported that his successor at

Basel, Heinrich Ott, had had an audience with Pope Paul VI while attending

a meeting in Rome, and when learning of Barth’s hospitalization, the Pope

said he would pray for him. “Believe it or not,” said Barth, “the next day I was
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better!” He also reported that he had received a letter from Albert

Schweitzer, who had heard of his illness and had sent his condolences—

a

letter he said touched him deeply. Also, he said that none of his doctors had

forbidden him to smoke his pipe, and he was grateful! “Die Pfeife brennt

noch immer!” he quipped—-“The pipe burns as always!”

Now that he was feeling well again, Barth said he was enjoying reading the

works of some of the younger theologians: Jiingel, Moltmann, Pannenberg,

and others. He was also eagerly awaiting the third volume of Bruce Catton’s

history of the American Civil War. In relation to the Civil War, he recounted

this story. On July 2, 1963, he had participated in the oral examinations of an

American doctoral candidate at the University. Because of the date, he

couldn’t resist the temptation to test the student’s knowledge of his own

heritage. “Do you know what happened in your country 100 years ago

today?” he asked. When the student admitted that he didn’t know, Barth said,

“Shame on you. It was the second day of the Battle of Gettysburg!”

Barth asked if I noticed anything different about his office, and I observed

that he had a new desk and chair. He beamed and asked if I knew the

whereabouts of the old ones. I said “no,” and he then told me they were now

on display in the library of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary! It seems that

Donald G. Miller, President of Pittsburgh Seminary, had visited him in Basel

and had asked if his seminary might have the desk and chair Barth had used

while writing the Church Dogmatics
,
explaining that in exchange he would

receive new ones. Barth snapped up what he considered to be a good bargain.

After showing me the file drawers in the desk and the rollers on his com-

fortable chair, he said, “These are so much more beautiful than my old ones.

I feel like a bank president! Perhaps one could say of me, ‘In his old days he

has become modern’.”

I asked Barth if he would write any more volumes of the Church Dogmatics
,

and he said: “Probably not. After all, I have already written enough for people

to read. When people ask me about a 1 3th volume, I am inclined to ask if they

had finished the first twelve!” He compared his unfinished work to the

Strasbourg Cathedral, which has only one tower although the plan called for

two. “There is a certain merit,” he said, “to an unfinished dogmatics; it points

to the eschatological character of theology!”

I left Barth that day, the last time I saw him, with those words on my mind:

“the eschatological character of theology.” I could close these reminiscences

on the same note, but, instead, I choose to end with some words of Barth

about the doctrine of election: two passages from Robert McAfee Brown’s

fine introduction to his English translation of Georges Casalis’ Portrait of

Karl Barth:
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Barth asserts that God deals with human beings “not with a natural

Therefore, but with a miraculous Nevertheless.” (CD II/2, 315) The
sequence is not “Humans are unworthy, therefore God rejects them,” but

rather “Humans are unworthy, nevertheless God elects them.” That is

why humans can hope, why they can believe, why they can trust in God.

(18, tr. altered)

And, finally, this:

The gospel is not the mystery of incomprehensible darkness (as it has

often been for the orthodox) but the mystery of incomprehensible light.

It is not that we see so little of what God has done that we are puzzled,

but that in the light of God’s revelation in Christ we see so much of

what God has done that we are dazzled. (18)

Karl Barth—a man dazzled by the gospel, dazzling as a witness! A man

whose guiding light was the Word of God, who followed the light of that

Word with faithfulness and integrity throughout his adult life, and who found

his journey as a disciple of Jesus Christ to be sustained by the joyful and

comforting presence of God’s grace-filled Spirit. The world is not likely to

see another like him!
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I
N THE BEGINNING, there was astonishment. Stephen Crocco, James Lenox

Librarian at Princeton Theological Seminary in Princeton, NJ, was as-

tonished that one individual could give, with his life’s work, a new direction

to the theology of an entire century. This astonishment led to Crocco’s

efforts to establish a Center for Barth Studies, which shall collect and keep

accessible all means for research on Karl Barth in the 21
st

century. The

Center shall examine whether Karl Barth’s work can fulfill an important task

in the search for the direction of theology and the church even in a totally

new situation, a situation in which, compared to Barth’s own times, many

things seem to move in other and everything in different directions.

In collaboration with the Karl Barth Archive, the Center for Barth Studies

developed a project that makes it possible to undertake important measures

in Basel to preserve and make accessible, with the help of an up-to-date

technique, Karl Barth’s posthumous writings, which are shelved in Barth’s

last residence.

In order to sign and celebrate the corresponding agreement, a high-

ranking delegation from Princeton Theological Seminary came to Basel last

week, led by the Seminary’s President, Thomas Gillespie, Librarian Stephen

Crocco, Professors Bruce L. McCormack, George Hunsinger, Karlfried

Froelich, and the Director of the renowned Center of Theological Inquiry,

also located in Princeton, Wallace Alston.

On this occasion, Bernhard Christ, head of the Karl-Barth-Foundation,

and Prof. Albrecht Grozinger from the Faculty ofTheology at the University

of Basel organized a colloquium about “Karl Barth’s Theology in the 21
st

Century—Perspectives on its Significance for Contemporary Issues of Chris-

tianity.” A large group assembled in the Miinstersaal of the Bischofshofin Basel

to discuss the theme and listened with great interest to Crocco’s opening

remarks and then to four possible answers to the question of Barth’s signif-

icance today.

Karl Barth—Digital and

Theological

by Hans-Anton Drewes
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The first speaker was Peter Schmid, President of the Regional Council

of Basel-Land, who introduced himself as “politician and confessed pipe-

smoker.” It was therefore obvious that he started with politics as one of the

contexts in which “the smoking church-father” will play a role also in the 2 I
st

century. Schmid reminded us that Barth joined a Social Democratic Party

twice, 1915 in Safenwil and 1931 in Bonn, not “demonstratively” but “very

directly for practical reasons,” or as he said later, as “a Social Democrat out

of sheer liberalism.” Barth’s interpretation of Romans 13 and his concept of

the state, Schmid said, continue to be worthy of consideration, and the same

is true for his warning against a simplistic identification of the hope for God’s

kingdom with particular political world-views or expectations. According to

Schmid, the new century will also require “obligation through accuracy” in

social or political statements by the churches and by theologians, thus

following Barth’s example.

Prof. Eberhard Busch from Gdttingen, who was Barth’s assistant between

1965 and 1968, began with the church. Barth asked a twofold question. First,

does the church listen to the First Commandment, that is, is it “born from the

Word of God,” to quote the first of the Ten Thesis of Berne from 1528,

which is also repeated in the first of the Dusseldorf Theses from 1933? Does

the church “remain in this Word and not listen to a stranger”? Second, does

the church know and remain faithful to the knowledge that it is sent into the

world and “essentially present for the sake of the world” (for Barth, this is “a

real mark of the church”!)? Whether the church can face these questions also

depends on how it resists the temptation to recommend itself merely as one

offer among others in the flourishing marketplace of religious possibilities. In

this regard, the consideration of Barth’s heritage, especially his analysis and

critique of religion, could be very useful.

One of the prominent guests from Princeton was Prof. Bruce McCormack,

the recipient of the Karl-Barth-Prize in 1998. He mentioned five reasons for

the current interest in Barth in North America: 1. Barth’s comprehensive

engagement with the biblical witness and the Christian tradition. 2. The

“open-endedness” of Barth’s basically “non-dogmatic” dogmatics. 3. Its close

relation to the worship and witness of the congregation, which makes it

different from contemporary cultural-anthropological or sociological models

in the study of religion. 4. The inseparable connection between dogmatics

and ethics in Barth’s theology. Finally: 5. For Barth, the proper subject of

theological existence is the congregation—not larger church councils and

bureaucracies or individual theologians, even though their work is important.

The last point could be taken up by Prof. Georg Pfleiderer from Basel. He

supposes that Barth’s significance for the 21
st

century lies in the fact that
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Barth worked through certain themes that were important for 19
th

century

theology, above all, the problem of the freedom of the individual, which is

not only the basis of modern societies but is also threatened by these same

societies. In this dilemma, Barth envisions the church as a “religious and

theological community of speech and communication,” in which the indi-

vidual as well as religion can gain stability.

The lively but focused plenary discussion under the direction of Niklaus

Peter (Theologischer Verlag Zurich) resembled the breadth of these four

Barth interpretations. Barth’s significance for a truly ecumenical theology,

which McCormack already mentioned from the perspective of North Amer-

ican Protestantism, was explicitly emphasized. On the whole, question marks

were mixed with exclamation marks. One thing, however, was not in dispute:

it is not merely a dutiful exercise to make and keep accessible, in the best

possible way, Barth’s heritage as a source for reflection on church and society;

the effort seems to be necessary, because we are still in need of the impulse,

challenge, and orientation presented by Barth’s work. It is fitting that Pres-

ident Gillespie ended his remarks before signing the agreement with the

hope and petition that God may use this project
—

“in His way.”
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ADIES AND GENTLEMEN, dear guests from Princeton!

I am sure that you have not missed the subtle distinction used in the

invitation to today’s Colloquium. Although a professional politician was

entrusted with the opening speech, the actual inputs are expected only from

the four lecturers who subsequently present their papers! This division of

labor does not seem to be just, in my view. For every Tuesday morning, upon

entering the government building, I remember one of the last sentences by

Karl Barth: “There is one who governs!” According to Eduard Turneysen,

Karl Barth said it twice to him on the evening before he died. Their last

phone call focused on the world situation that did not look promising. Barth’s

quote was an allusion to the words Christoph Blumhardt said to his dying

father, Johann Christoph Blumhardt, on February 15, 1880. The original

version is said to be: “Papa, there is one who will win!” But it was circulated

in the slightly less lofty version of “There is one who governs!”

As I said before, I recall this sentence every Tuesday morning, somewhat

ironically and yet also very seriously. The careful, fundamental ethical dis-

tinction between the “ultimate” and the “penultimate” is quite important to

me personally. The knowledge about this difference renders my work as a

professional politician and member of the government bearable. According

to this distinction, politics is the art of the humanly possible. It would be an

unbearable thought that our discussions, joint resolutions, and decisions

would already belong to the realm of the “last” things. What could be more

familiar to a politician interested in theology—and a confessed pipe-smoker

to boot—than to present some brief thoughts on Karl Barth as a political

thinker, an active theologian, and a pipe-smoker?

I shall begin with the topic of pipe-smoking, which has not been fully

reviewed and still is not meant to be entirely serious. On September 1 1, 1931,

Karl Barth wrote an almost pleading letter on this very topic to his friend

Lukas Christ. Some time before, Lukas Christ had told him that he had

decided to forego the pleasure of pipe-smoking because of dire financial
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demands caused by the quite substantial size of his family. Karl Barth was

deeply dismayed: “Lukas, can it really be true that you do not smoke any

longer!!??” And he continues:

Truly, if I had been told that last night two moons graced the sky or

that a cow had born a filly or Gogarten had written a paper on

cultivating tomatoes . . . and what other terrifying things might

conceivably have happened ... I could not have been more frightened.

What did you think by putting such an almost eschatological fact in

front of our eyes? Lukas—just listen to me this one time, please: this is

impossible, this is impossible, this is impossible. Have you forgotten that

exactly the pipe of the poor and righteous one has to be kept burning,

no matter the circumstances?

I am immensely grateful to theologian and pipe-smoker Hinrich Stoevesandt

for entrusting to me a copy of this important letter, on the occasion of a visit

to the Karl Barth Archive, and thus enabling me to hand over another copy

of it to the grandson of Lukas Christ, the original addressee of the letter, who

today is present with us as the President of the Church Council of the

Evangelical-Reformed Church of Basel-Land, my dear friend, theologian,

and fellow pipe-smoker Markus Christ. Karl Barth’s letter from 1931 en-

couraged me to wear, for quite some years now, a small silver pipe in my
button-hole, which is occasionally interpreted by some of our Roman Cath-

olic fellows as a silver cross worn as a button-hole ornament—what a

misunderstanding!

Let me move on to the second, more serious part of my speech: Karl Barth

and politics. Given the abundance of material, my own presentation is

extremely fragmentary. Thus, I shall refrain from mentioning Karl Barth’s

well-known resistance against National Socialism and the quite unambiguous

attitude he assumed in this respect right from the beginning, first in Ger-

many, later in Switzerland. I will restrict myself to five statements that are, in

my view, still significant in the 21
st

century:

1. Karl Barth joined the Social Democratic Party twice, 1915 in Switzerland

and 1931 in Germany. He first joined it at a time when he worked as a

pastor in Safenwil. It is quite remarkable how simple the reasons were with

which Karl Barth explained his unionist work in favor of the workers in

Safenwil and his decision to join the Social Democratic Party. There are

numerous statements of the elderly Karl Barth on this topic in the

collection “Gesprache 1964-1968” (volume 28 of the complete Karl Barth

edition). As an example, I quote from a statement he made during a
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discussion in Wuppertal in 1968, when he was asked: “Did you once

demonstratively join a socialist party? And do you today consider a public

membership or close relation to a political party in Germany suitable for

a pastor?” Karl Barth answered: “No, demonstratively—that is not nice.

You should not ‘demonstrate.’ I joined the socialist party very directly for

practical reasons. I lived in an industrial community . . . And I noticed

three factories there. There was a modest workers’ association, and I do

not really know what they were up to in their meetings. In any case, these

workers still had no idea that they could have unions. My own socialism

thus simply consisted in occasionally mentioning privately or sometimes

directly and sometimes from the pulpit that there should be something

like unions, so that not only the capital be a power but the working class

also should become a power to be reckoned with and to make demands.”

Allow me to add, “end of message!” In such a simple and unadorned way,

one can substantiate concrete political activism. During the same discus-

sion, Karl Barth later summarized his activities in Safenwil as follows:

“The result ofmy ten-years’ work in Safenwil was that I wrote the ‘Epistle

to the Romans’ twice; at the same time, there were three beautiful,

blossoming unions when I left, and in the local council the Socialists

carried a majority over the Liberals of 3 votes against 2.” Just imagine this:

a five-member authority with three Social Democrats and two Liberals!

Now you will understand better, why I always think of Karl Barth upon

entering the government building in Liestal. It is truly remarkable that in

Safenwil Karl Barth was able on the one hand to work intensely as a

theologian and at the same time to do what he deemed politically neces-

sary. His opinion on the relation between social democracy and liberalism

in 1968 seems almost modern and quite apt for the 21
st

century. Barth

said: “Truly, whenever elections are imminent and the gentlemen of the

various parties state their opinions . . . well, there are hardly any alterna-

tives left today. Great, fundamental ideas do not seem to stand in contest

with each other any longer. I am always somewhat embarrassed about

what party I should vote for this time, if I vote at all.”

2. As we all know, an important presupposition for the work on Romans was

the “twofold bewilderment,” the shock preceding World War I. On the

one hand, Karl Barth found that almost all his German teachers of

theology agreed with the war politics of Emperor Wilhelm II, and on the

other hand, the German Social Democrats voted in 1914 in favour of the

war loans. Political irritations cause Karl Barth to reflect carefully on his

basic position, in a theological manner. After all, the intense work on

Romans also included a discussion of Romans 13, with its difficult state-
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merits about the Christian believers’ relation to the authorities. Karl Barth

seeks formulations with which he can accept, to some extent, these

complicated statements; at least, what can be said about it is that he gives

them a new coloring. I find Romans’ sober carefulness in dealing with the

question of state and politics quite remarkable also in the 21
st

century.

When I read these sections again today, I have the impression that Karl

Barth’s thoughts on this topic are still persuasive, while the distance to the

Apostle Paul’s statements in Romans 13 seems to be insurmountable. In

order to summarize Karl Barth’s relation to the state, I recall a brief story

about the former Federal President of Germany, Gustav Heinemann. A
journalist once asked him: “Do you love your fatherland?” Gustav Hei-

nemann answered: “No, I love my wife!” Those familiar with Gustav

Heinemann’s biography certainly will not misunderstand his answer, and

Gustav Heinemann was quite familiar with Karl Barth’s thoughts.

3. Throughout his life, serious theological work and simultaneously the

equally serious observation of the political realities prevented Karl Barth

from fatal misunderstandings. Unlike some of his contemporaries, he did

not link his hope for the Kingdom of God to a political Weltanschauung—
not even to Socialism and Social Democracy. That is why he did not have

constantly to revise his theological statements in case of recurring political

surprises—no matter whether they meant a setback or a success.

4. As an astute political observer, Karl Barth finally positioned himself

clearly also in the times of the Cold War between West and East. Among
other things, he pointed out an important difference between the presup-

positions of National Socialism and Communism. Of course, Karl Barth

was quite aware of the fact that the murdered victims of Stalinism were as

dead as the murdered victims of National Socialism. However, he made

clear that National Socialism from the beginning contained nothing that

was truly worth supporting, whereas at least a social analysis and the vision

of a more just society stood at the cradle of Communism.

5. There is no doubt that Karl Barth worked theologically with untiring

curiosity and accuracy. It is equally clear that throughout his whole life

Karl Barth made many unambiguous statements on important political

questions. Today, there are good reasons to try and answer many theo-

logical questions in another way; new social questions have emerged, in

addition to the political issues that Karl Barth pondered. My own reflec-

tions on Karl Barth inspire me to ask all those who are share responsibility

in theological faculties and departments today: help us to make sure that

the joy in doing theology and the curiosity that is an important presup-

position for its study, become or remain clearly visible and can be felt in
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our theological faculties and in our churches. I think any theological work

that ignores the ethical dimension by avoiding its socio-political signifi-

cance will be in vain, in the long run. Thus, my second request: help us to

enable future theologians to state their opinions on socio-political ques-

tions clearly and in a relevant manner; create the right conditions for

engagement through accuracy.
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WHEN I ACCOMPANIED Karl Barth once, at the beginning of my work

with him, I asked him: “How would you start anew in theology

today?” Barth looked at me with a serious expression: “Maybe I would not

become a theologian again .” I took that to mean not that he was tired of

theology but of questions like mine. He suggested that we clarify the issue for

ourselves, on our own responsibility, instead of looking for hypothetical

answers from others. And if we are doing the same thing today, we still can

learn from Barth’s way of dealing with his theological ancestors. In 1926 he

wrote from Germany to Switzerland: “Here, where almost everyone thinks

on the basis of Lutheran sensibilities and instincts,” you just have to show

“that you measure Luther by Calvin and not vice versa. ‘Luther’ means: the

transition from dialectical to direct communication.”
1 This also implied a new

relation with the church father. For there is, “strictly speaking, no Reformed

tradition except for one: the appeal to the open Bible and the Spirit who

speaks from it to the Spirit.” Therefore, “our fathers have left behind for us

no Formula of Concord which authentically interprets the Word of God, but

only confessions, of which more than one begins with the admitted reservation

of further and better insight.”
2
“Speak, Lord, your servant listens”: this is the

Alpha and Omega of Reformed teaching. 3 But this view led to controversies

between Barth and his Reformed colleagues. He accused the Swiss Reformed

churches of being weak in confessional matters. It sings “Let us smash

lanterns, because our lights are surely shining.”4 It forgets that the church

1

Karl Barth to Emil Brunner, January 10, 1926, in Karl Barth—Emil Brunner: Brief-

wechsel 1916-1966, ed. Eberhard Busch (Zurich: Theologischer Verlag 2000), 134.
2
Karl Barth, “Reformierte Lehre, ihr Wesen und ihre Aufgabe” (1923), in Vortrdge und

kleinere Arbeiten 1922-1925, ed. Holger Finze (Zurich: Theologischer Verlag 1990),
212-13. This quotation is translated from the original German text. As in all quotations in

Professor Busch’s article, parallel citations from available English translations are provided.

English Translation: “The Doctrinal Task of the Reformed Churches,” in The Word ofGod
and the Word ofMan (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 229.

3 Ihid., 228 (English translation: The Word of God, 248).
4 Lafit Latemen uns zerschmettern,/Unsere Lichter ieuchten ja” (Karl Barth, Die prot-

estantische Theologie im 19. Jahrhundert, 3
ul

ed., Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag, i960, 239).
Barth speaks of an “exuberant, lawless unrest . .

. ,
according to the prescription: Any fence

we find we’ll crash/What else are fences for, now?/Any lamps we find we’ll smash/Our
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lives with the living Christ not only in the present but also with those who
went before. As Barth’s last written words say: “God is not a God of the dead

but of the living. To Him they all live.” 5 The German Reformed churches,

however, were in his view wielding their heritage like an old flag and then, in

the face of new challenges, storing it away in the museum in order to protect

it. He asked: “Can there be another admiration for Calvin than to stand

oneself in the place where he stood: in the obedience of the called?”
6 When

Barth in 1933 did not call for the protection of the confession of Christ

[Christusbekenntnis] from the state but rather for its activation over against the

state, he did not have the majority of the German Reformed on his side, but

he did have some Lutherans.

I think that in our thinking and practice today, we should deal with Barth

as he did with those preceding him. If he is part of the conversation today, we

can hear two questions. First, does our church hear the First Commandment:

“I am the Lord, your God, you shall not have other gods besides me?” Does

the church itself hear it, as Barth told it to Grotewohl and Ulbricht in East

Berlin in 1946, when they recommended themselves with the remark that the

Ten Commandments were still needed today and he replied: “Indeed, par-

ticularly the First Commandment!”7 Does the church hear it as the “theological

axiom,” as he said in 1933, confronting the danger of putting something

seemingly important next to God by means of the word ‘and’?
8
If the church

hears this, it will be connected with Israel as with no other religion and with

Israel on the way away from the fleshpots of Egypt into the desert, on God’s

way to His goal. Then, it will think always from the particular and not from

the general, in which the biblical message can be classified and seemingly

secured as one possibility among others; this is the basis of Barth’s thinking,

over against liberal theology. Then, it will not regard biblical revelation as a

fruit of the tree of human religion - and even deceive itself about the decrease

of Christianity in Europe by means of the idea that people at least are still

lights are lit, we trow!” (Karl Barth, Protestant Theology in the Nineteenth Century [New
Edition], Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2002, 255).

5 Karl Barth, Letzte Zeugnisse (Zurich: EVZ-Verlag, 1969), 71. English Translation: Final

Testimonies (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), 60.
6 Karl Barth, “Reformierte Lehre,” 222. English Translation: The Word of God, 239.
7 Eberhard Busch, Karl Barths Lebenslauf. Nach seinen Briefen and autobiographischen

Texten, 2
nd

rev. ed. (Munich: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1975), 353-54- English Translation: Karl

Barth. His life from letters and autobiographical texts (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976),

34°-
8 Karl Barth, “Das erste Gebot als theologisches Axiom” (1933), in Theologische Fragen

and Antworten (Zollikon: Evangelischer Verlag, 1957), 138. English Translation: “The
First Commandment as an Axiom of Theology,” in The Way oj Theology in Karl Barth, ed.

H. Martin Rumscheidt (Allison Park: Pickwick Publications, 1986), 73-74.
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religious. When it tries to establish such a point of contact, it will hear: “Go

away from your friends into the country that I will show you.” When it is

tempted to live in two reigns, private faith here, daily life in the world there,

it will be challenged by Jesus’s word: “No one can serve two masters,” and

thereby understand that God’s gospel and God’s law are two forms of the one

Word of God. And all of this has its foundation not in the fact that Christians

assemble around a tradition common in their region or culture but in the fact

that God
,
the God who is revealed in Jesus Christ, assembles them around

Him. God does this by being Himself, through a substitute, their irreplacable

companion. They merely follow when they are assembled around Him. At

the beginning of a confession from 1933 Barth quoted the first of the Ten

Theses of Berne (1528): “The holy Christian church, whose only head is

Christ, is born from the Word of God, abides in the same and does not listen

to the voice of a stranger.”9 But Barth understood that it is necessary to say

the same thing anew, in order to say it again. Thus, the first thesis of the

Barmen Declaration (1934) arose: “Jesus Christ, as Scripture bears witness to

Him, is the one Word of God, which we have to hear, whom we have to trust

and obey in death and in life.”

The second question: does our church also live in the second movement,

not only away from its environment but also into it? It has to resist confor-

mity, but it also has to resist a self-sufficient perseverance. It lives by being

gathered around God’s Word, but does it also live by being sent to its

contemporaries? The modern concept of religion is flawed in this relation

too, because it identifies the gospel with a region of feeling so that the other

realms can be organized in a non-Christian manner. To be sure, the church

may not dream of ruling the world. But it is even more important for Barth

that the God whom the churches confess is not only present among them-

selves. Once he was asked in a discussion: “Will I also see my loved ones again

in God’s eternity?” He replied: “Be prepared: not only your loved ones!” In

the church one has to reckon with the fact that God has greater goals in mind

than the maintenance of churches. God may be a stranger to human beings,

but no human being is a stranger to God. Barth questioned the traditional

phrase: “There is no salvation outside the church.”
10 And he did so precisely

because there is no salvation outside of Christ. Christ (tndy God and truly

human) is the one in whom God has loved the world and reconciled it with

Himself. Thus, He is also at work outside the church. Therefore, the church

9 Karl Barth, “Reformierte Lehre,” 224. English Translation: The Word of God, 243.
10

Karl Barth, Kirchliche Dogmatik IV/i (Zollikon-Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag, 1953),

769. English Translation: Church Dogtnatics IV/
1 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956), 688.
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has to follow Him and move beyond its own limits. It has to bear witness to

the savior of the world. In doing so, it has to listen to the others, hoping that

the truth can be mirrored in their truths, attentive not to the question where

they have it from but what they say: truths that the church may have

overlooked. As Barth wrote in his last paragraph for the Church Dogmatics,

Christians have to accompany their fellow human beings as “companions and

friends,” being assured “that those who hunger and thirst for justice, those

who - however erringly [and] strangely - ask and search for the right and

dignity of every human being, have God on their side .” 11 The church does

this by shaping itself anew, not merely in the opposition of office and laity.

All Christians participate in many ways in the sending into the world around

them. Their service is done, like in Mozart’s Don Giovanni
,
in the presence of

the statue of stone, but as Barth consoles us today with this image, they have

good reason “not to be confounded in continuing to play on purely.”
12

11
K. Barth, Das christliche Leben. Die Kirchliche Domiatik IV/4 (Fragmente aus dem

Nachlafl), ed. Hans-Anton Drewes and Eberhard Jiingel (Zurich: Theologischer Verlag,

1976), 468. English Translation: The Christian Life. Church Dogmatics IV (Lecture Frag-

ments) (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1981), 270.
12

K. Barth, Die protestantische Theologie, 53. English translation: Protestant Theology
, 59.
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uT T Thy ARE THE Americans so interested in Karl Barth?” That question

V V has been posed to me, directly or indirectly, by many European

friends, some of whom seem to imply by asking the question that they
,
at

least, have regarded Barth’s theology as outdated for some time. So why

should America be experiencing something of a renaissance of Barth’s the-

ology? Allowing for a certain amount of differentiation among those inter-

ested in Barth—there really is no such thing as a typical “Barthian”!—the

following features of Barth’s theology seem to me to excite the most

interest.

1. Barth's theology intends to be “comprehensive ” in its engagement with the Bible

and the history of Christian theology. It is a theology which takes seriously

Holy Scripture and what Catholics and Orthodox think of as Holy Tra-

dition. Barth’s theology takes up old problems and makes a serious effort

to mediate their solutions in a changed situation. This effort at mediation

is extremely important today. There are many today who are casting

longing eyes towards Rome and the East because they find in Catholicism

and Orthodoxy a stability and solidity that is lacking in their own denom-

inations. They also find in these churches a rich tradition—which can be

very impressive in a land where so many lack historical sensibility. A vital

Protestant theology which will sustain the Protestant churches must

match the Catholic and Orthodox doctrinal “systems” for rigor, breadth,

and beauty. And it must be able to make a good case that it has not simply

cut itself off from the Christian past—from antiquity to the present. Seen

in this light, it is my own personal opinion that Karl Barth’s theology may
be the best hope for a rebirth of a genuinely Protestant theology in

America.

2. Barth's dogmatics is
u
non-dogmatic" in character. This thesis might seem to

contradict the first. In truth, it does not—but attention to it does help to

explain why the more liberally-inclined are still interested in Barth. In a

cultural moment described by many in terms of the categories of “post-

modernism,” it is the open-endedness of Barth’s theology that makes it

attractive. I would explain this myself in terms of the basic conception of
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revelation which gives shape to, but at the same time relativizes the whole

of Barth’s dogmatic edifice. The heartbeat of Barth’s doctrine of revela-

tion is the notion of indirect identity. God mediates knowledge of Himself

to human beings through certain creaturely media (viz. the humanity of

Jesus, the witness of the Bible, and preaching that is based on the Bible).

But in the process of this act of self-mediation, God remains ontologically

“other” than those media. God, who is the “content” of revelation in and

for itself, never becomes directly identical with the media employed.

Revelation is always only indirectly identical with the media employed.

The net effect of this basic decision is that Christian doctrinal theology

must always take the form of a witness to an “object” (or subject) which

never becomes an epistemic “given.” No matter how “complete” a theol-

ogy may be in its efforts to answer the full range of questions turned up

by the various Christian traditions and by life in today’s world, no matter

how thorough the attempt to anticipate possible objections and to address

them in advance, no matter how “complete” in these senses, Christian

theology can always only have a fragmentary and unfinished character.

Theology done under the conditions described by Barth’s doctrine of

revelation must always “begin again at the beginning.” It must always be

prepared to be corrected. This is what I mean by the “non-dogmatic

character” of Barth’s dogmatics. And it is the sheer modesty and humility

reflected in that stance which, I believe, draws a good many to Barth.

3 . Bank ’s theology understands itself to be bound at every point to God and to His

Self-revelation in Jesus Christ. It is a theology of submission to God and, as

such, naturally leads to worship. In saying this, I am also saying that it is

not a science of culture or even of religion; it is christocentric dogmatics.

The importance of this point lies in the fact that a theology like Barth’s

can nourish church life in a way that some forms of academic theology

cannot. For those attracted to Barth’s theology, if a theology could

continue to find a justification for its place in the universities in the

absence of churches, if its methods and procedures would be unchanged

by the complete demise of the Christian churches, then the object of its

study is probably not the God worshiped by Christians. In America, we

have had a long experience with the attempt to locate the “scientific” study

of religion among the humane sciences in our universities. And we have

profited from sociological and cultural-anthropological investigations of

religion in general and Christianity in relation to other world religions.

But such investigations do not and cannot take the place of a theology that

deepens the worship life of a church; a theology that shapes faith in a living

God and practices that bear witness to Him.
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4. In Barth 's theology
,
dogmatics and ethics belong together in the closest possible

relation. The reason for this lies ultimately in the theological ontology"

which is presupposed by Barth’s dogmatics and regularly comes to expres-

sion in it. The being of God on the one hand and the being of human

creatures which mirror God’s being on the other is a being-in-act. Obvi-

ously, there is a lot more to this than I can possibly describe here. But the

decisive point is that there is a very real sense in which “we are what we

do—whether in obedience to the God who has entered into a covenant of

grace with us or in disobedience to it does not change the basic point. But

however we conceive of the reason for the integration of dogmatics and

ethics, this much is clear. What attracts a good many Americans to Barth

in the present moment is the fact of this integration. Barth’s dogmatics are

ordered to the ethical; his ethics are everywhere grounded in rigorous

dogmatic reflection. At a time when ethical decisions are being made on

every other conceivable ground but the theological, Barth’s theology

offers a clear alternative. Even more importantly, however, Barth’s ethics

of divine command—and the dialectical understanding of revelation

which undergirds it—constitutes an effective antidote to the tendency to

ideological control and manipulation. Seen in this light, no political

program can be judged to be “Christian” in an unqualified way. Even the

best politics can never be anything more than a witness to the just and the

good. They cannot attain even on a descriptive level to the thing itself.

And they cannot bring into existence justice and goodness in a pure form.

Therefore, our commitments to political programs as Christians must

always be provisional, and never unreserved.

5. Barth's theology makes the proper subject of theological existence to be the

congregation in the first instance. This is not to say that individual theolo-

gians and larger church structures do not serve as subjects of theological

existence as well. But the congregation is for him the basic unit. And this

I think offers a great deal of hope in a day when it is not clear whether the

traditional denominations might not be replaced at some point in the near

or distant future by looser confederations of congregations. Because

Barth’s center of gravity lies in common life, in that which can be said and

done in concert with other Christians, there is a concreteness to his

theology that has been missing for us during the years in which many
ecclesial bureaucracies operated over the heads of people without suffi-

cient accountability. What emerges from Barth’s concentration on the

congregation is a call for congregations to become more “mature” as

unified bodies, with pastors and laity engaging together in the work of

ministry rather than leaving such work to a professional class. Obviously,
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this challenge is not easily met. In a day when time itself seems increas-

ingly to be limited, when laity can find every reason possible for remaining

uninvolved, the old tendency to professionalize ministry is being con-

stantly strengthened, not lessened. But it is precisely here that Barth’s

theology calls for a shift in priorities. For the churches to flourish, the

nurturing of common life in the churches must become a high priority.

Here I must stop. As a graduate student in the 1980s, my Doktorvater told

me that he believed that the greatest period of Barth’s influence in America

still lay in the future. The Barth renaissance now underway in the United

States has certainly proven the truth of this prediction. What becomes of this

influence depends largely on efforts like the present one, to provide institu-

tional resources for further research in the theology of Barth. With this in

mind, I would like to offer my own personal word of thanks to Dr. Bernhard

Christ and the members of the Karl Barth-Stiftung, Dieter Zellweger and the

members of the Nachlasskommission
,
Hans-Anton Drewes and the members of

the theological faculty of the University of Basel, for their willingness to

enter into close cooperation with the Center for Barth Studies in Princeton

in a work that all of us believe in very deeply.
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Since the middle of the 1990s, the work of Karl Barth again has become the

object of a number of remarkable studies. Although the studies I have in mind

are not all monographs exclusively about Barth, he features prominently, if

not most importantly, even in those case studies in which he is one out of

three or four “cases”:
1

All of these studies focus on the reconstruction of Barth’s theological

method. Barth himself was not too fond of this enterprise, as we know. In the

case of each author, a decidedly philosophical-theological interest stands

behind this concentration on methodology. The consequence of these inter-

ests and perspectives is that Barth’s theology, in these newest works, is

reconstructed for the most part on the basis of its historical origins. And that

means on the basis of Barth’s early reception of liberal theology. Most studies

reconstruct these origins and then deal with the theology of the commen-

taries on Romans, where they sometimes end, or they go further until the

The Development of

Karl Barth’s Theology

by Georg Pfleiderer

1 McCormack, Bruce L., Karl Barth's Critically Realistic Dialectical Theology. Its Genesis and
Development 1909-1936, Oxford 1995.
Lohmann, Johann Friedrich, Karl Barth und der Neukantianismus. Die Rezeption des

Neukantianismus im “Romerbrief" und ihre Bedeutung fir die weitere Ausarbeitung der The-

ologie Karl Barth, Berlin - New York 1995.
Korsch, Dietrich, Dialektische Theologie nach Karl Barth. Tubingen 1996.
Dierken, Jorg, Glaube und Lehre im modemen Protestantismus. Studien zum Verhdltnis von

religiosem Vollzug und theologischer Bestimmtheit bei Barth und Bultmann sowie Hegel und
Schleiermacher, Tubingen 1996.

Murrmann-Kahl, Michael, “Mysterium trinitatis?” Fallstudien zur Trinitdtslehre in der

evangelischen Dogmatik des 20. Jahrhunderts, Berlin - New York 1997.
Wittekind, Folkart, Geschichtliche Offenbarung und die Wahrheit des Glaubens. Der Zusam-

menhang von Geschichtsphilosophie und Ethik bei Albrecht Ritschl, Julius Kaftan und Karl Barth

(1909-1916), Tubingen 2000.

Moxter, Michael, Kultur als Lebenswelt. Studien zum Problem einer Kulturtheologie, Tu-
bingen 2000.

Pfleiderer, Georg, Karl Barths Praktische Theologie. Zu Genese und Kontext eines paradig-

matischen Entwurfs systematischer Theologie im 20. Jahrhundert, Tubingen 2000.
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first dogmatic lectures (Gottingen Dogmatics or Christian Dogmatics) and at

least also glance at the Church Dogmatics. Other studies move directly from

the beginnings to the Church Dogmatics.

It is obvious that the boom in philosophical-theological studies about

Barth has a clear external reason: the edition of Barth’s complete works, Karl

Barth's Gesamtausgabe. In particular, the edition of Barth’s earliest works on

liberal theology and the lectures on dogmatics in Gottingen 1924/25 have

been influential here:
2

As one who participates in the above mentioned research, I want to use this

occasion to express thanks publicly to the Karl Barth Foundation, the Karl

Barth Archive and, above all, its former director Hinrich Stoevesandt and his

wife Elisabeth, and its current director Hans-Anton Drewes, for the work

they have done especially on these editions.

Certainly, the results of the research made possible by this meritorious

editorial work cannot be summarized in a few sentences. In part, and in

accordance with the philosophical-theological perspective, the results tend to

be critical of Barth. Sometimes they continue some older criticism of Barth,

and especially the Church Dogmatics
,
that his concept of God, with its strong

emphasis on divine sovereignty, leaves no or insufficient room for the rec-

ognition of the creature as an “Other” (Murrmann-Kahl, Dierken, Moxter).

More importantly, however, these works show with new urgency how

much Barth was a modern thinker and also a philosophical-theological

thinker even and maybe especially in his programmatic attempt to liberate

theology from its Babylonian captivity to modern philosophy. The most

recent studies about Barth, including the critical voices, all show that Barth

was not a neo-orthodox theologian, that is, a church theologian without a real

scientific claim. In general, this is no surprise, but still the nuances are

surprising, because it could be shown with a fair amount of precision that

Barth 's motives which lead him to the development of his own theological thinking

2
Barth, Karl, Vortrage and kleinere Arbeiten 1905-1909. In Verbindungmit Herbert Helms

hrsg. v. Hans-Anton Drewes und Hinrich Stoevesandt (Karl Barth Gesamtausgabe. Im Auftrag

der Karl Barth-Stiftung hrsg. v. Hinrich Stoevesandt, III. Vortrage und kleinere Arbeiten),

Zurich 1992.

Barth, Karl, Vortrage und kleinere Arbeiten 1909-19 14. In Verbindung mit Herbert

Helms und Friedrich-Wilhelm Marquardt hrsg. v. Hans-Anton Drewes und Hinrich

Stoevesandt (Karl Barth Gesamtausgabe, III. Vortrage und kleinere Arbeiten), Zurich

1993 -

Barth, Karl,
“Untemcht in der christlichen Religion". 1. Bd.: Prolegomena 1924, hrsg. v.

Hannelotte Reiffen (Karl Barth Gesamtausgabe. Im Auftrag der Karl Barth-Stiftung hrsg. v.
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can be traced back to his early liberal period. In fact, they are motives that are

shared by other liberal theologians at the turn of the century.

Let me mention the following leading motives:

(1) the radical independence of religion, understood as the quest for the

legitimacy of the internal perspective of the religious consciousness (in

the construction of a philosophy of religion; Barth shares this motive

with his antagonist Ernst Troeltsch);

(2) the grounding of an individual life-practice behind which it is not

possible to penetrate, which leads to the subject matter of religion (this

motive stems from Barth’s teacher Wilhelm Herrmann);

(3) insight into the significance of the historical
,
of facticity in the structure

of religious consciousness but also in the construction of a theory of

individual subjectivity (Troeltsch again);

(4) the combination of the quest for the independence of the individual and

his or her self-assurance with the question: What is truth
,
perception of

reality and so forth (Hermann Cohen, W. Herrmann, E. Troeltsch);

(5) the insight—which motivates the interest in the relation of religion,

individual subjectivity and truth—that in this way the basic motive of

modern thinking and modern social formation is described - i.e., the

idea of freedom— but, in addition, the insight that this very freedom is

fundamentally threatened by and in modern society: the ambivalence of

modernity as personalizing (productive) and depersonalizing (destruc-

tive) power (E. Troeltsch);

The ambivalence of modernity: Barth searched for a solution for this basic

problem of modern theology, which was not only a problem for theology but

also for religion and society. In some way, he found it by moving beyond the

solution of his liberal “fathers” and authorities on one decisive point: he

combined the question of the foundation of individual freedom and individ-

ual religion and its foundation in God with the theme of religious commu-
nication, with the question of the constitution and function of religious and

theological language. In modern society, religion and the individual gain

stability only through the performative constitution of a religious-theological

community of communication and language, through the linguistic-practical

constitution of a church. Theology is a function of the Christian linguistic

community, the church, in two respects: as sermon, as proclamation, thus as

the religious speech which takes place in it; and as scientific theology, thus as

critical accompanying and reflecting upon language in the church—and this,

too, takes place in the church.
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Barth’s solution to the question of the individual’s stability and religion in

the context of a dangerous modernity is the church, a theologically reflective

church: a church that basically is a preaching and theologizing church. The

uniqueness of this kerygmatic-theological form of community-building con-

sists in the fact that it does not coerce the individual into community. It is a

community of the free, of individuals, and in this sense, it is the original

community. This is possible for the church only if it maintains a critical

distance over against all empirical determinants and looks for its foundation

in Christ alone. Barth’s theology is the attempt to provide an internal

theological foundation, not only an external sociological one, for Troeltsch’s

vision of an “elastic people's church
[
Volkskirche]”—and precisely in this way to

put Christianity in the modern era on a solid “empirical” basis.
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God chose what is foolish in the world to shame the wise (I Corinthians 1:27)

I
HAVE IN my hand a late-breaking bulletin from the front lines. This is a

letter written to me last week by a good friend who is a devoted member

of an Episcopal church in a distant state. She writes:

A very strange thing. I attend a Bible study group at church every

Friday morning. To my astonishment, several of the women (pillars of

the church) said [yesterday] that they not only didn’t believe in the

divinity of Jesus but they didn’t believe in the Resurrection or most of

what is written in the Gospels either!!! Yet they recite the Nicene

Creed, take Communion and go through all the motions. How can

they . . . ? if they don’t believe in Jesus Christ as the Son of God and

our Savior? [To them] he is just another prophet or philosopher. I was

shocked.

Note that this is a group of people who are attending a Bible study group.

My friend, utterly baffled, continues, “I guess they go for social reasons, and

the parish would be in a bad way without them, and I consider them good

friends but. . . .

”—you can sense her voice trailing off in dismay.

Give or take a detail or two, my sense is that this could have been written

about almost any of the mainline churches today. This is what we are up

against. In my extensive travels throughout the various denominations I find

that I am more and more likely to encounter church people who will breezily

say of a Gospel passage, “Jesus didn’t really say that,” or “That didn’t really

happen.” Even in the most faithful churches there has been a backtracking, a

distancing from the creedal affirmation of “Jesus Christ, God’s only Son, our

Lord.”

I was an English major in college, long ago when English majors actually

read classic literary works without assigning political theories to them. My
Shakespeare professor gave me a great gift for which I have been grateful all

my life. He taught us that Shakespeare was vast, colossal, inexhaustible.

Shakespeare was bigger than any of us, bigger than all of us put together. He
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instilled in us a respect, indeed a reverence for the text that evoked humility

in us. We were assigned various critics to read, but in the end, he used to say,

“the critics are all bad”—including himself. The plays were the thing. Only

by submitting ourselves to the plays for months and years on end would we

ever approach wisdom— by entering their world, by giving ourselves up to

their shaping power, by allowing Shakespeare to define our horizons and

open our eyes to new realms of understanding.

A recent article in The New Yorker tells how Shakespeare is being taught

now. Students read all the variant versions of the text of a play and then

decide which one they prefer .

1 Sometimes they divide up into teams to argue

this out. This method is supposed to increase the students’ sense of personal

involvement. The problem with this is that these students have not submitted

themselves to Shakespeare long enough or respectfully enough or humbly

enough to make such determinations. They are being encouraged to think of

themselves as competent to shape the text as they think best. This is the

current style in directing classic plays as well. It is no longer a play by

Shakespeare or an opera by Mozart; it is Robert Wilson’s Macbeth, or Peter

Sellars’ Don Giovanni. The director has superimposed himself on the text.

You can see what I am driving at. We have declared ourselves superior to

the Scripture. We feel free to adapt it, rearrange it, adjust it to suit our

preferences. Lay people in the mainline churches who never read the Bible at

home nevertheless feel entitled to pass judgment on it. I assure you that I am

not exaggerating. I have given up on asking people in the Episcopal Church

to bring their own Bibles to Bible study, since a good many of them do not

even own Bibles, let alone read them. Yet these are the very people who feel

free to say, as my friend reported in her letter, “This was all written many

years later,” “This is all made up,” “This is just religious ideas that people

had.” The idea that the text might be a living Word bringing them into

judgment has never been mentioned to them.

Last week I had a conversation with Professor Beverly Gaventa. I asked her

what she was working on and she said she was writing a commentary on Acts.

Knowing that Acts has been called “the most disputed book in the New
Testament,” I asked what sort of angle on Acts she would take. She said

something revolutionary. She said, “It’s about God.” In other words, the Acts

of the Apostles is misnamed. It’s not about the actions of apostles. It is about

the actions of God. This fundamental insight is precisely what’s missing in so

many of the mainline congregations today. The people in the pews really don't

know that the Bible is about God. They think it’s a self-help book. They think

1 Ron Rosenbaum, “Shakespeare in Rewrite,” The New Yorker, 13 May 2002.
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it’s about spiritual ideas that work. They think it’s about human beings trying

to become better human beings. They think it’s about anything and every-

thing except God.

Now to be sure, you and I know that there is a great deal ofhuman working

and reworking of material in the Scriptures. Princeton Seminary is a sophis-

ticated place; you are not afraid to pull the text apart and assign some of it to

one author or century and another part to another. Indeed, you do these

things as a matter of course. All the same, you who are going to be pastors

and scholars for the church will want to be aware of the erosion that is taking

place out there among the people in the pews. It is much more pervasive than

some of us have been willing to admit.

Paul the apostle had a congregation that thought itself superior to the

gospel ofJesus Christ. They had heard it and believed it at one time, but they

considered themselves to have matured beyond it. They prided themselves on

being in touch with the new religious ideas, the trendiest spiritualities. Paul

wrote to them with considerable sarcasm: “Already you are filled! Already

you have become rich! . . . We apostles are fools for Christ’s sake, but yo// are

wise ...” (I Corinthians 4:8, xo). Wisdom was the Corinthians’ favorite

thing. We can deduce that from the rebukes that Paul directs toward them:

“If any one among you thinks that he is wise ... let him become a fool, that

he may become wise. For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God”

(3:18-19).

Each of us who are in the ministry of the Word has to decide how he or

she is going to go about that ministry, that service. Whom are we to serve,

and how? What are we to do about the fashionable hermeneutical trends? Is

it possible to take the text seriously on its own terms? How much of a fool are

you willing to be? Here’s a simple story about myself. One ofmy godchildren

went off to a church-related private school when she was about fifteen. Up to

that point she had been a good Sunday School girl with uncomplicated

beliefs. At the private school she signed up for a class in religion. After a few

weeks, she told me in some distress that her teacher had told the class that the

“Three Wise Men” had never existed. She was clearly quite upset about this,

and was wondering what position she should take. She was looking to me for

guidance. I consider it one of the failures ofmy life that I— her godmother!

—

said, “Well, there probably weren’t any Three Wise Men.” I left her high and

dry.

That was almost thirty years ago. I have revisited that conversation in my
mind a hundred times, with shame. There is no question about what I was

doing. I was just out of seminary then, you understand; it was more important

to me to be knowing and sophisticated than it was to hear witness to the
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gospel. It’s pathetic when you think about it; here I was, a supposedly mature

older woman and here was my young goddaughter, looking up to me, hoping

for reassurance. I hope I have learned something since then. I hope that the

Spirit would now grant me the grace to set aside the question about whether

there were or were not three Magi, but to say to her, “It’s about God.” I hope

that I would now take that young person through the story, with faith. I hope

I would speak about the way that Matthew intends his narrative to reveal

something of our Lord Jesus Christ. I hope I would now remember Paul’s

words, “Where is the [religion teacher] of this age? Has not God made

foolish the wisdom of this world? ... It has pleased God through the fool-

ishness ofwhat we preach to save those who believe” (I Corinthians 1:20-21).

You know, it’s funny about those Magi. It has been many years now since

I cared about whether they were “real” or not. What they represent, what

they tell us about the Son of God is a thousand times more real to me now

than the question about whether they are historical. Stanley Fish is right

about this, I think: what story are we going to live by?
2
But there is one place

where we must draw a line in the sand. In the last few days, I have read in two

different places that the Crucifixion ofJesus is a metaphor. On that point, I

think, we must stand up and be counted. If there is one thing in the Bible that

is not a metaphor, it is the Crucifixion. If there is one thing in the Bible that

can not possibly be construed as a poetic idea, it is the Crucifixion. It is not

aesthetic, it is not spiritual, it is not religious, not uplifting, not edifying, not

moral, not godly. Crucifixion was a horrific, disgusting, obscene method of

torturing a person to death in public. That is why Paul insists that it is the

opposite of human wisdom. “Jews demand signs and Gentiles seek wisdom, but

we preach Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to

Gentiles, but to those who are called, both Jews and Gentiles, Christ the

power of God and the wisdom of God” (I Corinthians 1:22-23).

Now we come back to the letter that my friend wrote. Please understand,

this is not some simple, unlettered person. She speaks several languages, gives

lectures, and reads several books a week. In fact, she is just the sort of person

that might be tempted to show off her superior learning by acting as if she

were one of the advanced thinkers herself. She did nothing of the sort. This

dear lady did not flinch in the face of the so-called “wisdom of the world.”

That morning in the Bible study, she made her testimony. I ant reading you

now her exact words:

2
Stanley Fish, “Postmodern Warfare,” Harpet-'s Magazine, July 2002.
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I feel, I know that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, he was born of a

woman, he died for me and he rose from the dead and is the living

God . . . Certainly there are discrepancies in the Gospels but on the

important points they agree. I spoke of several instances in my life when

Jesus has touched me . . . He loves me unconditionally and sometimes I

feel it overwhelmingly.

It’s about God. “God has chosen what is foolish in the world to shame the

wise; God has chosen what is weak in the world to shame the strong. . . . He
is the source of your life in Christ Jesus, who became for us wisdom from

God, and righteousness and sanctification and redemption, in order that, as

it is written, “Let the one who boasts, boast in the Lord” (I Corinthians

1:27-31).
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Black, C. Clifton, “The First, Second, and Third Epistles of John.”

Pages. 363-469. in The New Interpreter's Bible Volume XII: Hebrews-Revela-

tion. Nashville: Abingdon, 1998. Pp. 748. $60.00.

The Johannine Epistles present a challenge for any commentator, and

particularly for one who seeks to mediate between critical biblical scholarship

and the needs of the church in preaching and study. Lauded for their

theological insights by such as Augustine, Luther, and John Wesley— key

figures in Clifton Black’s own heritage—more recent scholarship has empha-

sized not only their frequent obscurity of expression but also a troubling

sectarian spirit which tends to exclude rather than to dialogue with those who
think differently. In Clifton Black we have a commentator who is deeply

sympathetic to both evaluations, and loath to suppress the insights of the one

for the sake of highlighting the other. He also brings to his task a properly

critical sense of the pastoral need of the contemporary church in North

America for both encouragement and sharp challenge. This means that the

standard format of The New Interpreter's Bible suits him well.

The “Overview” which introduces the major divisions of the text allows

him to provide a structure for the notoriously resistant First Epistle, although

he does not attempt to impose on it patterns derived from epistolary or

rhetorical theory. Black is careful to address problems of interpretation where

these may have a wider impact, and he leaves aside the more abstruse

questions over which a historical- critical commentary would labor. He gives

frequent reference to the Greek text, to tenses of verbs or different ways of

construing a genitive or prepositional phrase. When the biblical author’s lack

of clarity is exposed, Black does not excuse himself from offering a probable

sense of the argument. “Argument” may not be the right word, for the

epistolary author, here labelled “the Elder” on the assumption of the com-

mon authorship of the Letters, proceeds more by verbal and thematic asso-

ciation than by logical process. Black’s style follows suit. He is fluent,

sometimes paraphrastic or effusive, and makes good use of the musical

imagery that 1 John seems to inspire. Although he acknowledges the decisive

impact of the experience of schism on the author, the hypothesized oppo-

nents never take over from the text as the subject of exegesis. Moreover,

Black does his best to rescue the potential theological and spiritual insights in

the text from what some find is a tendency toward circularity of thinking and

to a deterministic dualism.

If the commentary largely follows the insights of recent interpretation, it
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is in the “Reflections” that Black’s own voice is heard most engagingly. He

not only offers guidance to the preacher, but he also adopts the preacher’s

urgency. Where the lectionary avoids the more thorny passages and the two

minor Epistles, Black vigorously urges the church to wrestle with such

difficulties in the text and in the church’s past as well as in its present.

However parochial the concerns that may have inspired the Epistles, Black

repeatedly affirms the richness of their theological insight into the circle of

love which moves among believer, fellow-believer, and God in whom love

has its origin, and into the call to hold on to faith in a world of relativity.

Although Black uses the word “church” more than some interpreters of the

Johannine tradition would, he finds in the ecclesiology of the Epistles a

challenge to the church not to belittle the calling of both lay and ordained,

and to confirm the need for the structures represented by the latter. More-

over, Black supports these insights by invoking a range of other voices, both

those with whom this review started and more recent ones like Niebuhr and

Bonhoeffer. Not all will agree with everything Black says, but his achieve-

ment in inviting the reader to share both the difficulties and the rewards of

wrestling with a text is enviable. This commentary offers an excellent exam-

ple of what the NIB seeks to offer, and one hopes that it will inspire many

people to study and to preach from these Epistles.

Judith Lieu

King’s College London

Black, C. Clifton. The Rhetoric of the Gospel: Theological Artistry in the Gospels

and Acts. St. Louis: Chalice, 2001. Pp. 224. $22.99.

C. Clifton Black, Otto A. Piper Professor of Biblical Theology at Prince-

ton Theological Seminary, is well known to most readers of this bulletin. His

most recent book, The Rhetoric of the Gospel
,

is a compilation of previously

published essays, which appeared in various books and journals over a twelve-

year span. Black has revised these essays, including the updating of the

footnotes, and put them into a format which is much more accessible to both

pastors and scholars. The purpose of this book is to show how valuable

rhetorical criticism is for understanding both the Gospels and Acts, and to

show how rhetorical criticism complements other forms of criticism such as

redaction criticism.

Black’s opening chapter provides an overview of various approaches which

have been utilized in rhetorical criticism of the New Testament. He discusses

several different approaches to John 4:7-42, Jesus’ encounter with the Sa-

maritan woman at the well, and he indicates strengths and weaknesses of the
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different methods. In chapter two he tackles Matthew’s characterization of

the nature of faith. Here Black interacts extensively with Jack Kingsbury,

especially with his book, Matthew as Story. He challenges Kingsbury’s anal-

ysis, particularly the appropriateness of Kingsbury’s judgment concerning the

“flatness” or “roundness” of the five principal characters in Matthew’s nar-

rative.

In chapter three, Mark 1 3 :5b—3 7, the Olivet Discourse, Black shows how
this speech fits well with various classical rhetorical categories. Given the

quality of the discourse, Black argues that a greater appreciation of Mark’s

rhetorical versatility is in order, even going so far as to state that “the Second

Evangelist has created^ a miniature rhetorical masterpiece.” Black next exam-

ines the Farewell Discourse of John 14-17. After giving an interesting

rhetorical analysis of this section of John, Black offers an explanation as to

why the speech of the Johannine Jesus differs so markedly from the Synoptic

Jesus. He suggests that “a metahistorical christology requires for its expres-

sion a metahistorical rhetoric.”

Turning next to the book of Acts, Black provides a fascinating analysis of

the references to John Mark in that account. He seeks to answer the historical

question of why Paul refused to allow Mark to go with him on his second

missionary journey, and to address as well the literary question of Luke’s

portrayal of Mark. Black reviews numerous explanations which have been

given for this historical question, but shows through careful rhetorical study

that Luke presents Mark in a negative light, especially with regard to Mark’s

lack of acceptance of the Gentile mission. Thus Black offers a reasonable

explanation why Paul did not feel comfortable having Mark along on another

mission to the Gentiles. Continuing in the book of Acts, Black examines

Lawrence Wills’s contention that the “word of exhortation” noted in Acts

13:15, Heb. 13:22, and elsewhere, while it has its origin in Greek rhetoric, is

not to be identified with any standard Greek rhetorical form. Black believes

that Wills has been insightful to correctly see the origin of this form, but he

has emphasized its divergence from classical rhetoric too strenuously.

In the last two chapters Black shows the importance of rhetorical criticism

for providing insights for the pastor in sermon preparation. He rails against

an ahistorical criticism and a “theologically anemic historical criticism” both

of which Black avers too often produce sermons that are “heady lectures in

biblical explanation, lacking the convicting grace of scriptural interpretation”

(p. 145). He points out that critics often find in scripture what they themselves

believe, resulting in what Black terms “interpretive myopia.” Black concludes by

saying that while die deeper meaning of scripture can never be reduced to

historical investigation, “I fail to see how a full appreciation of Scripture will ever

bypass a deepened historical sensibility among its readers” (p. 153).
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C. Clifton Black has written a very helpful book, from which even the

non-specialist can profit. He has shown the value of including rhetorical

criticism as one of a number of approaches to studying the Gospels and Acts.

His more in-depth interaction with Kingsbury and Wills might have more

significance for his New Testament colleagues, but the book will prove

beneficial to both specialist and intelligent layperson or pastor.

James Bibza

Grove City College

Capps, Donald and Gene Fowler. The Pastoral Care Case: Learning about Care

in Congregations. St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2001. Pp. 170. $24.99.

Ministerial identity is a growing concern for a wide audience of pastors,

chaplains, CPE supervisors, theological schools, and D.Min. faculty. Pastors

learn to view themselves primarily out of the prophetic, priestly, and wisdom

models of caring ministry (Charles Gerkin) and as wounded healers (Henri

Nouwen). Donald Capps, William Harte Felmeth Professor of Pastoral

Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary, and Gene Fowler, Presbyte-

rian pastor in Indianapolis, offer another look in the ministerial mirror. The

pastor is also “local religious author.” Each word in this phrase has import.

Capps and Fowler maintain: “As a pastor, you have a story to tell that is not

the same as the ones told by chaplains and pastoral psychotherapists.”

Local. The story is told through the distinctiveness of the pastoral care case.

Whereas the verbatim consists largely of private conversation, the pastoral

care case is imbedded in a local congregation with its layers of belonging:

individual church members, organized groups, the congregation as a whole,

and the community. Capps and Fowler maintain that the gospels and Paul’s

letters were originally written for a local readership. The contemporary

pastoral care case is also written with an orientation to a particular congre-

gation in “local time.” This is not to infer that there are no cosmopolitan or

ecumenical perspectives to be gained. Rather, Capps and Fowler seek to

distinguish the pastoral care case with its congregational context from ver-

batim writing with its clinical, hospital setting.

The concise history in chapter one is an outstanding feature of the book as

Fowler traces the lineage of the pastoral care case. Anton Boisen, the first

full-time psychiatric hospital chaplain in the USA, used case interpretation in

Worcester State Hospital in 1925. With Russell Dicks in 1933, case inter-

pretation was used in CPE in a general hospital setting with verbatim writing

(originally, “note-writing”). Along with Dicks, Richard Cabot developed a

note-writing outline, borrowed from medical social work. Fowler continues

to illustrate the way the verbatim has been tied to a medical model (73),
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moving from medical education to clinical pastoral training, from psychiatric

hospital to general hospital. However, when the pastor’s calling and coun-

seling in the congregation became the setting for ministry, situations that had

nothing to do with illness presented themselves (21). Social, political, eco-

nomic, and cultural factors causing suffering became more identifiable (27).

Religious. Fowler gives a format for the congregationally-based pastoral

care case in chapter two. Its features include an articulation of a theme, the

relationship of that theme to the particular congregation, the theological

orientation of the congregation, and a discussion of the characters involved,

including the religious author (pastor). “The pastoral care case is a religious

genre” (32). It contains a “gospel-like narrative” as told by the case writer, the

pastor, whose relationships with individual church members develop within

the context of the congregation over time, often in complex circumstances

unique to the local setting.

Author. Capps emphasizes the assistance in personal self-examination or

self-reflection that the pastoral care case affords. The pastor is a religious

author, not a religious reporter as with the verbatim. Capps later includes a

penetrating example of introspection from Carl Goldberg’s Understanding

Shame (1991). The excerpt is painfully self-disclosing. Capps raises the

question later: “Could introspection [or introspective note-taking] be assim-

ilated into the pastoral care case?” Would the listening audience, presumably

peers in ministry or supervisors, be able to handle the disclosure without

breach of confidentiality or judgment?

This question, I believe, is the one delicate or vulnerable aspect in the

strong design of the congregationally-based pastoral care case. What reli-

gious authors (pastors) will risk self-disclosure given the breach of confiden-

tiality, the backlash, the stigmatization, the ostracism, and the judgment that

they have inevitably seen when weaknesses or shadow sides of the self are

revealed. Such self-disclosure may necessitate the use of a spiritual director or

confessor.

The understanding of the congregational context would be strengthened

by a reference to the use of family systems theory as applied to the local

church (Ronald W. Richardson). The “church system” is another helpful way

of expanding case interpretation. The addition of pastoral cases in the first

half of the book would bring the reader into the material a little easier and

earlier. The multi-layered and moving case of Robert and Pastor Johnson in

chapter four, for example, is an engaging illustration of a church group

offering pastoral care as illustrated in Matthew 25.

Pastoral care providers in hospital settings are aware of the “liminoid”

experience (Victor Turner) or loss of individuality that clinical contexts
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foster. The hospital gown, the scarcity of personal belongings, the sterile

rooms, the impersonal and invasive nature of medical techniques often leave

the care receiver feeling vulnerable, anonymous, and psychologically naked.

Capps and Fowler aptly point out the contrast of care in congregations,

where the care-receiver is in familiar surroundings, with a known care

provider and all the comforts and collectibles of ordinary time. We as pastors

and caregivers surely have much to learn from cases in these two diverse

settings: the clinical and congregational. We have much to learn about

ourselves. Fowler and Capps have given pastors as local religious authors “a

looking glass” in the pastoral care case by which we, like Alice in Lewis

Carroll’s classic, are offered an adventure in self-discovery.

Jeanne Stevenson-Moessner

University of Dubuque Theological Seminary (PCUSA)

Capps, Donald, ed. Freud and Freudians on Religion: A Reader. New Flaven:

Yale University Press, 2001. Pp. 357. $18.00.

On a recent trip to London I searched out the house at 20 Maresfield

Gardens, where Freud, having reluctantly fled the Nazis, spent the last year

of his life. The house is now the Freud Museum, and I was startled there to

find in his study Freud’s legendary couch among hundreds of other artifacts

he had somehow managed to bring with him from Vienna. A sun porch at the

back of the house served as the museum bookstore, in which I was equally

delighted to discover Freud and Freudians on Religion: A Reader
,
edited by

Donald Capps, Feldmeth Professor of Pastoral Theology at Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary. I was impressed that such works of one of the Seminary’s

very own had infiltrated this amazing reliquary of the psychoanalytic world.

The book itself is impressive on a number of levels, worthy of its berth in

Freud’s own house. It serves, first of all, as what should become a standard

text in any introductory course on the psychology of religion. It also could be

considered one of the best initial exposures lor the intelligent general reader

to psychoanalytic theorists’ unwavering fascination with religious—particu-

larly Judeo-Christian history, artwork, and scriptures—from Freud down

through his most distinguished contemporary disciples.

Thirty brief chapters of the book’s six parts center on the religious

enchantments of six psychoanalysts, starting in part one with Capps’s ex-

pert—and merciful—condensing of eight essays that span the whole of

Freud’s professional life. These essays progress chronologically from his early

“Obsessive Actions and Religious Practices” (1907), in which Freud discerns

an underlying need to alleviate guilt both in the “ceremonials” of obsessive-
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compulsive persons and in various religious rituals, to excerpts from Moses

and Monotheism (1939), completed in London near the time of his death. In

this latter essay Freud links the historical resilience of monotheism to the

psychological resilience of repressed memories in his patients.

In part two, the writings of David Bakan offer a compassionate defense of

children by way of haunting analyses of an infanticidal impulse which Bakan

attributes to the ambiguities of biological paternity, evident in, for example,

the biblical story of Abraham and Isaac or the book of Job.

Part three revisits Erik Erikson’s religious inclinations, including excerpts

from his Young Alan Luther, which focus on the mother-infant relationship in

the genesis of Luther’s lifelong religious melancholia. Also included is an

excerpt from Erikson’s remarkable paper, “The Galilean Sayings and the

Sense of T,” in which he finds that Jesus’ “simple but pointed sayings,

especially those that located the ‘I’ in the human body,” serve to champion a

vital sense of self in otherwise vulnerable persons.

Works of British child psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott, American self

psychologist Eleinz Kohut, and the contemporary French psychoanalyst Julia

Kristeva comprise parts four through six. These discussions offer their own

savory contributions to what by this point in the book can only be described

as an embarrassment of riches in an unorthodox feast of the imagination.

Perhaps most intriguing for readers who serve in various capacities of

ministry, this book also functions to provide a furtive glimpse into those texts

and thinkers seminal to Capps’s own original, often iconoclastic, ways of

looking at things. To read this book is to be confronted on page after page

with the strangely reverent complexity of Freud and Freudians on topics that

often otherwise grow numbingly familiar to those of us who trade profes-

sionally in religious wares. But furthermore, to read this book is also to

discover at their most stark and clean the intellectual headwaters of Capps

himself, surely a provocative pastoral theologian of the contemporary church.

Capps offers a succinct introduction to the book as a whole and to the life

and works of each of its theorists in particular. He lets each essay stand on its

own. He also elaborates for readers familiar with the trajectory of Capps’s

own work many of the themes central to Capps’s interests: the religious roots

of child abuse, to the ubiquity of melancholia among religiously inclined

men, or to the psychological vulnerability and advocacy of Jesus— elab-

orates themes from these classic sources. Capps, in Freud and Freudians,

honors his forebears, and allows the readers to reap the rewards of their

labors.

Robert C. Dykstra

Princeton Theological Seminary
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Dean, Kenda Creasy and Ron Foster. The Godbearing Life: The Art of Soul

Tending for Youth Ministry. Nashville: Upper Room, 1998. Pp. 220. $14.95.

If I were to recommend one youth ministry resource to put in the hands of

pastors and youth ministry leaders, it would be The Godbea?ing Life. Kenda

Creasy Dean, a United Methodist pastor and Assistant Professor of Youth,

Church, and Culture at Princeton Theological Seminary, and Ron Foster,

also a UM pastor and frequent instructor (as is Dean) at the PTS Youth

Ministry Forums, have gifted us with an image of youth ministry (and all

ministry, for that matter) as “bearing God” to one another. Drawing from the

story of Mary, a teenage girl whose “yes” to God made her the initial

Godbearer, the authors place incarnational ministry and sanctifying grace at

the center of youth ministry. They see young people and their leaders as

called, blessed, and transformed by the Holy Spirit who “enters us, dwells

among us and makes it possible for Christ to enter the world through us.”

Borrowing the image of “holy ground” from another Godbearer, Moses, they

suggest expanding the turf where youth ministry occurs. Holy ground is any

“context in which faith catches fire.”

The authors challenge two prevailing models of youth ministry: (1) the

pied piper model—what we need is an attractive, young, preferably male,

youth pastor who will draw youth to our church; and (2) the entertainment

model—what we need is slick, winning programs, and spectacular mega-

events. Both models measure success in terms of numbers ofyouth attending.

Dean and Foster indict churches that buy into such shallow approaches, for

to do so exposes an underlying belief that youth could care less about the

church, Bible study, or even God. Quite the contrary, say the authors: “Youth

look to the church to show them something, Someone, capable of turning

their lives inside out and the world upside down. Most of the time we have

offered them pizza.”

Instead of offering new programs, resources, or ideas for Sunday night,

Dean and Foster “rechart a course for youth ministry,” a course which takes

young people seriously and expects more from those who minister with them.

This is precisely why this book is so valuable. Generational research has

shown that the so-called Millennials, this present generation of youth, are

searching for meaning, seeking God, desiring to make a difference in their

world, and— hear this, local churches—are attracted to adults who can talk

coherently with them about God, and who will journey with them as they

seek God’s will for their lives. Leaders are to be “Godbearers,” not “gung ho

program leaders.”

What is fascinating about this book is Foster and Dean’s use of language.

There is nothing mundane or “same old, same old” here. To depict a
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Godbearing life Dean and Foster devote the second half of the book to the

development of faith practices. But they do so with fresh images. Using a

dinner table and the activities accompanying a family meal as metaphor, they

describe a “curriculum of Christian practices”: bread breaking (practices of

communion); pain taking (practices of compassion); wave making (practices

of teaching and nurture); rhythm breaking (practices of dehabituation); and

praise making (practices of worship). Additional images describe the role of

adult leaders, pastors, mentors, parents, and of young people themselves:

hand-holder (ministry of presence); finger-pointer (ministry of direction);

and my favorite, midwife, for which the authors describe four “catechetical

stages of labor.” Stage three, “breaking water,” refers to prodding the limi-

tations of one’s faith and “making openings that give faith more breathing

room.” Faith is birthed, not coerced.

For those who are pessimistic about young people and their relationship to

the church, spend some time with The Godbearing Life. There is good news

here. “Youth ministry is a womb, an incubation ward for potential God-

bearers as they ponder and struggle with the news that God is crazy in love

with them, would die for them and, in fact, has.” “God has the utmost

confidence in young people’s ability to change the world, not to mention the

church, and not only invites them but expects them to do so.”

Ginny Ward Holderness

Author, youth ministry consultant, curriculum writer

Dykstra, Robert C. Discovering a Ser?non: Personal Pastoral Preaching.

St. Louis: Chalice, 2001. Pp. 154. $15.99.

When, on the back cover, William Willimon describes Dykstra’s volume

as “one of the most invigorating books on preaching that I have read in a long

time,” preachers should pay attention. Willimon is right! Drawing on in-

sights from pastoral theology, the author suggests a more holistic approach to

pastoral preaching versus the more common and narrow views so prevalent

in the literature (preaching vs. pastoral ministry; preaching as a pastor; or

preaching on pastoral issues). Instead, Dykstra grounds his approach to

pastoral preaching in two words: “paying” and “playing.”

“Paying,” refers to paying attention, something, he contends, that comes

not so much from effort but as a gift received. The author is not interested

in preachers looking even harder for sermon illustrations and creative con-

nections but rather in letting sermons happen naturally. The book, he notes,

is intended for experienced and novice preachers “seeking to recover some-

thing of their original wonder in preaching.” “Playing,” on the other hand,
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refers to the content of the sermon—that is, what the sermon plays with. In

four chapters Dykstra tells us what he envisions preachers play with on the

way to the pulpit: text, life, strangers, and fire.

First, borrowing from psychoanalytical theories, Dykstra claims that a

preacher’s willingness to be bored with a text, to sit with it for prolonged

periods of time (“the capacity to be alone”) may be the best cure for boring

sermons. He notes that being bored is a normal part of life, while boring

people with our sermons may indicate the preacher’s own deep-seated needs.

Playing with the text is important for the many preachers who have lost their

capacity to be still but apparently not their ability to drone on about nothing,

and in the name of God.

Second, in “playing witness to life,” Dykstra elevates curiosity to an art

form, even promoting daydreaming. He is willing to bless the moments of

sermon preparation in which nothing measurable happens, in which even

unrelated daydreaming takes place. It is precisely this kind of creative think-

ing, maintains Dykstra, that allows preachers to locate modern-day parables,

not simple illustrations, but stories that “fully embody the honest truth.”

Third, “playing with strangers” Dykstra refers not only to the demons

within us, but to the commentaries on our shelves, to our colleagues in

ministry, and to the listeners who will hear us on Sunday. While sermon

preparation begins as a solitary endeavor, it should never stay that way. This

insight too, offers an important corrective in a world of Lone Ranger

ministry.

And finally, “playing with fire,” Dykstra invites us to juxtapose Bible and

life in creative ways, suggesting that the less obvious the connections on the

surface, the more powerful the possibilities. Such advice seems common
enough in homiletical literature. But Dykstra goes further to suggest that

more important than what story and text are paired is the necessity that both

story and text arrest the preacher’s attention along the way. Readers will no

doubt detect a degree of hyperbole in this regard, especially since Dykstra’s

own sermons model more than randomly chosen (albeit interesting) stories to

accompany his texts.

Each of these four chapters, as well as the epilogue, include a sample

sermon, but not with the standard apologies and a show of false humility.

Dykstra believes there is a degree of “shame” involved in all our preaching

which expose “nuances of the preacher’s intimate encounters with God and

others.” Still, from a practitioner’s standpoint there is little here about which

to be ashamed. The author practices what he teaches in his preaching. These

sermons come not at the end of chapters but nearer the middle with com-

mentary afterwards on his own craft. Dykstra is a gifted pastoral theologian
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and preacher, whose sermons model homiletical wisdom. Some readers will

get bogged down in Dykstra’s prolonged discussions of psychoanalytical

studies, but even these are worth the effort. In every case, he draws out

helpful lessons for preachers and the act of preaching.

In the epilogue Dykstra makes reference to Ralph Waldo Emerson’s 1838

address to seminarians at Harvard Divinity School, who said that new life will

come to our preaching only as we attend to three things: soul, soul, soul. Not
only was the poet right, but Dykstra’s book both invites us to, and models,

such attention. This truly is “one of the most invigorating books on preach-

ing that I have read in a long time.”

Mike Graves

Central Baptist Theological Seminary

Miller, Patrick D. “The Book of Jeremiah: Introduction, Commentary, and

Reflection.” Pages 553-926 in The New Interpreter's Bible Volume VI: Intro-

duction to the Prophetic Literature
,
Isaiah

,
Jeremiah ,

Baruch
,
Letter ofJeremiah ,

Lamentations
,
Ezekiel. Nashville: Abingdon, 2001. Pp. 1612. $70.00.

The New Interpreter’s Bible, the final volume of which just recently

appeared in print, has already succeeded in establishing itself as a premier

commentary for pastors, students, and teachers of the Bible. Patrick D.

Millers’s commentary on Jeremiah is a fine addition to the NIB which will

further enhance the well-deserved reputation of this series. The author, who
is Professor of Old Testament at Princeton Theological Seminary, has

produced a volume which is well written, judicious in its assessment of

historical critical problems, sensitive to theological issues, and lucid in its

exposition of the prophet’s message and the content of the book that bears his

name.

This commentary follows the usual format of this series: An introduction

to the book as a whole is followed by sections of the text of Jeremiah in

English translation, the NIV and NRSV arranged in parallel columns, fol-

lowed in turn by the author’s exposition of the text arranged under the

rubrics of “Commentary” (dealing with matters of exegetical detail) and

“Reflections” (dealing with broader theological issues arising from the text).

The introduction provides a concise description of the historical context of

Jeremiah, illustrated by two maps, and it discusses issues related to the life of

the prophet and to the text and composition of the book. It concludes with

a concise bibliography and a detailed outline of the book of Jeremiah. The

latter provides helpful section headings which concisely summarize the con-

tent of each section and enable readers to find their way through a book
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which otherwise is lacking in any clear chronological or sequential order. The

“Commentary” sections contain exegetical observations which generally are

not too technical, but provide the reader with information both necessary and

helpful for an informed understanding of the text. The “Reflections” call

attention to underlying theological issues or dimensions of the text which

should prove particularly useful to those charged with the official proclama-

tion of biblical texts, whether in preaching or in teaching. The fact that one

and the same author wrote both of these sections provides significant coher-

ence to this commentary and underscores the unity of the process leading

from exegesis to theological reflection and application. Miller is particularly

adept at maintaining the unity of this hermeneutical process.

This does not mean, however, that Miller’s commentary on Jeremiah is

flawless or beyond critique. For instance, his observation that “throughout

Jeremiah, the north regularly means the Babylonians” (p. 885) is not sup-

ported by the textual evidence of the book. The so-called “enemy from the

north” is not explicitly identified with Babylon until Jer 25:9, and even there

only in the Hebrew but not the Greek text, which suggests that it may be a

secondary interpolation made after 605 B.C.E. wrhen the Babylonians under

King Nebuchadnezzar became the dominant powder of the ancient Near East.

On questions of the historicity and the dating of Jeremiah’s oracles, Miller

generally assumes a mediating position which, in this reviewer's judgment, at

times yields too much ground to the theories of more skeptical scholars like

Robert P. Carroll. On the other hand, Miller seems to accept at historical

face value the utterance of “Jeremianic theology” on the lips of the Babylo-

nian general Nebuzaradan in Jer 40:2-3 (p. 857), rather than as a literary

device used by the biblical author to make his theological point. While the

author generally made judicious use of the w'orks of other scholars, popular

treatments ofJeremiah by one of these scholars wras cited or even quoted far

too frequently and unnecessarily in this reviewer’s judgment. I wras a little

disappointed, moreover, in the author’s reflections on the famous “newr

covenant” text in Jer 31:31-34. They were a bit traditional and narrowly

focused on its NT echoes and christological implications, wrhich is how the

church has always heard them. Christian pastors and students of the prophet

wrould benefit from theological reflections more explicitly focused on how'

this text functioned it its original or subsequent Jewish and non-Christian

contexts, thus expanding the possibilities of hearing it in fresh and more

thought-provoking ways.

Miller’s own theological reflections on the text are usually perceptive and

should serve preachers well in gaining access to the spiritual riches of this

great prophet’s thought and message. Such observations and minor criticisms
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notwithstanding, however, Miller’s commentary on Jeremiah is an excellent

volume which should prove to be a reliable guide to those seeking to

understand that great prophet and the book that bears his name. It should be

in every pastor’s library.

Werner E. Lemke
Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School

McClure, John S., Other-wise Preaching: A Postmodern Ethicfor Homiletics. St.

Louis: Chalice, 2001. Pp. 175, $24.99.

If preachers want a postmodern homiletic, here it is. John S. McClure,

professor of homiletics and liturgies at Louisville Presbyterian Theological

Seminary wades into the strange waters of postmodern thought fishing for

insights that are of value for reconceiving the preaching task. Wading

through his book is no easy task. McClure’s discussion of postmodern

criticism is at times maddeningly obscure, turgid, and difficult. To be fair,

when one’s main conversation partners are Levinas or Derrida, McClintock,

Fulkerson or Chopp, one need not expect an easy swim.

If you want to know how a creative thinker like Emmanuel Levinas might

deconstruct our preaching, you could do no better than to have McClure as

your guide. He is marvelously conversant with postmodern criticism and has

an extensive grasp of some of the most interesting movements in the con-

temporary homiletics. His critiques of Buttrick, Craddock, Campbell (and

this reviewer!) are full of insight and judicious discernment. However, some

of his high praise for the homiletics of Rose, Gonzalez, and Heyward does

not match his criteria for “a postmodern ethic for homiletics,” suggesting

that perhaps he ought to be a bit more explicit about the ideological com-

mitments behind his homiletical judgments. After a rather tortured journey

through postmodern, poststructuralist, deconstructionist insights about the place

of “the other” in preaching, I was disappointed to read so little in the way of

specific examples of just what McClure would have us preachers preach. His last

chapter, when he finally constructs his “other-wise” homiletic, left me wonder-

ing what all the fuss was about. At die very beginning of the book McClure told

us that our preaching ought to be more open to “the other,” more wise about the

testimony of the other. That having been said, this seems to be an awful lot of

postmodern deconstructing to support such a modest generalization.

I know that this is a book of linguistic analysis, a postmodern critique of the

way language works (or does not work) in our preaching. Still, the absence of

any theological content throughout the book, the complete lack of interest in

the notion that one reason why preaching is so tough is that it is talk about
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Jesus, seemed not to be fair to the challenge that we face. To preach in a

postmodern way must we also preach post-Christian? Surely McClure does

not mean to say that. He seems to feel that he is effecting a sort of retrieval

of Christian homiletics from the devastating blows of postmodernity. I hope

that more can be salvaged. The challenging “Other” with whom I must

wresde on Sundays in the pulpit is not the deconstructed, decentered,

postmodern critic or even voiceless, oppressed other people. The “Other”

who provokes preaching’s greatest crisis has a face, a name, and a quite

specific claim that makes him an even greater challenge to what and how I say

what I say in the pulpit than Emmanuel Levinas.

William H. Willimon, Dean of the Chapel

and Professor of Christian Ministry

Duke University, Durham, NC

Elias, John. A History of Christian Education: Protestant
,
Catholic

,
and Orthodox

Perspectives. Malabar, FL: Kroeger Press, 2002. Pp. 285.

This book contains the substance of lectures Elias delivered at Fordham

University over the years, his attempt to describe “the history of the idea of

Christian education” in all its breathtaking catholicity. Certainly it reads like

(and is) a textbook for undergraduates, moving quickly through history, in

straightforward prose with descriptive and dispassionate intent, complete

with obligatory generalizations that oversimplify the story. But while Elias, a

seasoned scholar, does not offer a fully critical interpretation of this idea, this

is not a Cliffs Notes version. He consistently elaborates significant develop-

ments in the history of this idea, with judicious use of quotations and carefully

composed summaries of the insights of major players. Elias understands and

describes the tensions which shaped, and continue to shape, Christian edu-

cation from the ancient world to the 21
st
century—i.e. between Athens and

Jerusalem, tradition and experience, depravity and dignity, etc. And his index

for names includes, in boldface type, the pagination highlighting the most

important discussions, adding to the book’s usefulness as a resource for

further study.

In chapter one, Foundations, Elias interrelates the educational contribu-

tions from ancient Greek, Roman, Hebrew and Christian sources, including

initial efforts by church leaders in the first three centuries B.C.E. to shape an

education that was Christian. Rather surprisingly, he ignores two recent

crucial discussions of Wisdom literature, Charles Melchert’s Wise Teachings

and David Crenshaw’s Education in Ancient Israel. But his description of the

struggle of the early Church to engage classical paideia, especially the Alex-
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andrian school, is very helpful. Chapter two, “The Medieval Period,” con-

tains excellent summaries of the educational theories of both Augustine and

Aquinas, the monastic movement’s ambivalent commitment to “worldly”

learning, the Carolingian Renaissance of Charlemagne, and the rise of Scho-

lasticism. Better known visionaries like Hugh of St. Victor, who sought to

integrate monastic and scholastic concerns into one “comprehensive and

systematic theory of education,” are featured here, and also lesser known

figures like Cassiodorus of Vivarium, who first used the terms trivium and

quadrivium to describe the liberal arts tradition, and Isidore of Seville, called

“the most famous pedagogue of the Middle Ages.”

Chapter three, Christian Renaissance Humanism, presents in considerable

detail the Italian, Northern European, and Protestant Humanist movements,

showing both the impact of the recovery of ancient sources generally on

education, but also the difference biblical and theological sources made for

giving shape to Christian humanism. Elias argues that humanist learning,

which had sought to bring order to Christian civilization during the Renais-

sance, was later placed in the service of vested religious interests during and

after the Reformation. Chapter four contrasts Catholic and Protestant initi-

atives in education following the Reformation. Elias first traces the origin and

impact of several Catholic movements which entered into combat with

Protestantism for social control. He then discusses the education of Lutheran

Pietists (Comenius and Francke), English Puritans (John Drury), English and

American Quakers (George Fox), Methodists (Wesley), and American Puri-

tans (Cotton Mather). The last part of chapter four and chapter five focus on

the impact of the Enlightenment on Christian education. Elias appreciates

the contribution of enlightened thinkers who criticized the oppressive ten-

dencies of dogmatic religiosity, including Voltaire, whom he concludes, “on

balance . . . with regard to religion in society may be cast as positive since he

issued warnings against religious intolerance and fanaticism.” Elias discusses

Rousseau, Kant, Pestalozzi, Hebert and Froebel, and he points to important

contributions from women (Mary Wollstonecraft and Madame Necker de

Saussure). He quite thoroughly examines conflicts between advocates of

nationalized education and defenders of religious control of education in

Europe, and the victory of the advocates of free and non-sectarian public

education in the United States (Rush, Webster, Jefferson, Franklin and

Horace Mann).

Chapters eight and nine outline religious education ideas developed in the

United States within Protestantism and Catholicism during the 19
th and 20

11 ’

centuries. Elias first discusses the theological underpinnings that shaped five

educational movements within Protestantism—revivalism, social liberalism
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(i.e. the Religious Education Movement), crisis or neo-orthodoxy, theologies

of liberation, and the neo-evangelical Christian school movement. He then

takes note of the defensiveness which marked Catholic education prior to

Vatican II and the ongoing tension since Vatican II between those who

privilege dogmatic identity over commitment to pluralism. Here Elias comes

close to declaring his own commitments: “One thing is clear from these

debates among theologians: while theology is important it cannot carry the

full weight of maintaining the Catholic identity of institutions.” The final

chapter, perhaps a unique feature of this textbook, presents the educational

initiatives of Eastern Orthodoxy over two millennia. Elias celebrates the

recent efforts by Catherine Tarasar, John Boojamra and Anton Vrame to

connect their liturgical-centered faith tradition to contemporary educational

theories.

While this book was written for undergraduates, congregations could use

it to reflect on their educational assumptions, giving leaders a “short course”

in the history of the idea of Christian education. Or masters or doctoral

candidates in Christian education might read this book as a reliable map to

orient them to the intellectual topography that lies before them.

Dana Wright

Princeton Theological Seminary'

Gunton, Colin E. Theology Through Preaching: Sermons for Brentwood. Edin-

burgh: T & T Clark, 2001. Pp. 192. $29.95.

If all politics is local, as Tip O’Neill claimed, so is most preaching. These

sermons by Colin E. Gunton, Professor of Christian Doctrine, King’s Col-

lege, London, are no exception. His collection of thirty doctrinal sermons is

local, indeed, parochial—and in two senses.

First, as the subtitle indicates, almost all of these sermons were preached

before the tiny Brentwood United Reformed Church in suburban London,

where the author doubles as an associate minister. The sermons, all (but one)

from the 1990s, show the marks of this parochial audience by their concrete

references to congregational meetings, British hymns, and English Congre-

gationalist divines such as Thomas Binney, P. T. Forsyth, George B. Caird,

and the author’s own preaching mentor, John Marsh of Mansfield College,

Oxford. Some of his allusions (e.g., “Home Counties,” “Jarrow marchers,”

“loadsamoney’ Essex men,” and the death of a headmaster named Philip

Lawrence) will be lost on American readers, the price for honoring the

parochial context. For this reason, Gunton’s published sermons, arising from

the monthly task of preaching before a congregation, differ in aim and scope
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from the sermon collections of other theologians such as Bultmann, Tillich,

or, more recently, B. A. Gerrish, all of whom preached occasional sermons

almost always in academic settings.

Gunton’s sermons may also be regarded as parochial in the less positive

sense that the homiletical theory they reflect narrowly confines preaching to

cognitive discussion about the meaning of texts or ideas, with little attention

to enacting or performing the narrative logic or intentionality latent in the

text. In short, the older rhetoric of cognitive persuasion is more in evidence

here than the newer narrative poetics of textual performance advocated by

the “New Homiletic.” Not surprisingly, therefore, Gunton also writes “more

for the eye than for the ear,” a trait common to academically trained

preachers, as my late colleague, G. Robert Jacks, often remarked.

Acknowledging the parochial character of these sermons as both their

strength and weakness, there is much here to ponder and praise, especially

the care Gunton gives to exegesis as he overturns typical, less sanguine

interpretations of texts. For example, preaching on the doctrine of creation,

he carefully unfolds how “there is far more in common between the book of

Genesis and modern science than between it and the world of astrology.” He
further shows how “Galileo was in point of fact defending a more biblical

view of creation than his churchly opponents.” Thanks to his studied exegesis

of Isaiah 7:14, we learn in a sermon on the Incarnation that we do not have

here a prophecy of a birth (“ ‘a young woman is with child’ ”), but a prophecy

“about the name she will call the child,” namely, “Immanuel,” God-with-us,

an appellation soon belied by the events spelled out later in this chapter. How
Matthew can turn all this to positive use is the key holding our attention

through the balance of this sermon. Again, thanks to his careful reading of

Zechariah, Gunton notes that when the Palm Sunday crowds call Jesus a

prophet, they are not necessarily paying him a compliment. And, with

typological deftness, he likens Judah in the Joseph story to Jesus. In offering

himself for his brother Benjamin, Judah, like Jesus at Calvary, overcame evil

with good and broke the cycle of violence and revenge, enabling reconcili-

ation to occur.

In contrast to so much American preaching that substitutes the creature for

the Creator and is unrelievedly anthropological in its approach, Gunton in

good Reformed fashion constantly takes the theological turn both in exegesis

and in exposition. In reference to Genesis 8:22, “While the earth remains,

seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night, shall

not cease,” Gunton declares, “Ecological campaigners may ask us to ‘save the

planet,’ but that is not our calling. Use it properly, yes. But salvation is God’s

prerogative.” He also bristles at the trite interpretation of the story of the
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Transfiguration that says in effect, “We cannot remain here on the mountain

top, but have to go and face real life again.” In contrast to this moralistic

interpretation, Peter is “corrected—interrupted—by a voice saying not: back

to work, the break is over, but: ‘This is my beloved Son, with whom I am well

pleased; listen to him.’ ” Again, the usual homiletical commonplace that “the

cloud of witnesses” in Hebrews 12:1 is “looking at us from the stands, and

cheering us on,” Gunton disallows: “They are witnesses not of us, but to

Jesus.” And, again, the interpretation of I Kings 19:18, “Yet I will leave seven

thousand in Israel, all the knees that have not bowed to Baal, and every mouth

that has not kissed him,” Gunton refuses to reduce to the conventional

reminder that, like Elijah, we are not alone in the life of faith. Rather, the

focus here is on the promise of God, “ 7 will leave seven thousand in Israel.’
”

Arranged according to the loci of systematic theology, and bracketed with

a scriptural index and an introductory essay on the theology of preaching by

Christoph Schwobel of Heidelberg, these sturdy Reformed sermons remind

us of what preaching with theological depth and intellectual rigor once

was—and still can be. As John Calvin declared, “God preserves his church in

hiding places.” Colin E. Gunton’s sermons for Brentwood testify that this is

still true today.

James F. Kay

Princeton Theological Seminary

Weaver, J. Dudley Jr. Presbyterian Worship: A Guide for Clergy. Louisville:

Geneva, 2002. Pp. 132. $19.95.

The Book of Common Worship (1993), at over 1100 pages, is a massive

monument to twentieth-century liturgical revision. As even its advocates

admit, this ponderous volume is cumbersome for use in the pew, and its

unfamiliar rites often require more guidance for their celebration than can be

provided by their rubrics. J. Dudley Weaver Jr, pastor of First Presbyterian

Church, Portland, Oregon, now provides a companionable guide for the use

of this prayer book. With the exception of Holy Week, which receives

considerable commentary, and a chapter summarizing the history of Western

worship, Dudley’s volume confines its discussion largely to the service for the

Lord’s Day in the context of the Christian year. Given this focus, there is only

incidental mention of daily prayer, baptisms, marriages, and funerals.

For pastors who were liturgically weaned a generation ago on Donald

Macleod’s Presbyterian Worship
,
what goes by that title here embraces many

rites and ceremonies that until recently would hardly have been associated
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with Presbyterians. For example, Dudley’s version of Presbyterian worship

restores the sign of the cross, the use of oil in baptism, foot washings on

Maundy Thursday, and the elaborate Easter Vigil. Dudley further notes in

passing there is nothing to prohibit Presbyterians from using incense, and he

appends a service for the Stations of the Cross (albeit trimming them down

to eight, since six of the fourteen traditional stations have no foundation in

the Passion Narrative).

What is going on here is the catholicizing of Presbyterian worship

through the influence of the twentieth-century liturgical renewal move-

ment. Fostered originally by the Benedictines, this movement sought to

reform the Tridentine Mass. The strategy was to go behind the sixteenth-

century impasse with the Reformers to harvest the liturgical heritage of

the ancient church, whose rites were regarded as still normative. The
drafters of the 1989 Directory for Worship and the Book ofCommon Worship

(1993) made this agenda their own. The result was often touted as

ecumenical “convergence,” as Roman Catholics became more Protestant

with their vernacular services, hymn singing, and preaching, and as

mainline Protestants became more Roman Catholic with their increasing

communions, richer ceremonials, and stricter observances of the Chris-

tian year.

Dudley’s book functions within this ecumenically established framework as

a sacerdotal manual (“for cler-gy”) giving detailed suggestions on how to do the

new rites in ways that are appropriate to the liturgical movement’s tenets and

particular take on the history of worship. Anything smacking too much of

Zwingli, the Puritans, or the American frontier (a Dien ne plaise!) Dudley

gently, but firmly, ushers to the door. He is also aware that congregations

often balk at liturgical changes, and so he frequently provides strategems for

gradually introducing them. He is also refreshingly appreciative of church

musicians. Pastoral wisdom, chastened from years of parish experience,

abounds in these pages.

For those who believe the task ahead is the catholicizing of Presbyterian

worship, Dudley’s guide can play a helpful, implementing role at the con-

gregational level. For those who believe that the task ahead is the continual

reformation of Christian worship according to the Word of God attested in

scripture, and who need guidance in conducting Presbyterian worship within

this framework, Hughes Oliphant Old’s Leading in Prayer is happily now in

a fresh printing from Eerdmans.

James F. Kay

Princeton Theological Seminary
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Sunquist, Scott W., ed. A Dictionary of Asian Christianity. Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 2001. Pp. 937, 5 maps. $75.00.

Asia—The word conjures up diversities that defy simplification. Amor-

phous spatially, Asia has moreover shifted in the Western imagination,

moving farther East over the centuries. Droves of scholars have gone out to

classify, quantify, and interpret that diversity. On many subjects other than

Asian Christianity, libraries are filled with the dictionaries and encyclopedias

they compiled. Christianity simply is not the religion one normally associates

with Asia. Nowadays, however, when Christianity itself is spatially amor-

phous, moving East (South, and so forth), theological educators need to be

better informed. And, thanks to a cohort of some five-hundred Asian Chris-

tian scholars who have produced a reference work of remarkable scope, The

Dictionary ofAsian Christianity (hereafter, DAC), they can be. Coordinated by

Pittsburgh Theological Seminary’s Scott Sunquist, who was made richer by

Asian Christianity for having been at Trinity Theological College in Singa-

pore, the DAC is a resource that will enrich the whole Church.

The DAC was indeed an enormous undertaking. As in all such projects,

one finds strengths and weaknesses. Its scholars, enlisted from eighteen

nations (along with Asia-experts from Europe and North America) generated

a vast amount of data over a decade—nearly a thousand pages under 1,260

headings, with maps at the end to show what Asia looks like, from Pakistan

to Japan, as of now. If the maps represent an Asia suspended in the present,

the text is better at reflecting a deep-time perspective that takes West Asia

into account until the era of Islamic expansion. Whether this really enhances

the DAC or simply adds bulk to its considerable girth is debatable, even

though these entries are some of the volume’s best. A distinctive feature of

the DAC is that it does not raise false hope for finding in its pages a pan-Asian

Christianity that could be recognized apart from specific contexts. Some of

these contexts are so politically supercharged that a certain sawyness had to

be exercised in allowing some contributors, those from China in particular, to

remain anonymous. In certain respects, however, the shrewdness seems

misplaced. Singaporeans may have been heavily involved in the DAC project,

but did Lee Kuan Yew really deserve a separate entry? Or Zulfiqar Ali

Bhutto? Or several other Asian leaders inconsequential to contemporary

Asian Christianity? Such entries could have been consolidated with others on

the countries they governed. These few pages of fluff aside, how does one

take the measure of a book so intimidatingly massive?

To get a feel for the DAC, I sorted through the entries on Christianity in

South Asia, which was not easy because the volume has no finding aid
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whatsoever. My page-by-page search turned up approximately 1 50 entries, of

which around two-thirds concern individuals. In this category, Asians have

only a slight edge over non-Asians, which seems unfortunate because many of

the non-Asians (Felix and Jabez Carey, et al.) had no lasting impact on the

formation of Indian Christianity and could easily have been jettisoned.

Another disappointment is that the individuals selected are preponderantly

Protestant—a shortcoming that future revisions will surely rectify. In any

event, locating a name is easy enough, since the arrangement is alphabetical.

But to search for subjects beyond the most obvious, extra time will be needed,

although browsers will stumble upon some delightfully unexpected pieces

(e.g., “Indian Interpretations of Christ”). Others, however, pop up out of

nowhere, such as “Hindu Cultural Christianity.” While many of the subject

entries are solid pieces (the cluster on Dalit Christianity, for instance), others

make one wonder what kind of quality control was being enforced. The entry

on “Hinduism,” by the same author as “Hindu Fundamentalism,” who

evidently could not differentiate between the two, is so amateurish and

flagrantly biased that its presence in the DAC detracts from the volume’s

credibility. Fortunately, the companion pieces on other religions achieve a

higher standard.

One hesitates to say it, because this was a landmark project, but the results

are very uneven. Even so, contrary to a maxim of Indian wisdom that says the

whole pot of rice should be sent back to the kitchen if even a single grain is

undercooked, I would simply urge readers to bite into the DAC a bit

cautiously. The cooks will return to the kitchen, the editor assures us. In the

meantime, one welcomes the publication of this much needed resource.

Richard Fox Young

Princeton Theological Seminary

Rutledge, Fleming. The Undoing of Death. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002.

Pp. 360. $25.00.

The Undoing ofDeath is a sermon collection that will never stay on the shelf

for long. The devotional reader will pull it down and search for an early

morning sermon to read in a moment of reflection. The preacher will leave

the book near her desk to look for inspiration when preparing to preach

during Holy Week. Theologians will come back again and again to a collec-

tion of sermons in which the preacher is able so effectively to communicate

doctrine. And everyone who strives to live faithfully in a complex time and

culture can turn to this collection one sermon at a time to find strength or
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courage. Once again Rutledge has shown her gift for bringing faith to bear on

our life in the world.

This volume of sermons is designed to take the reader through the days of

Holy Week and Easter, beginning with sermons from Palm/Passion Sunday.

While the last third of the book includes sermons from Easter and the Great

Fifty Days, one dare not summarize the work as a gathering of Easter

sermons. For parish preachers who work through the Lent/Holy Week/

Easter cycle year after year, Rutledge provides a refreshing spectrum of

liturgically grounded and theologically rooted sermons. Rather than reading

the book from cover to cover, she invites readers to try different approaches.

As a student of homiletics and as a preacher who must always be looking for

material, Rutledge offers a realistic mist for tackling what is quite a number

of sermons.

A word of warning for preachers who search for the “quick lift of material”

to properly borrow and adequately annotate. While the reader will find

meaningful illustrations and the poetic turns of phrase that leap off the page,

my sense is that these sermons and the author’s writing force one to go

deeper. Instead of finding just the right story for Palm Sunday, preachers will

find themselves in a deeper reflection on what it means to preach the Passion

of Christ and how to pursue a deeper commitment to such theologically

adept preaching. Similarly, a careful reading of these resurrection sermons

invites pastors to think critically about what it means to preach resurrection

Sunday after Sunday. Perhaps one can always find a good illustration for next

Easter but The Undoing of Death offers much more.

In short, as a preacher/author Rutledge raises the bar on the sermon as a

literary and theological art form. I mention four examples. In the first place,

rarely will the reader find sermons so thoroughly annotated. Whether offer-

ing an explanatory theological note or footnoting a magazine newspaper

article, Rutledge invites a more critical reading of her work. Second, the

samples of famous artwork provided throughout the volume prompt readers

to take a step back and reflect both on the illustrations and on the sermons.

Third, the reader should attend to the concern for the listener expressed by

Rutledge the preacher. She affirms a depth of spirit and reflection for those

who find themselves in the congregation during Holy Week, tackling com-

plex theological issues such as a three-part understanding of Jesus as the

Lamb of God, along with Old Testament symbolism and New Testament

history. When compared to the sermons of Palm Sunday, those weekday

sermons reflect that depth and reveal a preacher who knows she can go

further.

Rutledge’s ability to take a few more steps theologically leads to the fourth
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characteristic of her preaching. Her thoroughly theological approach to sin,

atonement, identity, resurrection calls for a rather close reading and listen-

ing. Some may assume that such sermons are too intellectual and will not

preach. Perhaps all of us who exegete congregations err on the side of

underestimation. I am reminded of my seminary professor who once re-

sponded to a student/preacher who began a sermon by announcing “Now I

am not a theologian.” The professor suddenly interrupted with the response.

“Well, if you are not a theologian then I would suggest that you sit down!”

No doubt the sermons included in The Undoing ofDeath would not preach

in every congregation. However, with these sermons Rutledge certainly

nourishes those of us who rise to speak Sunday after Sunday as resident

theologians who look to the world and look to the sacred pages of scripture

in the midst of a congregation who gathers expecting to hear a word.

David A. Davis

Nassau Presbyterian Church

Princeton, New Jersey

Dyrness, William A. Visual Faith: Art
,
Theology

,
and Worship in Dialogue.

Engaging Culture. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2001. Pp. 188. $21.99.

“Did the Reformation church have good biblical and theological reasons

for giving up on the visual arts? What, if anything, can be (or is being) done

to repair this breach?” These are some of the central questions asked by

Presbyterian minister, theologian, and Fuller Theological Seminary profes-

sor William A. Dyrness in his delightfully informative, densely packed vol-

ume in the Engaging Culture series of Baker Academic Publishing. In Visual

Faith
,
Dyrness dives into the Protestant theology and arts conversation with

a positive, even optimistic argument for a renewal of Christian worship

through the visual arts, relying more on the theology of the Reformed

tradition and less on the historical understandings or traditional worship

practices therein.

This well-written text is organized with a clear goal and four interweaving

categories examined from a contemporary evangelical Protestant perspective.

Dyrness states his intent to extend and to enrich a Christian conversation on

the visual arts by sorting out the historical, biblical, and theological issues at

hand. Toward that end, he offers an historical recovery of the Christian visual

arts heritage before and after the Reformation. He then assesses scripture in

terms of its language, its narrative, and its imagery, all toward a biblical

recovery of an aesthetic for Christian visual arts. He complements this

Reformed commitment with corresponding theological reflection on the In-
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carnation, the trinitarian character of God, and creation. Finally, with a

backdrop of the contemporary challenges and character of modern art facing

modern/post-modern Christian artists, Dyrness offers an assessment of art

such that Christian communities and the artists within them may re-envision

“making” and “looking at” art toward a renewal of Christian faith through

worship of the living God in our world. At the very beginning and at the very

end, he articulates his conviction (i) that the Christian practice of worship

provides the most appropriate setting for a fresh appraisal, even renewal in

the arts, and (2) conversation about worship is of the utmost urgency. Visual

Faith certainly offers a good introduction to the historically uneasy relation-

ship between art and faith in Protestant communities and suggests new ways

to reconceive Christian involvement in the arts through contemporary an-

ecdotes and historical “fine arts” illustrations.

The greatest contribution of this small volume to pastors, teachers, and

specialized ministers alike is its precise and refreshing recovery of Reformed

theological thought apart from the traditional Calvinist communal memory

about the visual arts in Reformed Christian worship. Dyrness is careful to

define his terms (see p. 9 “visual arts,” p. 70 “beauty,” p. 101 “art in

theological perspective”) and to challenge staid notions of “imagery,” “art,”

and “idolatry” in traditional Protestant understanding and behavior. For

instance, he provocatively suggests that although Cabin’s practices of wor-

ship may have leaned heavily toward an iconoclastic repression of images in

worship, his actual theological understandings allow a much more flexible

presence (but not abuse) of images in worship. Another distinctive help is his

thorough reflections on the challenges and character of contemporary art.

Such reflections give a concise summary of particular issues in the artistic

community that, once known, may aid conversations between artists and

churches. The anticipated difficulty with the text, however, is that those

readers interested in the larger conversation regarding “contemporary wor-

ship” or even the incorporation of the visual arts into worship wtill be a bit

disappointed. Dyrness’s conviction about the renewal of worship through the

arts is readily apparent, especially in historical perspective, but accessible

strategies for incorporating the visual arts into Reformed worship are left for

extrapolation.

All that said, Visual Faith is a wonderful resource for church libraries and

pastors because of its specificity of content and its clear organization of such

content through historical, biblical, theological, and contemporary artistic

lenses. Considering the opening questions, I believe Dyrness found Refor-

mation reasons to give up on the visual arts inadequate and has now provided

a resource to address the breach in a compelling way. Perhaps, Lord willing,
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art’s role in discipleship will lead to more “dreaming of dreams and seeing of

visions” for the good of the Kingdom.

Lisa M. Hess

Princeton Theological Seminary

Bukdahl, Jorgen. Soren Kierkegaard <tr The Common Man. Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 2001. Pp. 154. $19.00.

“Two nations; between whom there is no intercourse and no sympathy.”

So Benjamin Disraeli, in his wonderful book Sybil, describes the seemingly

unbridgeable gap between the rich and poor in 1830’s England. It is a

situation quite similar to that in Denmark and one to which Soren Kierke-

gaard, argues Jorgen Bukdahl, was particularly sensitive. With a brevity that

could belie its depth, Bukdahl convincingly shows that Kierkegaard’s writings

contain a “coherent vision” for the “common man” that leads up to his attack

upon the state church beginning in 1854. This attack literature, comprised of

a number of newspaper articles and pamphlets that so shocked his contem-

poraries and has embarrassed or confounded his interpreters ever since,

becomes the culmination of Kierkegaard’s attempt to bridge the gap between

the “two nations” of the cultural elite and the poor. Though Bukdahl does

not use this language of two kingdoms between the rich and the poor, it does

help clarify the rift between them, especially reflected in the two incompat-

ible views of Christianity that arose in each group. Among the cultural elite

Christianity had become languid and self-serving with no room for true “love

of neighbor.” Bukdahl’s book in essence shows that while Kierkegaard was a

child of the cultural elite, he found true Christianity in the other nation, the

marginalized peasant class. Thus, his writings and life were dedicated to

identifying and supporting “the common man.”

To get to the point where Bukdahl can make that claim, he “contextual-

izes” Kierkegaard by showing how cultural, political, and family dynamics

influenced his particular understanding of the plight of “the common man.”

Each chapter demonstrates both Kierkegaard’s exposure to, and interest in,

the struggles and resultant faith of the peasant class. Bukdahl begins with the

influence upon Kierkegaard of late-Romantic thought and its emphasis on

“internal self-definition.” Together with the focus on mythology in the work

of Henrich Steffens and Johann von Herder, Kierkegaard was placed in touch

with the peasant faith with its increasing focus on the individual that was

uncorrupted by the arid speculative faith of the cultural elite. Bukdahl even

shows how Kierkegaard’s own family was originally of the common folk. His
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father was a shepherd on the Jutland Heath before moving to Copenhagen

where he made a fortune in dry-goods. Though he entertained many of the

cultural elite in his own house and provided the best education for his sons,

Kierkegaard’s family maintained contact with the robust religion of the

people by attending the Herrnhut services at night after worshiping in the

state church in the morning. In his own life, Kierkegaard initially worked for

reform within the state church. Yet his frustration grew to the point in which

after Martensen ascended to Bishop Mynster’s bishopric, he initiated his

“attack literature” in order to “awaken” the common folk to the corruption

of the church.

While this book does an excellent job presenting Kierkegaard’s burden to

reach out to the “common man,” Bukdahl’s own enthusiasm for the faith of

the common people leads him to dilute Kierkegaard’s own understanding of

the intensity of faith. Throughout his writings, Kierkegaard repeatedly con-

trasted the “simple man” with the cultural elite, and Bukdahl takes this to

mean, or at least imply, that Kierkegaard is giving an uncritical endorsement

of that understanding of faith. As Christian Discourses and Upbuilding Dis-

courses in Various Spirits makes evident however, Kierkegaard believed that it

is still infinitely hard for anyone of any class to yield his or her life to Christ.

It is simply that the lives the “common” people are such that they have an

easier time understanding that this is the case. Furthermore, Bukdahl’s efforts

to contextualize this burden within Kierkegaard’s life has the effect of ren-

dering the “love of neighbor” inconsequential. Though he clearly shows

Kierkegaard exposure to peasant life and religion, that exposure alone does

not explain his burden to dedicate his life to the amelioration of their plight.

There is no examination of Kierkegaard’s emphasis on the interconnection

between love ofGod and love for neighbor. His own journals and particularly

lWorks of Love emphasize that in his own life, it was his love for God that

inspired him to cross the bridge to the “other nation” of the disenfranchised.

Matthew J. Frawley

Princeton, New Jersey

Bulgakov, Sergius. The Bride of the Lamb. Translated by Boris Jakim. Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002. Pp. 531. $40.00.

Those interested in the Orthodox sophiological tradition will know of

Sergius Bulgakov (1871-1944), and will welcome Boris Jakim’s perspicuous

translation of what is often called his ?nagnmn opus. But the audience for this

volume ought well to be wider than sophiologists. The Bride of the Lamb is a
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book on the doctrine of the Church, and it is ecclesiology on the grand

scale—a helpful counterbalance to many more recent handbooks on “church

growth.” Bulgakov addresses a range of themes: creation, creaturely freedom,

evil, the sacraments, the resurrection, the afterlife. Because his understanding

of the Church is so connected to his concept of God as Creator, this book can

also be seen as a cosmology of creation and new creation—a cosmology

whose leitmotif is the humanization of the world and the divinization of

humanity. In considering creation, Bulgakov examines everything from the

nature of the “nothing” out of which the world is created, to the eventual

destruction of hell, whereby “God will be all in all.” In proposing this

“universal deification or salvation,” he writes: “Only deification is capable of

justifying creation. It is the only theodicy.”

Then too, because Bulgakov is so concerned with the aspects of humanity,

from natural and fallen to glorified and transfigured, this book can also, as he

suggests, be seen as an anthropology—an anthropology whose central pattern

is the Chalcedonian description of the relation between Christ’s divine and

human natures. Since Chalcedon simply gives four negative propositions,

Bulgakov (like Barth) works to develop the positive content of the Chalce-

donian “formula.” In this volume, the third in a trilogy on Divine-humanity,

he construes the church, and all of life, as a process of complementary

relationality between the Divine Sophia and the creaturely Sophia.

Here his argot becomes unfamiliar to most Western readers. Like So-

lovyov before him, Bulgakov identifies Sophia with the “world-soul,” and

describes her as being “the nonhypostatic divinity of God.” Yet the Divine

Sophia receives hypostatization from God—in fact, she “is eternally hypos-

tasized in the divine hypostases.” Meanwhile the creaturely Sophia, who is

the church, “is hypostasized by the creaturely hypostases,” who in turn are

united with the God-man, who in turn is “connected to creation directly

through the Mother of God.” Thus the Theotokos becomes the ultimate

female focus: though she in turn is “overshadowed by the Third Hypostasis,”

she is herself the express image of the Spirit, the incarnation of Sophia, and

“the peak of all creation.”

Some will find Bulgakov’s sophiology, with its gnostic leanings, quite

stimulating; many more may find it off-putting, and even his own church

subjected him to a heresy trial (he was exonerated). But while sophiology is

an important feature, it is by no means the sum total of what this book has to

offer. Bulgakov provides not only theologoumena, but also edifying dogmatic

theology. His continual reference points for this theology are the Incarnation

and Pentecost; and if arguably he underemphasizes the Gross and Resurrec-

tion, his vigorous engagement of the former themes repays the reader’s
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attention. It is in the latter half of the book that his theological discourse

becomes less recondite and also more grounded in biblical reflection.

I can think of one main reason why this book may be even more pertinent

today than when it was first published in 1945. Amid current interest in the

intersections of Eastern Orthodox and Western theology, it is fascinating to

read a theologian for whom the dialogue was very much internalized.

Though he represented the seventh generation of Orthodox clergy in his

family, Fr. Bulgakov’s path to priesthood was circuitous and took him deep

into the recesses of German thought. A revolutionary nihilist at age fourteen,

he then became a Marxist, but thereafter gravitated toward Kantian idealism,

which continued to influence his thinking. Further, his return to the Church

was precipitated not by an apparition from a Russian icon, but by many

mornings spent praying and weeping before Raphael’s Sistine Madonna.

The scope of Bulgakov’s intellectual and spiritual development is reflected

in the richness of his discussion, and perhaps in certain anomalies. For

example, when discussing the problem of predestination, he rejects what he

calls the “Western” trajectory, saying that notions of mechanical causality

must be renounced in favor of more Eastern ideas— of “co-imagedness;”

divine-human synergism; and the antinomy of human freedom and necessity.

(The volume is rife with references to the Orthodox concepts of synergism

and antinomy; all the antinomies are too numerous to name.) Yet when

Bulgakov goes on to discuss original sin, as well as the sacraments, his ideas

clearly reflect Western ways of thinking. In contradistinction to Schmemann
and others, he depicts the sacraments as visibly “conducting” invisible grace,

ex opere operato; thus he commingles ideas of “synergy” and “efficacy.”

In sum, this impressive volume offers plenty enough theology to stimulate

the mind, with plenty enough conviction to rouse a response, along with

some moments of poetic expression. And though Robert Frost once defined

poetry as that which gets lost in translation, by all accounts Boris Jakim’s

rendering of Bulgakov deserves full praise. At times nuance of thinking and

expression converge, for instance in this description of eternal (i.e., divine)

judgment: “The same fire, the same love gladdens and burns, torments and

gives joy. The judgment of love is the most terrible judgment, more terrible

than that of justice and wrath, than that of the law, for it includes all this but

also transcends it.” This is the kind of writing that makes quotidian univer-

salism appear milquetoast; and makes The Bride of the Lamb rewarding

reading.

Russell Haitch

Pacific School ol Religion
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Cassidy, Richard J. Christians and Roman Ride in the New Testament. New
York: Crossroad, 2001. Pp. 145. $25.95.

In this slim volume, Richard Cassidy, New Testament professor at Christ

the King Seminary seeks to provide readers with the biblical tools that will

allow them faithfully to respond to diverse political systems. Cassidy does so

in two ways. He illustrates how the New Testament documents variously

portray the complicated nexus between Roman imperial rule and the emerg-

ingjesus movement, and he shows how the texts specify appropriate reactions

for their earliest audiences. Although predominantly descriptive, this herme-

neutically self-conscious study is ultimately about New Testament ethics

—

both then and now.

After a brief introduction, Cassidy discusses the objectives and patterns of

Roman rule from Augustus through the New Testament period. Most prom-

inent are the shrewd, nefarious and usually egocentric means by which

Rome’s emperors consolidated and guarded their power. Such ruthless ad-

ministration contrasts markedly with Jesus’ description of his own leadership

in Luke 22:24-27. In chapter 3 on the Synoptic Gospels, Cassidy grants this

text controlling significance in his discussion of Jesus’ “humility-service

model” of leadership. In Luke’s telling, Jesus is familiar with the treachery of

Herod Antipas, the dominating practices of Roman rulers, and the exploita-

tion of the chief priests. In response Jesus highlights sendee and humility as

the actions and attitudes appropriate to God’s people. Moreover, Cassidy

takes Jesus’ famous statement in Luke 20:25 about giving Caesar his due as

providing the “evaluative interpretation” for responding to the imperial

order. “All who are faced with Caesar’s demands for taxes must first evaluate

Caesar’s rule against the standards of God’s concerns before deciding to pay

or refuse the imperial taxes.”

In chapter 4, the focus shifts to John’s Gospel. The evangelist’s presenta-

tion of the framework of events, as well as of titles attributed to Jesus (“Lord,”

“Savior of the World,” “Lord and God”), pits Jesus’ sovereignty against that

which the Roman authorities supposedly possess. John intends to bolster

Christians facing impending Roman persecution. Cassidy’s interpretations

turn on his mirror readings, reconstructions of historical events behind the

text drawn from vague clues in the text. An example is his suggestion that

16:2b refers to persecution by pagan rulers eager to propitiate pagan

gods—an exegetical curiosity given the Jewish subjects in v. 2a (those who

“make you outcasts from the synagogue”).

Noteworthy in Cassidy’s treatment of Roman rule in Acts is his sustained

attention to indicators that Luke views Paul as constantly, and from the
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beginning, chained while in Roman custody. Paul’s statements to Festus and

the Roman Jews reveal his disdain for this mode of perpetual detention.

These observations help Cassidy explain Paul’s own conflicting statements

about Christian attitudes toward the state. In Romans 13:1-7, Paul endorses

Christian submission to Roman authorities, but in Philippians he underscores

the Christian’s heavenly citizenship and seems to support resistance to Ro-

man rule in light of Jesus’ absolute sovereignty. This discrepancy is easily

excused: Romans was written prior to Philippians when Paul had not yet

encountered through his constant enchainment “the Roman system operat-

ing against him.” Philippians reflects Paul’s definitive perspective, supersed-

ing that of Romans. Not all readers will be persuaded by Cassidy’s interpre-

tation of this decisive shift in Paul’s thinking.

The book concludes with one chapter on Revelation and one summarizing

Cassidy’s findings. The Apocalypse vividly pictures the destruction of Roman
rule and thereby encourages Christian endurance/resistance, even to death,

in the face of governmental oppression. The outlook in Romans and 1 Peter

2:13-17 is very different. All told, Cassidy contends that early “Christian

communities would have found themselves repeatedly warned concerning

trials, imprisonments, and martyrdom at the hands of imperial authorities.”

Furthermore, they would have received conflicting canonical counsel. This

diversity suggests how important it may be for Christians to adopt Jesus’

humility and evaluation models when engaging in dialogue about how to

respond to political entities today.

If Cassidy’s exegesis does not always convince, his presentation is well-

organized and accessible. This monograph may be valuable less for its

discussion of New Testament texts related to Roman rule than for stimulat-

ing thought about how one interprets and derives ethical rules from Scrip-

ture. Along with other materials, an adult Sunday school class might use this

book (though overpriced at $25.95) to discuss how to develop a biblically

informed attitude toward the state. In a post-9/ 1

1

world, this issue remains as

pressing a concern for the church as it was in the first century.

Craig B. Carpenter

Princeton Theological Seminary

McKim, Donald K., ed. The Westminster Handbook to Reformed Theology.

Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002. Pp. 243. $24.95.

Since its publication in 1992, The Encyclopedia of the Reformed Faith has

proven a valuable resource for information concerning the people, events and

theology of the Reformed tradition. While emphasizing its European and
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American expressions (entries on the Reformed churches in Canada, Latin

America and the Caribbean are omitted, while those of Asia and Africa

receive only slight attention), the Encyclopedia is nevertheless a work without

peer in English. The articles are usually brief and their quality is consistently

high. The Westminster Handbook to Reformed Theology is a compendium of the

specifically theological entries found in the Encyclopedia arranged in dictio-

nary form. No new entries appear in the Handbook
,
nor have any of the

original ones been revised. Bibliographies have been updated, however, for a

number of the articles. Since nearly half the entries in the Encyclopedia were

biographical, the Handbook is much shorter, and therein lies its primary value.

Those who do not already own the Encyclopedia
,
and who care about Re-

formed theology, will certainly want to purchase this comprehensive, author-

itative and relatively inexpensive volume.

The appearance of the Handbook at a moment of increasing confusion

within the life of the mainline Presbyterian Church concerning its own

theological identity is both timely and slightly ironic. The irony persists

because time and again the church appears incapable of creatively using the

legacy of Reformed theology to illumine the numerous doctrinal and ethical

debates taking place within her walls. Moreover, it is by no means clear that

the Church remains convinced of the inherent value and contemporary

relevance of the distinctly Reformed aspect of its catholic theological heri-

tage. Only rarely, it seems, do Reformed churches express concern to be

faithful to this legacy when discussing important issues of the day. Whether

these churches will seek such faithful recovery in the future remains to be

seen. However, should this desire to drink from these rich wells re-emerge

the Handbook would prove a valuable resource. So too, one might add, would

Karl Barth’s recently translated 1923 Gottingen lectures The Theology of the

Reformed Confessions
,
also published by Westminster John Knox Press, be a

welcome source of nourishment.

Adam Neder

Princeton Theological Seminary

Schmidt, Frederick W., Jr. When Suffering Persists. Harrisburg, PA: More-

house, 2001. Pp. 134. $12.95.

Schmidt, an Episcopal priest and Director of Spiritual Life and Formation

at Southern Methodist University’s Perkins School of Theology, Dallas,

Texas, has given us an honest, helpful, and timely “pastoral” theology of

human suffering. Using his own experience with suffering as a starting point,

he invites the reader to “run the risk of a conversation” in which long-
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standing assumptions about God, suffering, and the relationship between the

two are scrutinized and, perhaps, replaced by “a theology of candor” which

affirms suffering’s persistent presence rather than dismissing or denying it.

Schmidt astutely recognizes that candor is precisely what is called for, this in

light of at least three phenomena serving as obstacles to a more authentic,

critical, and pastoral view of human suffering. The first obstacle is our

“culture of denial,” in which a pervasive anxiety about suffering preempts

candid conversation and, usually, results in numbness to suffering. The

second obstacle is the need many people of faith feel they have to maintain

regarding both the omnipotence and goodness of God in any discussion of

suffering, which typically results in a minimization of suffering’s effects, a

“blind reverence” concerning God’s role in suffering, and/or attributing all

suffering to God’s will, human sin, or both. The third obstacle is the

abundance of “triage theologies,” which to some extent we all formulate and

“try on” in light of our own suffering. Triage theologies are said to follow

from defining our relationship to God (and defining God) by virtue of our

own experience with suffering, so that suffering is viewed narrowly and in

more individualistic and privatized terms.

While asserting that all suffering is personal, meaning no theology of

suffering should seek to objectify it, Schmidt also claims that a theology of

suffering cannot be the product of goodness in a relentless resolve to nurture

relationships. In the incarnation, Schmidt states, through Jesus Christ, God
identifies with human suffering, affirms the surrender of divine power, and

comprehends and transcends our experience of suffering through death and

resurrection. The upshot of Schmidt’s “theology of candor” then, is that: (1)

God never wills suffering, though it occurs; (2) God does not cause suffering

in order to teach us, though we surely may learn as we suffer; (3) God does

not cause suffering in order to strengthen us, though this too may follow; and

finally, (4) God does not depend on human suffering to achieve God’s purposes,

even though through suffering God’s purposes are sometimes achieved.

In a final chapter, Schmidt suggests how theologians of candor (profes-

sional and nonprofessional alike) can create a caring community. He suggests

we should resist: (1) the urge to claim we “know” what others are experienc-

ing as they suffer, which fails to account for the uniqueness of suffering; (2)

rationalizing (or explaining away) the suffering of others; (3) giving easy

answers, meaning those that fail to look at suffering critically; and (4) the

desire to rush the sufferer to closure, particularly because of the caregiver’s

own discomfort. Furthermore, we should (5) refuse to evaluate the spiritual

maturity or worthiness of sufferers in light of their response; (6) identify and

acknowledge our role in the suffering of others, and oppose suffering that
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follows from human cruelty or callousness; and finally (7) practice being fully

present with those who suffer.

This book is a welcome addition to the literature on pastoral theologies of

suffering. Schmidt covers much ground in a relatively short work, but his

analysis remains rich and compelling. A strength of the book is its ability to

speak to a large and complex theological question in very practical ways,

while also providing sound guidance to caregivers who seek to avoid doling

out “cold comforts” in their ministry with persons who sufferer. Yet most

helpful is Schmidt’s “candor.” He recognizes that embarking on a conversa-

tion of this sort entails risk because it may mean that a “reverent contem-

plation of our faith” bumps up against “a candid assessment of the world

around us.” My hope is that this book will be read by many, all of whom will

risk being equally candid.

Allan Hugh Cole, Jr.

Massapequa Reformed Church

Massapequa, New York

Calian, Carnegie Samuel. The Ideal Seminary: Pursuing Excellence in Theological

Education. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002. Pp. 137. $16.95.

In his over twenty years as President of Pittsburgh Theological Seminary,

Carnegie Samuel Calian has had a significant impact upon the character of

the seminary he serves. Though ironically and perhaps modestly not dis-

cussed until the “Afterword,” one of Calian’s most important contributions to

Pittsburgh Seminary is his leadership in growing and stewardship in manag-

ing the seminary’s endowment. After more than twenty years of advancement

work and good investment practices, Pittsburgh Seminary has progressed

from being one of the least-endowed to being one of the most well-endowed

institutions in the Association of Theological Schools. Though only men-

tioned as the fifth in a list of eleven “Essential Characteristics of an Ideal

Seminary,” there is little question that Calian’s ideal seminary must be freed

from the “.
. . need to address constantly the material needs of the seminary

community” (109). Calian has helped to respond to that need in his own

institution and now, in this book, he attempts to begin laying the groundwork

to expand the boundaries of theological education from a “training center or

professional school” to “.
. . an academy of Christian learners committed to

deepening both their understanding and communication of the faith” (88).

The Ideal Seminary is divided into three parts that include specific chapters

under the general topics of “Institutional Challenges,” “Program Challen-

ges,” and “Student Concerns.” Each chapter concludes with a discussion
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starter to engage the reader or “stakeholder,” as Calian refers to them, in

thoughtful reflection or dialogue. It is in this way, perhaps, as a means of

generating purposeful reflection and assessment, that Calian’s book wall be most

useful for boards working through mission and vision statements and faculties

attempting to revise their curriculum around a coherent vision and purpose.

Part I, Institutional Challenges, addresses the general topics of leadership

development, excellence in theological education, academic freedom and

tenure, and the various constituencies which have a vested interest in the

seminar}7
. Clearly the most important and possibly hotly debated element of

this section is in the area of academic freedom and tenure. On the one hand,

Calian asserts that “[tjhe best means of assuring both freedom and excellence

in graduate theological education is tenure,” while later he acknowledges that

tenure “.
. . creates an unnecessary hierarchy within the learning commu-

nity . .
.” so that it is “time that we acknowledge to ourselves that the

bestowing of tenure is essentially a psychological rite of passage—a way of

expressing institutional affirmation and acceptance.” While confessing that

he oscillates on the subject, Calian finally believes that there is no worthy

alternative to tenure that, in equal measure, supports the faculty and the

institution. Calian’s insight and, yes, struggle with the nature of academic

freedom and tenure in an ideal seminary7 requires more space and depth than

he has devoted to this section. At the very least, the institution of tenure is a

relatively new addition to theological education per se and, given the impli-

cations and complexities inherent in tenure, there appears to remain some

question as to its usefulness in the ideal seminary.

Part II is easily the most engaging portion of the book and will be most

useful as a conversation partner to various stakeholders and their respective

institutions. Calian proposes an ideal curriculum grounded in forgiveness to

strengthen and nurture disciples in a fragmented world, to expand the

horizon of theological education beyond the local church, and to begin to

understand the important contributions of a wider global and diverse audi-

ence as it relates to that curriculum and the institution’s mission. This section

of the book is well written and thought provoking, and will upgrade the level

of thoughtful discourse on a number of seminary campuses. Part III addresses

the nature of theological education from the perspective of the student, and

also offers some interesting data on the changing composition and expecta-

tions of the emerging student body. In short, the changing composition of

the study body will dramatically impact the essence of the ideal seminary.

The Ideal Seminary is a brief introduction to current and emerging trends

in theological education as seen through the eyes of one of the longest sitting

presidents in Christian theological education. In some respects, the book is a
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little too ideal
,
in that there is a significant amount of “must” and “should”

language without the requisite length or depth to support the position being

argued. More importantly, however, Calian is to be commended for broach-

ing the subject in the first place, and for providing the opportunity to think

collectively about the future of our theological and educational endeavors.

Jeffrey Francis Bullock

University of Dubuque and Theological Seminary

Carter, Warren. Matthew and the Margins: A Sociopolitical and Religious Read-

ing. Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2000. Pp. 636. $40.00.

Judged by its title, this volume could easily be mistaken for a monograph.

It is, however, a verse by verse commentary which expediently omits much of

the traditional focus on diachronic issues in order to concentrate upon an

audience-oriented approach with an openly stated agenda: reading Matthew

from the cultural margins. Accepting the Gospel as having been written to a

beleaguered minority group of Christians in the city of Antioch, Syria during

the 80s C.E., Carter seeks to encounter the final text through the eyes of the

ancient implied readers. As they emerge from his investigation, these readers

live not only in tension with the city’s Jewish community but in uncompro-

mising opposition to the rule of the Roman empire as well. Against this

narrowly selective backdrop, Carter reads the Gospel as a “work of resis-

tance,” which urges the faithful to defy the dominant control of Roman

imperial and synagogal power structures.

Consistent with his numerous other publications on Matthew, Carter

divides the gospel’s plot into six narrative blocks. In the first segment,

1:1-4:16, God initiates the story by conceiving and commissioning Jesus. At

a time when the temple lay in ruins, the suggestion that God’s presence is

known in Jesus as it is laid out in 1:18-25 would have had particular

relevance. Although Rome’s vassal king together with the Jewish religious

elite strike back at God’s chosen one in chapter 2, God protects the power-

less. Jesus then commits himself to the divine task of resisting the devil, the

controller of the world’s empires, and to bringing light to a dark world under

imperial control (3:1-4:16). In the second narrative block, 4:17-1 1:1, Jesus

carries out his mission by calling people to follow him in an alternative

community and by manifesting God’s empire in both his teaching and his

healing ministry. Indeed, his display of God’s sovereignty, Carter tells us,

directly collides with Roman imperial claims to have “healed” the world. In

the third narrative block, 11:2-16:20, human reactions to Jesus’ ministry

move to center stage, demonstrating the necessity of an appropriate response
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to him. In the fourth block, 16:2 1-20:34, Jesus proceeds toward his death at

the hands of the rejecting elite, while in the fifth, 21:1-27:66, he confronts

the elite in Jerusalem and dies under their assault. But in the sixth and final

block, 28: 1-20, the apparent defeat is revealed as a victory. God has overcome

the worst that tyranny can do. Because of this, the counter cultural life of

discipleship looks forward to the end of oppression and a new future in God’s

coming empire.

There is scarcely any doubt that Matthew offers Carter plenty of room to

read the text from the perspective of a small, even cowered, community in the

midst of an antagonistic world. For that reason, this attempt should be taken

seriously and listened to with sympathy. What is worthy of consideration

does not always warrant conviction, however. There is a difference between

recognizing that aspects of marginality might be important to the story and

choosing this lens as the single filter through which the entire narrative is

read. To select a few random examples, are we really to suppose that

Matthew’s implied audience would have heard the call to discipleship in

4:18-22 as an appeal to contest the imperial economic and political monop-

oly, or that the feeding stories of chapters 14-15 attack the sinful imperial

system “which ensures that the urban elite are well fed at the expense of the

poor” (p. 305). And do we believe that the demon possession of 17:14-20

“has imperial implications in denoting the moon-blessed success of Rome”

(p. 353)? At what point does this single filter become an obstruction, blocking

other themes and thereby skewing the evidence? Was Matthew’s implied

audience really so sensitive to, indeed so completely consumed by, the issues

of power as Carter supposes? After reading this lengthy book, many will

probably conclude that it is helpful and suggestive, but often better at what

it attempts than at what it accomplishes.

Donald J. Verseput

Bethel Seminary

Kwon, Ho-Youn, Kwang Chung Kim, and R. Stephen Warner, eds. Korean

Americans and Their Religions: Pilgrims and Missionariesfrom a Different Shore.

University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2001. Pp. 307.

$65.00.

Korean Americans share many similar characteristics with other Asian

Americans, particularly with Chinese and Japanese Americans in terms of

their ethnic heritage, immigration history, and adaptation patterns. They

share a similar racial origin, linguistic affinity (a common usage of Chinese

writing systems), a broad Buddhist influence on their folk beliefs, Confucian-
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ist-based social ethics (close family ties), and a strong emphasis on education

and professional achievement. Moreover, their early immigration experiences

are also very similar—labor migration, social marginality, a heavy concen-

tration in self-employed business, the negative impact of the Immigration Act

of 1924 (“Oriental Exclusion Law” for immigration and naturalization), and

the positive impact of the Immigration Act of 1965 which abolished the racial

quota system and opened the gate for the “new immigrants” from Asia.

Despite these similarities, Korean Americans are, however, most unique in

terms of their extensive religious involvement, as compared with other Asian

Americans. Among all Asian Americans, the Korean American participation

rate in Christian church is the highest except for Filipinos. As this book

indicates, about one million Korean American Christians gather into over

three thousand of their own churches today (p. 25). Since there are 1,076,872

Koreans in the United States, this means there is now a Korean ethnic church

for every 359 Korean Americans. More precisely, the recent research reveals

that an overwhelming majority (70-75%) of Korean Americans are affiliated

with a Korean ethnic church and the vast majority (80%) of the church

affiliates attend church at least once a week. In Korea only 24 percent of the

national population is affiliated with Christian churches.

Three prominent sociologists in the areas of immigration, religion, and

Korean and Korean American studies, Ho-Youn Kwon (North Park Univer-

sity), Kwang Chung Kim (Western Illinois University) and R. Stephen

Warner (University of Illinois at Chicago) address three questions in this

comprehensive source book on Korean American Religions: Why then is

there such high church participation among Korean Americans, especially for

the first-generation immigrants? How about the second-generation Korean

Americans and their church? And what happened to other religions that

Korean immigrants might have brought with them from Korea, especially

Buddhism which is still a dominant religion in Korea?

Although there are many other interesting issues discussed in various

chapters in this volume, these three questions function as the major research

foci for the editors, who organized the 15 chapters from contributions by

scholars from various disciplines-—sociology, psychology, social work, theol-

ogy, and by clergy from Christian and Buddhist communities. Most of the

chapters were originally presented in 1996 at the Symposium on Korean

Americans: Religion and Society, sponsored by the Center for Korean Stud-

ies of North Park University in Chicago.

The book opens with the editors’ introductory chapters (Part I), which

examine Korean American religious experience in international (migration)

and socio-historical (comparative) perspectives. Part II focuses on the reli-
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gious experience of Korean immigrant Christians in the context of their

social marginality and existential alienation in America. Part III explores

problems and prospects of the generational transition of Korean American

churches, and Part IV discusses the historical background and current status

of Korean Buddhism in America.

The major strength of this book is its multi-dimensional approach

—

interdisciplinary, multicultural, comparative, and empirical as well as theo-

retical and hermeneutical. Three chapters stand out in terms of their fresh

theoretical insight: Stephen Warner’s “The Korean Immigrant Church as

Case and Model,” Sang Hyun Lee’s “Pilgrimage and Home in the Wilder-

ness of Marginality,” and Karen Chai’s “Intra-Ethnic Religious Diversity.”

Given the fact that past research literature on Korean Americans has largely

been descriptive, it is indeed refreshing to read this volume which offers so

many ideas!

Regrettably, as the editors of this book acknowledge, the religious expe-

rience of Korean American Catholics (about 15% of all Korean American

Christians) could not be included due to a lack of research. Also lacking

research is a comparative study of the second-generation Korean American

church in light of other Asian American church histories, particularly the

Chinese and the Japanese.

In sum, Korean Americans and Their Religion makes an invaluable contribu-

tion to the study of the contextual variations in the structure and functions of

religion among racial and ethnic minorities in the United States.

Won Moo Hurh

Western Illinois University

Lewis, Alan E. Between Cross and Resurrection: A Theology of Holy Saturday.

Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001. Pp. 477. $30.00.

In this penetrating study, Alan E. Lewis, formerly Professor of Construc-

tive and Modern Theology at Austin Presbyterian Seminary, addresses anew

Kierkegaard’s classic question of how to become a Christian in Christendom.

It is a tale of three ways of hearing the gospel story that runs from Good
Friday to Easter. On one’s encounter with the church’s defining narrative,

announcement of Christ’s resurrection provokes astonishment. Whether or

not the gospel is acknowledged as good, it certainly comes as news. With

time, however, the problem of Christendom emerges, the problem of over-

familiarity. Foreknowledge of Easter “anaesthetizes” us to the full impact of

Good Friday.

The antidote, Lewis believes, is to give proper attention to the day that is
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often passed over in silence; what is needed is a theology of Holy Saturday.

The reorientation opens a space between Good Friday and Easter which

encourages us to pause and attend to each moment in its own right. Only thus

does the original story become what it rightfully is, a tale “of contrast and

reversal; ... of death and nothing, and only then of life.” Lewis thus shows

how narrative contributes to theology, but he is no less alert to theology’s

impact on narrative. For the resurrection naturally gives rise to the theolog-

ical question, “how can these things be?”; and, so far from cushioning one

against the horror of the crucifixion, the result of carrying that question back

into the narrative is in effect to make things worse.

But making things “worse” improves the chances of hearing the gospel.

For initially (and this prevents us from idealizing the first spontaneous

encounter with the story) we think in terms of what is happening to Jesus. But

once we know of God’s self-identification with Jesus in the resurrection, that

theological awareness compels us simultaneously to receive the events as

happening to God. This brings us to the fundamental “conundrum of the

grave” around which the study circles. For “in death our humanness is

revealed as never before for what it truly is: transient, perishable, finite. Every

instinct says, ‘Here, at least, there can be no place for God . . Yet at the

heart of the New Testament there lies this intractible witness—God was

incarnate and interred.”

In setting forth this argument, which occupies Part One of the book,

“Hearing the Story,” Lewis is at pains to confine the more technical aspects

of the discussion to the footnotes. These are readily accessible at the foot of

each page thanks to William B. Eerdmans, the publisher. This enviable

ability to address a general theological audience while providing pointers to

further reading for those who wish to pursue them is no less apparent in Part

Two, “Thinking the Story.” This section treats the ecumenical councils

(“Doctrine Safeguards Story”), the Reformation, and modern theology

through to Barth’s “second Reformation” (“Story in Reform of Doctrine”).

Barth receives commendation for the twofold achievement of breaking with

ancient metaphysical dualisms which interdict consideration of “God in the

grave,” while simultaneously insisting upon a certain ontology such that Holy

Saturday opens a window into God’s very being. At the forefront of contem-

porary thinkers who have influenced Lewis are Jurgen Moltmann and Eber-

hard Jiingel.

Finally, in part three, “Living the Story,” the author considers large

regions of human experience— history, society, personal life—in light of the

foregoing. Here pastoral sensitivity is fused with a sort of intransigent

penetration which requires that we entrust ourselves fearlessly to the ever-
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offending story. Prayer becomes the decisive human posture. “Our prayer-

fully acknowledged dependence upon God, in short, frees the God who

depends on us to direct the surpassing power of dependent self-negating love

against the dysteleology of self-sufficiency and independence which wreaks

such havoc upon history, humanity and nature.”

This book, delayed in its publication by the author’s death of cancer in

1994, is a major contribution to the crucial task of fashioning in our time an

orthodox theology that is not compromised by triumphalism. It would be

difficult to recommend it too highly.

Walter Lowe

Candler School of Theology

Sherwood, Yvonne. A Biblical Text and Its Afterlives: The Survival ofJonah in

Western Culture. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000. Pp. 321.

Paper, $25.00.

Yvonne Sherw ood’s remarkable book on Jonah suggests that great changes

are undeway in biblical studies. Her book is not quite a history of “recep-

tion” or “effects,” nor is it exactly reader-response or deconstruction or

ideological criticism, but it draws on all of those approaches and more beside,

including the new field of “memetics.” Nor does she pursue the history

“behind” the book ofJonah, the linguistic, cultural, or economic factors that

may have led to its production. Nor could this book be called a commentary,

even though in it Sherwood does comment in depth on every' part of the book

ofJonah. She also has a more conventional commentary on Jonah forthcom-

ing from Blackwell. Instead, she traces the ways in which this “mongrel text”

has reproduced itself, both within and especially outside of the Bible, in a wide

variety of written and graphic, and even televised, texts. Many of these rewritings

of Jonah were produced by Christians or Jew's, but others have come from

beyond any canonical or creedal context or control.

Sherwood writes in an engagingly droll style that makes the book a

constant delight to read, and it should be accessible to anyone at college level

or beyond. Alter a brief introduction, the book is divided into three massive

chapters. Also included are seventeen reproductions of depictions ofJonah’s

story from medieval to modern times, an extensive bibliography, and two

indexes.

The first chapter, “The Mainstream,” explores interpretations that have

dominated the reading of the book ofJonah in the Western world from early

Christian times to the present. These interpretations are predominantly

Christian and often anti-Semitic. In them, the reluctant prophet appears
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initially as a Christ figure, but later as a stereotype of the Jew, a cautionary

instance of failed obedience to God, or a study in monstrous ichthyology.

Through these readings, Jonah and the rest of the Jewish scriptures are

rewritten as Christian literature.

The second chapter delves into “Backwaters and Underbellies,” alternative

understandings ofJonah that appear throughout the same time period, but on

the margins of Western culture. These peripheral readings come in two

forms: Jewish readings, beginning with the earliest rabbinic sources, and

“popular” readings, which include both secular interpretations and other

readings that are outside the control of religious orthodoxy. Numerous

similarities between Jewish and popular readings justify her joint consider-

ation of them. These readings tend to be both more playful and diverse, but

also more “literal,” than the mainstream ones.

Nevertheless, the dominant and peripheral interpretations ofJonah do not

simply oppose one another. One of the delights of Sherwood’s book is her

detailed demonstration of how backwater readings can be influenced by those

from the centers of power, and how mainstream readings become infected by

themes that appeared originally on the margins. She scrupulously avoids

binary “good guy/bad guy” distinctions, although she confesses that her heart

is with the peripheral readings. Another Sherwood strength appears in her

extended reflections on the relationships and differences between the varied

rewritings of Jonah. In so doing, she probes the dynamics of biblical inter-

pretation itself. Although her focus remains resolutely on the book ofJonah,

she is not afraid to address larger hermeneutical, theological, political, or

cultural issues, and she does all of this in a sensitive and thoughtful manner.

The book’s final chapter presents the conclusions that Sherwood draws

from her investigations, including her own reading of Jonah. Because this

reading draws on the numerous interpretive “voices” that she has acknowl-

edged, it is more of an anti-commentary than a commentary, an explosion of

semiosis in which the book ofJonah becomes almost infinitely polymorphic.

Given the careful preparations that she has made for this reading, anything

less would have been a disappointment.

Sherwood does not disappoint. In addition to offering careful scholarship

that ranges over a massive accumulation of evidence and shows us a great deal

about the book of Jonah, she also demonstrates that understanding of the

afterlives of biblical books, how and whether they get recycled, is not only

desirable, but indispensable.

George Aichele

Adrian College
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Thurston, Bonnie Bowman. Preaching Mark. Minneapolis: Fortress, 2002.

Pp. 218. $18.00.

Pastors, teachers, chaplains, and people in various other forms of ministry

often find themselves fulfilling the role of “jack-of-all-trades,” so that engag-

ing in serious exegesis for their sermons and Bible studies may not always rise

to the top of their priority list. For them, Preaching Mark written by Bonnie

Bowman T hurston is an excellent tool for preparing sermons or Bible studies

on the Gospel of Mark. The author, who states in the preface that the

purpose of the book is “specifically to aid preachers and teachers in the

church,” certainly has accomplished her goal.

Thurston approaches the Gospel not as an historical record that focuses on the

accuracy of recording events as they occurred, but as a document of faith that

induces and nurtures faith in readers. She also indicates that the organization of

the Gospel can be seen from a geographical perspective (Galilee vs. Jerusalem) or

a theophanic perspective (baptism, transfiguration, and death/resurrection of

Jesus). With this literary sensitivity to the biblical text, she outlines the structure

of the Gospel as follows: 1) “The Prologue and Typical Features of Jesus’

Ministry,” Mark 1:1-39; 2 ) “The Opposition in Galilee,” Mark 1:40-3:35; 3)

“The Parables: The Substance of Jesus’ Message,” Mark 4:1-34; 4) “The Mir-

acles: The Extent of Jesus’ Power,” Mark 4:35-5:43; 5) “The Ministry around

Capernaum,” Mark 6:1-8:21

;

6) “The Journey to Jerusalem and Discipleship

Teaching,” Mark 8:22-10:52; 7) “The Ministry around Jerusalem,” Mark 11-13

;

and 8) “The Passion and Resurrection,” Mark 14-16. She then divides each of

these eight units into further smaller units for teaching and preaching, and sets

forth the interpretation of these pericopae.

After interpreting each of these sub-units, Thurston makes practical sug-

gestions for applying each text for the contemporary context. She describes

her approach as a “hermeneutic of belief,” so that one should not expect a

deconstructionist adaptation of Mark, i.e., a completely new perspective on

reading it or approaching it entirely from the perspective of women’s issues,

race issues, economic justice, and so forth. Nevertheless, T hurston makes

inclusive suggestions that go beyond the traditional approaches so that her

fresh applications address issues of the postmodern era. The book addresses

issues that are broad and inclusive, and ministers from different Christian

traditions will likely find it useful.

T he greatest contribution of the book lies in its integration of a wealth of

information in a holistic manner. Instead of following the standard format for

commentaries that analyze each verse in great detail, this interpretation takes

each unit of material as a whole. While this approach may not allow for a
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detailed and precise interpretation of each verse, it does allow for the relevant

meaning and significance of the passage as a whole to be extracted. While a

close examination of each tree and plant in a forest may provide more detailed

and clear information about each item examined, it does not reveal how each

tree and plant relates to the others, nor does it display how all of them come

together and form a significance whole. In a similar manner, Thurston’s

approach allows her to focus not only on different significant parts in each

passage, but also to grasp the various inter-relationships within a passage

without ignoring the relationship among various pericopae. Most impor-

tantly, she holds that the hermeneutical task is not complete until it uncovers

the meaning of the passage as a whole. As a result, the general significance of

each pericope is brought forth, which would have been lost in an atomistic

approach to the text.

These interpretations not only focus on the narratdvity of the biblical texts.

They are also presented in the form of narratives. In other words, the

medium in communicating the investigation of the subject matter takes on a

holistic approach just as the subject matter is holistically examined. The book

thus is written, not in a codified language, but in a descriptive language.

While codified language has an advantage of indicating concrete concepts in

their specificity, its disadvantage is its focus on the discrete parts with little

attention to the relationship among the parts. By taking on a narrative form,

the interpretation pulls together many different aspects of information, and

provides a richer and more integrated interpretation that will nourish con-

fidence in ministers, the messengers of the Gospel and, as a result, in the

hearers as well.

Since this book does not argue for, or develop, an over-all theme, but

provides interpretation of each pericope, the best way to utilize this book is

to skim it first and only then read each section to prepare for Bible studies and

sermons. When one needs to do further in-depth studies on the passage, one

may consult the list of “Further reading” provided for each section and

additional resources listed in the second appendix.

Angella Son

Theological School

Drew University

VanderKam, James C. An Introduction to Early Judaism. Grand Rapids: Eerd-

mans, 2001. Pp. 234. $18.00.

Readers familiar with the work of James C. VanderKam, the John A.

O’Brien Professor of Hebrew Scriptures at the University of Notre Dame

—
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especially with his popular volume, The Dead Sea Scrolls Today (Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1994)—will not be surprised with what they find here.

VanderKam has repeated his performance in that earlier book by offering a

volume that is at once accessible and understandable but also rich with details

and deep learning.

The book comprises three chapters. The first, “The Time of the Second

Temple,” recounts the history of Early Judaism from 538 BCE— 135 CE,

subdividing this history, as is customary, into the Persian, Hellenistic, and

Roman Periods. The second chapter, “Jewish Literature of the Second

Temple Period,” is the longest chapter and the heart of the book. It presents

numerous and succinct summaries of the main pieces of Early Jewish liter-

ature (e.g., Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Philo, Josephus) as well as treat-

ments of three significant archaeological discoveries (the Elephantine papyri,

the Dead Sea Scrolls, and Masada). In the last chapter, “Synthesis: Leaders,

Groups, and Institutions,” VanderKam offers a synthetic reading of rulers

and leaders, groups, worship in Temple and synagogue, and the place of the

scripture. The volume concludes with a brief bibliography and an index.

In covering so much material and in doing it so well, VanderKam has

placed us all in his debt. Yet if there is a weakness with this volume it is the

shadow side of its strength: the breadth of treatment comes at some expense

to its depth. Simply put, the scope of the book’s content affords VanderKam

little space to cover the many topics he must cover, and eliminates other

topics that might have been treated. A comparison with The Dead Sea Scrolls

Today is instructive on this point. That volume, devoted solely to the scrolls,

stands at 201 pages. An Innoduction to Early Judaism is only 16 pages longer

and covers much more than the Scrolls, even as it includes a treatment of

them (150-66). Of course, the comparison is not entirely fair. The two

volumes, while similar, are really two different genres and that is important

to keep in mind. Even so, insofar as An Introduction to Early Judaism must

cover more time, more texts, and more material, it does not succeed as well

as The Dead Sea Scrolls, which has the luxury of giving more space and

attention to a much smaller (though still extensive) corpus. At the same time,

the genre of the present volume indicates that both length and depth must be

delimited. To do otherwise would be to produce a different book: one that is

less of an introduction to early Judaism and one that is less affordable and

accessible!

I know of nothing quite like this volume presently on the market. Readers

will certainly quibble with VanderKam on this point or that, or wish that he

had spent more time on these kinds of items or those sorts of phenomena. (I,

for one, did not find the argument from silence altogether convincing in the
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determination of the date of certain documents, and I also desired more

pictures, maps, and site plans—especially in an introductory volume.) Even so,

the simple fact is this: VanderKam has written a book that is sure to be (and

should be) used extensively by those who are new to the complex world of the

Judaism(s) of the Second Temple period. But he has also written a book that

can, at the same time, be read with great profit by veterans in the field. I

recommend it to both.

Brent A. Strawn

Candler School of Theology

Emory University
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